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Saint Catherine of Genoa (1447-1510) was a lay woman who underwent a mystical
conversion at about the age of twenty-six. In this divine and transcendental moment,
Catherine would come to understand God and the operation of God in her life as Pure
Love. She continued to live in this divine condition throughout the rest of her life and,
wouldeventuallyunderstand-throughfurtherdivineinfusion-that her mystical life was,
in fact, a progression through purgatory that would lead her to the restoration of her true
selfin and as Pure Love. It is the objective of this study, therefore, to examine her
doctrine of purgatory in its historical context, and theologically, through the religious
element of "mysticism" in an effort to understand how the doctrine manifested itself in
her life.
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My examination of Saint Catherine of Genoa's (1447-1510) doctrine of purgatory
dealswiththreeacknowledgedandpredominantpoints:1first,that the doctrine is based a
notion of pure love;second,that it has been recorded as a divineIyinfusedrevelationand,
therefore, understood in terms ofa"mystical theology"; third, that this doctrine
manifested itselfin the historical life of the saint, which has led scholars to conclude that
the doctrine of purgatory is also the doctrine of her life? As we shall see, these three
points are interconnected; however, it is the objective of this studytostressthe
importanceofunderstandinghertheologicalteachingsonpurgatory through the religious
elemenlof"mysticism"andunderstandingholVthesepurgatoriaI teachings on pure love
But what do we mean by "mysticism"? Questioning the meaning of "mysticism"
has been a traditional exercise in numerous academic works becauseoftheinherent
mysteriousness and na/lIra! anlbiguity of the word. As Bernard McGinn has said, "the
word 'mysticism,' like 'time,' is both commonly used and resistant of easy description and
definition.") Michel de Certeau has pointed out that the word "mysticism" being used as
IedictXIY.
anounstartedonlyatthebeginningoftheseventeenth-centuryinFrance,4 whileinthe
English-speakingworld,thetenn"mysticism"onlybegantobeused frequently near the
end of the nineteenth century when the tenn entered modern academic discussion5 lthas
been acknowledged that some aspects of the tenn have been linked with the Greek
adjective mystikos, 6 but that "no definition could be both meaningful and sufficiently
comprehensive to include all experiences that, at some pointorother,havebeen
described as 'mystical',") onetheless, some general conclusions may be made when
speaking of the "mysticism" in the purgatorial life and teachings of Catherine of Genoa,
In his Christian Mysticism, William Ralph Inge (1860-1954) defines "mysticism"
as "the attempt to realise, in thoughland feeling, the immanence 0 fthetemporalinthe
eternal, and of the eternal in the temporal."s Moreover, he believed that "mysticism", as
a form of religion, was based on the assumption that the soul, purified through the divine,
can somehow partake of the divine who is understood as love9
Evelyn Underhill (1875-1941) understood "mysticism" as "the ex pression of the
innate tendency of the human spirit towards complete hannonywith transcendental order,
• !1).
20-421
, 'bid., 6-8.
whatever be the theological formula under which that order is understood"IO,orsimplyas
"the life that aims at union with God.,,11 Underhill understood that a Christian mystic
was a person who had-in some degree-a direct experience with the divine and
"realized God as an abiding Fact, a living Presence and Love; and by this their whole
existence was transformed.,,12
In these terms, Catherine's life undoubtedly contains numerous examples and
elements of mystical experiences and subsequent events in the saint's life are a form of
"mysticism." Furthermore, Catherine's "mysticism" is centred upon the notion and
presence of pure love, which isa conclusion shared by Pierre Debongnie,whoheralded
Catherine as "the doctor of pure love,"'Jand Christopher Nugent, who entitled an article
"Mystic of Pure Love: Saint Catherine of Genoa" in Women Writers ofthe Renaissance
and Reformation. 14
It was in one such moment of "mysticism" - and we cannot stress enough that it
was centred upon the notion and presence of pure love-that Catherinereceivedher
revelation on purgatory:
While still in the flesh this blessed soul [Catherine] experiencedthe fiery love of
God, a love that consumed her, cleansing and purifying all, so that 0 ncequitted
this life she could appear forthwith in God's presence. As she dwelt on this love,
the condition of the souls of the faithful in purgatory, where they are cleansed of
the remaining rust and stain of sin, became clear to her. She rejoiced in her union
with God in this loving purgatory, and so did the souls in purgatory, she realized,
who have no choice but to be there, and this because ofGod'sjustdecree. 15
The above scene describes a mystical experience of both divine unionanddivine
inspiration through ecstatic, transcendental, and infused knowledge; that is, the saint's
"mysticism" expresses itself in the form of "mystical theology," which, according to
Dom David Knowles standard Christian neo-scholastic interpretation of the expression, is
"an incommunicable and inexpressible knowledge and love of God orofreligioustruth
received in the spirit without precedent effort or reasoning.,,1 6 Yet, as Denys Turner has
shown, this incommunicable and inexpressible knowledge isjust oneaspectofa
theological expression that still affirms something about the divine, which at every
moment is both beyond words and explained by words. 17 Accordingly, he says, "if these
thingsareso,thentheology[adiscourseaboutthedivineJinsofar as it is theology is
'mystical'andinsofarasitis'mystical'itistheology.,,18
[fwe accept these conclusions, we can appreciate how Catherine was able to
provide her own unique viewpoint and description of transcendent ideasandexperiences
of the divine and purgatory, even though she often admitted that what she was discussing
was beyond her understanding and words. Moreover, since "mysticism" is often
unexplainable, it makes sense that Catherine would attempt to comprehend,
communicate, and demonstrate her divine knowledge and experience with a more
practical approach through her own material life in bodilyexperience and action. In
other words, as Bernard McGinn has said in his discussion of the mystical element in
Christianity, we should understand Catherine's "mysticism" and "mystical theology" as
"that part of its belief and practices that concerns the preparation, the consciousness of,
and the reaction to what can be described as the immediate ordirect presence ofGod.,,19
Here in this definition we have the basis to conclude and supportthethoughtthat
Catherine's "mysticism" was not just in her theological words and teachings, but also in
the way in which she lived her life; that is, her"mysticaltheology"resultedina
"theological life", and, therefore, we must examine the manifestation of the doctrine in
her life to have a more holistic and improved understanding of her mystical doctrine of
purgatory.
In order to examine both Catherine's life and teachings, then, we will take a
theological and historical approach and make reference to each work in the Vita e Opere
diS. Caterinada Genova, which includes her biographical account inthe Life,20 her
internal biographical commentary and spiritual teachings in The Spiritual Dialogue,21 and
her theological doctrine-which is better understood as hermystical teachings-
concerning the souls in purgatory in the Treatise on Purgatory, that Serge Hughes aptly
renamed Purgation and Purgatory?2
In the first chapter, the discussion involves the historical and theological
foundations of Catherine's life and teachings. First, we will take into account the
historical context and external historical factors that influenced and contributed to the
development of her rnystical and purgatorial life and teachings. Second, the discussion
will focus on the collective consciousness and emotion of the period, which likewise
greatly influenced and contributed to the development of the doctrine. And, third, we
will give a general overview of the theological development of purgatoryandthe
religious, philosophical, and spiritual teachings associated with it, which undoubtedly had
a profound effect upon the life and teachings of Catherine ofGenoa.
The second chapter will begin with a discussion of Catherine'searlylife; that is,
wewillexamineherhistoricalbackgroundandeventsinherchildhood that led to her
"second conversion," which, we will learn, may be called the beginnings of her "mystical
purgatory." Accordingly, we will describe specific events and circumstances in her life
that contributed to her mystical and socio-religious purgatoriallifeanddoctrine. And,
becausewearedependentuponCatherine'sbiographersforthishistoricalinformation,
hagiographic concerns and tendencies will be noted. Nonetheless, the focus will remain
on Catherine's mystical and purgatorial life and teachings, as presentedintheLifen
In the third chapter, we will discuss Catherine's conversion experience and her
subsequent revelatory understanding of the divine and pure love. In this discussion,
parallels will be drawn between Catherine's conversion experience and understanding of
the divine with Augustine's, for there are significant similarities here and these
similarities have been often overlooked. Accordingly, we will learn that she understood
purgatory as pure love and arrived at this divine image and understanding at her "second
We will further explain, in the fourth chapter, that Catherine, following what she
understood as the divine ordinance, entered into herpurgatorialjourney from the moment
of this mystical conversion. Such a notion deviates from the commonly accepted idea
that her purgatorial life on earth began in her later years with herphysical infirmities in
that period and experience classified as her bodily purgatory. Consequently, additional
comparison will be made to Augustine's teachings when we describe her subsequent
mystical ascent in pure iove, through a purgatory that began inthismomentofdivinely
infused conversion. Moreover, we will attempt some clarification about her conversion
experience being "sudden," "perfect," and a moment of "death" inordertobetter
understandhowthebeginningofher"mysticalpurgatory"onearth commenced at the
In the final chapter, we will discuss the manifestation of the mystical doctrine of
purgatory in Catherine's life and show how she wholly purified and restored her soul's
divine image and likeness in pure love. Accordingly, we will learn about her additional
spiritual teachings and realize that the three observable periods within her life, noted by
Friedrich von HUgel, are actually parallel divisions that follow the traditional threefold
mystical path of purgation, illumination, and union. Hence, we will discuss her
seemingly penitential actions, which can be considered her exterior mortification or
purgation. Wewillthengoontodiscussherinteriorstruggles,fasts,dependenceonthe
eucharistic meal, ecstatic experiences, and her Christ-like and charitable actions, which
may be considered as her interior mortification, ascetic practices, or period of
illumination. Finally, we will discuss the last years of her life, when she believedthe
residueofselfhoodorsinofselfwascompletelyannihilateddueto a deeper union with
the divine. rnterestingly, this divine union was what was understood to havecontributed
to her becoming ill and going through what was termed her bodily purgatory, which can
be considered her transcendent and unitive mortification. After all, that mortification led
to her death-her absolute union with God.
In summary, it is the objective of this study to examine how the purgatorial
doctrine isamystical teaching understood through the notion of pure love that manifested
itselfin her life. An examination of her mystical teaching on purgatory will reveal how it
is different from other concepts of purgatory, how she understood purgatory in her own
unique theological tenns,and how she incorporated and demonstrated those teachings in
concrete ways in her life. Hence, if we understand her teachings as a mystical doctrine,
we will discover the true nature of her doctrine of purgatory and howshe realized the true
nature of the divine and herself; that is, when we understand the mysticalteachingson
purgatory, we will understand how a sainthood of pure love was actualized in the life of
As Donald Christopher Nugent concluded, "Catherine is first and foremost a
mysticaltheo!ogian'"because her theological teachings were "infused, rather than
acquired or scholastic.,,2 Nonetheless, mystical teachings cannot be disconnected from the
individual mysticand,inturn, that mystic cannot bedisconnectedfromtheirhistorical
circumstances and environment. Mystical teachings find their form and expression in the
historical setting and those teachings have a subsequent and resounding effect upon the
individual and existent environment from which they developed. As Evelyn Underhill
remarked,
In reading the mystics, then, we must be careful not to cut them outoftheir
backgrounds and try to judge them by spiritual standards alone. They are human
beings immersed in the stream of human history; children of their own time, their
own Church, as well as children of Eternal Love. Like other human beings, that is
to say, they have their social and their individual aspects; and we shall not obtain a
true idea of them unless both be kept inmind3
Catherine of Genoa's mystical purgatory, acting as both a theological discourse and
theological life, makes these remarks even more poignant because her teachings and life
are intrinsically linked together. Therefore, a general discussion of the historical
environment and historical development of the theological doctrineofpurgatoryis
essential to an understanding of Catherine's mystical purgatory. The method of this
discussion will take inspiration from the structure of the Vila e Opere di S. Caterina da
Genova: like the Lije, there will be a discussion of the "external history"; like The
Spiritual Dialogue, there will a discussion of the "internal history"; and, finally, like
Purgation and Purgatory, there will be a discussion of the purgatorial after-life with a
historical overview of the formation and expression ofpurgatory from the third to the
fifteenth century.
External History: An Intermediate Era
Known by historians as an intermediate period, Catherine of Genoa's era was not
the Middle Ages, but not quite the Renaissance either. As the name suggests, it was a
period of transition. It was that time in history when the medieval system was rapidly
breaking apart and society "in its depths was already modern, but not yet broken up into
seemingly final,institutionalized internecine antagonisms."4
Catherine of Genoa's teachings demonstrate the influence of the societal change.
While her spirituality would be founded upon the standard and weII known theological
concepts of her tradition, it would also be manifest through the most progressive spiritual
ideals of a more modern age. Her spiritual expression came about during a period of
enormous change and conflict within the church, which made possible for new forms of
spirituality to express themselves.
Of all the institutions in the Middle Ages - state, commerce, arts, church - the
mostimportantwasthechurchbecausethechurchheldunquestionable authority and
4 Friedrich von HUgel, The Mystical Element ofReligion: As Studied in Saint Catherine a/Genoa and Her
Friends, 2 vols.,(London: James Clarke and Company Limited, 1961), vol. 1,94-95
principal leadership within medieval society. The church's main motivation was the
propagation of religion, but "that religion entailed creation 0 fa complex jurisdictional
and administrative system, comprising a series of courts, asystem of taxation (of various
kinds, and at all levels of the church),and an extensive bureaucracy."s With such great
authority, the ecclesiastical order would reach ever further into the life of medieval
society: church dogma incorporated pagan practices, folk belie fs, and other forms of
popular religion. The "religious life" became the prominent position within society for
those otherwise living a common life; the social order would be affected through the
education of clergy and the constant merging of religious and govemmental affairs, which
would greatly affect ideals of duty, honour, and property; and, mostimportantly,the
church would affect medieval society through the sevensacramentS,which
communicated spiritual gifts of divine grace into something more material and tangible6
Having such a determinative influence over the Middle Ages, the church was not only a
part of society, it actually was the society; the medieval system was that of the church,
which wanted to have dominion over the earth and create "the Age of Faith."?
What the church ended up creating, however, was an age of unrest anddecline.
Not since the years 250 to 700C.E. was there as muchtransitionexperienced by the
church as during the years 1300-1500 C.E.8 The ideals that characterized medieval
society were disappearing as the church was gripped with much changeandconflict.
Nowhere else was this more evident than in Italy, where the history of the church
reflected the history of the papacy9 During the two hundred year decline of the chllrch
there were many intemal and external controversies being fought by the papacy. First,
Pope Boniface's Bull, Unam Sane/am (1300) stated:
This document challenged numerous medieval conceptions and broughtthose
conceptions to the breaking-point. Next, there was the stark confusion and bleak state of
the papacy during the seventy years of the Avignon exile (1309-1377). Afterward, there
would be continued distraction through the thirty years of the PapaISchism(1378-
1409).'1 The Great Schism would bring about much change in the ecclesiastical order:
kings were able to reintroduce secular politics back into thechurch;thepapacywasno
longer held in high esteem by society; and with the rise ofconcil iarism '2, a general
council of bishops held supreme authority instead of the pope. Eventually, the Council of
Ferrara-Florence (1438) would help return some of the political power and moral
leadership once wielded by the papacy, but never again would the church have complete
control over secular society. 13
Apart from political problems, the papacy would face just as many challenges
from burgeoning intellectual and religious ideals. The papacy had once supported new
ideas, organizations, and even expressions of spirituality during times of growth and
prosperity within the church. ow, coinciding with thedeclineofthechurch,there was a
retraction of papal protection and approval of such spiritual trai Iblazers.lntellectual
innovators such as William ofOckham, Marsilius of Padua, and Meister Eckhart, were
condemnedalongwithspiritualteachingsliketheSpiritualFranciscan's doctrine of
extreme poverty and even the doctrine of the Beatific Vision set forth by Pope John XXII.
The papacy feared extremism, along with the assertiveness and dominance of secular
rulers, and popular movements of the urban centres, whichjeopardi zed the authority of
established institutions. These condemnations, however, only demonstrated the
remarkable instability of the papal office. With such an unstable environment, the ability
to control or guide these new movements and ideas became impossible. Instead, the
papacy could now only show opposition, which did nothing to halt the development of
new ideals and spiritual expressions, particularly in the urban centres. 14
With the growth in urban populations, there was an opportunity forpeopleto
come together and express new ideas without fear of reprimand; people would have an
easier time finding supporters with common interest within a larger community and
would gain security and power in numbers. As well, urban centres themselves would find
securityandpowerthroughgrowingeconomicstabilityandpoliticalindependence. In
such an environment, radical opinions could join with urban innovations bringing about
revolutionary change. In such a climate, idealistic notions about unifying Christian
society were quickly dissipating, while notions of national ism gathered much support in
14 R. W. Southern, Western Society and the Church in the Middle Ages (Hannondsworth, England: Penguin
Books, 1970),44-45
the urban centres, particularly in northern Europe and Italy. 15 These nationalistic notions
challenged the relevance and validity of the church's elaborate theories of universal papal
rule and supreme sacerdotal lordship. In a society governed without theoretical pretence,
religion would shift its focus towards elements of the secular life,understandingthe
comrnunityas the source for political and spiritual authority and the individual
experience. 16
A new period of history termed the Renaissance would develop through these
monumental changes in politics, religion, and individualexpressions. The Renaissance
represented an expansive period of human thought, achievement and prosperity that
involved the revival of classical eloquence in art and education with a return to the
ancient classics. Of all the movements during the Renaissance, humanism would have
the most profound affect upon society and best define the overall expressionofthe
period. The humanist movement was deeply religious and was concerned with the
religious renewal and reform of society. Earlyhumanists,suchasFrancescoPetrarch
(1304-1374), called fora return to virtue and eloquence as exempli fied by the teachings
of Augustine. DavidS. Peterson elaborates:
Within this practical concern to balance the inner approach to God withcharitable
social action, the humanist Francesco Petrarca (1304-74) establishedtherelevance
of the pagan classics to Christian moral life. Responding to scholastic
philosophers who derided him as 'a good man without learning', he ridiculed the
pretensions of theologians 'whose time is spent in learningtoknowGodinsteadof
loving Him'. Setting moral philosophy above speculative theology, and
embracing Augustine's anthropology of the will over the scholastics'Aristotelian
faith and reason, Petrarch insisted that 'it is better to will the good than to know
the truth' ... The 'studies of humanity' (studio humanitatis) were a rejection not of
"Russell,181
16 Southem,48-49
religionbutoflheological speculation in favour of faith-based Chrislian moral
engagement to which the classics could make a hortalory conlribution. 17
However, during the decline oflhe church, humanists wanted to replace faith with reason
and became the harbingers ofsecularism. 18
In diametricopposilion to the decline oflhe church was the new propheticspirit
emerging from both the clergy and the laily. The character of religious reform expressed
in the prophetic spirit would contain elements from the new current of humanist thought
in society, but the purpose of reform was the restoralion of the church. 19 The Protestant
ReformationandCounter-Reformation,althoughdifferentinorigin,purpose,andbasic
character, represented an attempt to return to the splendour and purityofthearchetypal
church. In addition, correcting the faults that caused the deformation 0 fthe church was
an attempt to move back to the essential mode of being, Christ himself. 20 As a result,
numerous individuals, many of them saints, would continue to appIybiblicalteachings
andprinciplesinanefforttoamelioratethechurch,whichistherepresentativeofthe
mystical body of Christ.
The life and teachings of Catherine of Genoa were firmly rooled in such practices:
"her role at the genesis of the Oratory of Divine Love is such that it has been advanced
thatshe'beganlheeffeclivereformoftheCalholicChurch'onthe eve of the
Reformation.,,2! At the same time, her spirituality exemplified the religious currents of
the Renaissance and provided an excellent demonstration of Christian practice for people
living in urbanized communitiesn
Catherine's spirituality is thus both representative and demonstrativeofthis
transitional period. ltisaninterestingparallelthatherdoctrineaboutanintermediate
state(purgatory)wasdevelopedduringthisso-calledintermediateperiod. Justas
purgatory is a transitional state that contains elements representingopposingrealities
(heaven and hell), her spirituality would contain elements from both the Middle Ages and
Renaissance. ltwould be formed through the ideals derived in the progressive urban
centres that laid the foundations for the Renaissance,butitalso retlected the theological
traditions of the medieval church. Asa result, she would take mutually exclusive aspects
of spirituality that appeared incontlictand reconcile them intoabalancedreligious
expression. What Catherine of Genoa will show over-and-over is that she was not only a
product of her environment, but a woman who could not be constrained to one world
Internal History: Death and Desperation
While official documents on the history of the period between the Middle Ages
and Renaissance provide significant details about contlictand changeinmedievalsociety,
material retlectingthe collective consciousness and vehementemotions of the period is
somewhat lacking; and lhough historical records provide the most reliable sources for
understanding the extemal events of the period,onemust also examinetheintemal
sensibilities fora more complete understanding of medieval societyand"theextreme
excitabilityofthemedievalsoul.,·n Hence, when historical record and literature are
examined, the intimate connection between the extemal and intemal elements of society
mustberecognized,fortheimemalperceptionsandgeneralmoodoftheera were greatly
affected byextemal events, and that, in tum, influenced itsspiri tuality.
What does historiography traditionally tell us about the period 0 ftransitionfTom
the Middle Ages to the Renaissance? In any period going through monumentallransilion,
emotions are contrasted and heightened. The general assessmenl oftheseemolionsduring
the aulumn of the Middle Ages are best described in the titleofthe classic (Ihough
flawed) study by Johann Huizinga, The Waning of/he Middle Ages24 Life during the
later Middle Ages was filled with violence and suffering, creating a period of gloom,
sombre melancholy, and stark contrasts in emotion:
All lhings presenting lhemselves to the mind in violent contrasts and impressive
forms, lent a tone of excitement and of passion to everyday life and tended to
produce that perpetual oscillation between despair and distracted joy,between
cruelty and pious tendemess which characlerize life in the Middle Ages25
Medieval society would have clear understanding of the dichotomy between elements like
pain and happiness, adversity and fortune,andasrepeatedlyexpressedinPlirgationand
Plirgatory,sufferingandjoy.
An interesting side effect of understanding these contrasting emotions is the
notion of eliminating the extreme contrasts by annihilatingthe contTadictions, and,
therefore, being able to find positive outcomes in negativeexperiences. Catherine of
Genoa is a primary example of how these extreme emotions were experienced,
understood, balanced, and overcome, and she demonstrated a considerabledeviationfrom
the prevailing negative attitudes of her era. Her spiritual life and teachings provide much
discussion about contrasting emotions, such as suffering andjoy, and offer fascinating
insights into theciash between traditional ecciesiastical teachingsandtheprogressive
spirituality of the emerging age. As Steven Fanning has mentioned with reference to
Julian of Norwich and Catherine of Genoa, "for two lay women of the later Middle Ages,
whose orthodoxy has been unchallenged, to teach in different waythe mitigation of the
fear of eternal punishment for one's sins in an age emphasizing hell's horrors is worthy of
emphasisandstudy.,,26 As a result, when consulting the traditional historiography,we
should beware of drawing lines of demarcation too sharply, and, in consequence, we must
also take care not to paint too bleak a picture when portrayingthe end of the Middle
Ages.
Although there are optimistic and positive responses during thelaterMiddleAges,
these responses are still often linked with an apparent backlash to the prevailing negative
condition of the era. As mentioned above, medieval society was going through a
transitioncreated,not least, by papal scandals-i.e. the Avignon Papacy and Great
Schism. These scandals contributed significantly to the development ofthe very
pessimistic lay spirituality of the era.27 Accompanied with many other societal problems
-overpopulation, economic depression, environmental changes, and disastrous wars
(such as numerous feudal wars and especially wars on the national Ievel like the Hundred
Years' War) - medieval society was in a state of shock. The declining years of the
MiddleAgeswould"hardlylikelytostirpassionsofnostalgiafora lost golden age,',28 as
medieval society was full of catastrophe, which divided and impoverishednationsand
contributedtothegeneralfeelingsoffear,anxiety,andpessimism.
Natural disasters would cause much suffering and torment, while helping
reinforcethedominatemoodofmedievalsociety-"thatofaneurotic and all-pervading
gloom.,,29 Medieval people were afflicted with tragedies and indigencethrough the great
famines and pestilence that riddled and destroyed huge portions of the population. As
with the contrasting of emotions, there was a striking contrast between environmental and
circumstantial problems like winter and summer, poverty and wealth, illness and health 30
Yet an even more devastating and calamitous event would affect the burdened and
bewildered consciousness of medieval society: the Black Death (1348-1349). During
those years, there was human annihilationona profound scale and horrific scope. The
devastation caused by the environmental phenomena of famine and plague is diflicult to
quantify,anditisequallydifficulttodescribetheemotionalorphysical impact of these
tragic events. However, traditional scholarship estimates the death of thirty millionto
forty million human lives, which took away at least one-third ofthetotalpopulation.
Indeed, the plague expedited numerous economic and social changes31
F.DonaldLoganhasstudiedtheenvironmentalandsociologicaleffectsresulting
from the great plague:
Although Europe has seen the loss of human life on large, tragic scales,neither
before nor since the Black Death has it suffered such a catastrophiclossofhuman
life from natural causes. One economic historian has said that Europe at the time
had an excess population and that the plague had a 'purgative' effect,a
proposition, it is safe to say, that would not find much favour with the tens of
millions who perished. It has also been said that in addition to the loss of these
lives the most signiticant historical aspect of the plague wasamassive
psychologicalreaction,borderingonsocietalhysteriaandthat this was
compounded by the fear of the plague retuming,as, indeed, it did. Contemporary
analysis, atone level, traced the plague to the wrath of God 32
CatherineofGenoacouldeasilyrelatethe'purgative'function, where positive outcomes
are found in negative experiences, save that the wealth of her positivepurgationisnoticed
in spiritual, rather than economic terms. She also knew the real and actual effects of the
plague since she herself contracted it. Consequently, Catherine could easily understand
the deep psychological effect of the plague on a personal and sociallevel.
A History ofthe Church i/1 the Middle Ages (New York: Routledge, 2002), 283
As we have said, medieval society was primarily a community of religious
believers recognized and symbolized in the institutionofthechurch. It follows, therefore,
thatdirectsocietaleffectswerechieflynoticedintheformofreligious enthusiasm or
hysteria. Religious expression exhibited itself during the plague: ftrst, a focus on severe
penance in reaction to the supposed wrath of the divine; second,rising eschatological
concerns because death was always an immediate reality.
Since the Black Death caused so muchsufferingandmortality,itis hardly
surprising that medieval society searched for answers about the origins of such a terrible
and tragic event. Answers were sought from astrologers who claimed the disaster was
caused by the alignment of the heavenly bodies; others looked forscapegoatsand
believed that foreigners such as the Muslims, and especially the Jews, poisoned the water
supplies in an attempt to destroy Christendom. But the most popular perception, which
did not have to refute the previous suggestions, was that the plaguewasdivine
punishment because of the sinfulness of the world.J] If medieval society was to survive
the divine wrath of the plague, it needed to acknowledge itssinfuI nature and pay the
divine debt through contrition and penance. The most dramatic demonstration of such
popular piety was by people who practiced public penance by scourging their flesh until
they bled in an effort to purge the sinful nature of the flesh and toatone for their sins.
Although Clement VI formally proscribed the movement in 1349, flagellants were not
viewed as scandalous in the Christ-centred society of the Middle Ages. [naddition,
flagellation was practised before the onset of the Black Death inmonastic houses, and the
33 JohnShinners(ed.),Medieva/Papu/arRe/igion, /000-/500: A Reader (Orchard Park,NY: Broadview
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Franciscans considered flagellationasa kind of sacred exhibition, a gestural imitation of
Christ. Consequently, penitential scourging and other forms of penance gained much
momentum during the plague with those who could easily identify with the extreme
suffering of God's Son. As well, the divine wrath of the plague reminded many about the
imminent end of life, which caused further thoughts about moral actionsandtheir
consequencesand,obviouslY,thoughtsaboutwhathappenedafterdeath34
Growing religious hysteria about the end of human lifeandconsequent
eschatological concerns are common societal effects linked with epidemics such as that of
famine and plague. As Huizinga has said,"no other epoch has laid so much stress as the
expiring Middle Ages on the thought of death. An everlasting call of memento mori
resoundsthroughlife.,,35 Preoccupation with death was an obsessive practice and was
visible through the numerous images that adorned medieval society. Examples include
tombs that had grotesque effigies sculpted underneath the peacefuI looking sculptures,
and tombs decorated with gruesome depictions of worms and toads eating the dead. In
addition,conceptsofdeathwouldtakeonfantasticformsinartandliteraturewith
popular woodcuts, 'dances of death', The Art ofDying, and the Four Last Things36 At the
same time, mendicant orders had been restored and revived popularpreaching, which
warned about death and eternal damnation. Such popular preaching among the laity
"gaverisetothosevehementoutburstoffervourandpenitencewhich stamped so
powerfully the religious life of the fifteenthcentury.,,37 Although Catherine of Genoa did
not join the traditional flagellant expression of such piety, she did join the pilgrimage of
penance, felt the psychological effectsofdeath,and pondered the end of life and the
Overall,throughoutthe later Middle Ages, the dominant mood was 0 neof
bleakness, leaving people with a morbid perception of life, whichbyitsverynature
opened the door to extreme emotional responses. With numerous disasters bringing death
and desperation, medieval society was reminded that they were inacontinualstateof
danger and on the verge of eternal damnation. With such fear, anxiety, and pessimism in
societY,responsesandanswerstotheoverridingnegativeconditionwouldtakeon
numerous forms. During the declining Middle Ages there would be stark contrast in
these responses:
Indistinctcontrasttotheearlierandlaterperiods,however,intheMiddleAges
we see a clear separation made between enabling (i.e., those that benefitone's
search for salvation) and disabling fears (i.e., those that inhibitsalvation).
Moreover,itisthesocialandculturalsystemsand-itcannotbeemphasizedtoo
strongly-thereligioussystems,thatgivetotheMiddleAgesandRenaissancea
unique expression of universal fears. The people and nations of these medieval
and Renaissance periods, therefore, given their religious, pol itical,aesthetic, and
ideological differences from us, seem to have feared verydifferentthings from us,
categorically, quantitatively, and qualitatively speaking. Firstandforemost,lhey
feared-andwithgreatfervor-thingsthatweremadeplausibleandpossible,as
objects of fear, through dogma, tenets, and proponents of Christianity.38
People in medieval society feared that they were removed from divine grace, which is
why they required confession and penance; people feared the burning fires of eternal
damnation, which is why they feared death; people feared the wrath of God, which is why
they feared many other religious problems that were responsible for bringing much death
and suffering. Asaresult,peoplewouldexperienceanormal'fightorflight'response,
which was accomplished in both positive and negative ways. One of those plausible and
constructed religious conceptions that people flocked towards that brought fear of
additional suffering, yet eliminated the ultimate condition 0 fsuffering at the same time,
was purgatory.
After-Life History: Popular Purgatory
Purgatory is a difficult topic to discuss because of the ambivalenceofitsevolution
and its convoluted nature, which are bound up in the historical developmentofChristian
spirituality,theday-to-dayreligiouspracticesoftheMiddle Ages, and in a variable
mixture of theological conceptions.39 This conclusion is supported by the examination of
thehistorical,spiritual,andtheologicalfoundationsofpurgatory found in Jacques Le
Goll's work, The Birth oj'Purgatory:o While an in-depth examination of the origin and
growth of purgatory is not now our concern, a general discussion ofthefoundationsof
purgatory and various purgatorial expressions is necessary becauseoftheinevitable
impact these concepts ultimately have on life and teachingsofCatherineofGenoa.
Even though the concept of purgatory did not flourish until the floweringof
medieval civilization, its history has been traced all the way back to the early Christian
fathers of the third century. Discussion about the after-life had strong roots in the Judeo-
Christiantradition:1 but the concrete foundation of purgatory began with the Christian
Fathers of the Greek East, Clement of Alexandria (d. prior 215) and Origen (d. 253/54).
Using a combination of sources - Greek (Plato, Plutarch, Orphics, and the Pythagoreans),
Biblical, and Judeo-Christian eschatology-these eastern Fathers stressed the punitive
function found in the after-life and used symbols like the refineryofgoldintheir
descriptionsabouttheprocessofpurification.42 Origen,inparticular,disturbedbythe
concept of an eternal hell, taught the concept ofapokatastasis (gradualpurification
through penance; punishment that led to the restoration of the soulinthedivinenature),
which made hell a temporary dwelling and purgatorial in character. I-Iebelievedthat
righteous souls gained immediate entrance into heaven and just passed through the fires
ofjudgment that burned in hell, while all other souls' sojourn in hell lasted because of
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their sinful nature. However, even sinful souls found entrance into heaven after going
through their prescribed penitential purification because he understood that the existence
of hell was only eternal in a temporal sense. Origen believed that there was a time
outside of time and the eternal nature of hell is mentioned in temporal terms, and,
therefore, is a temporal abode. [t was a view that would be eventually condemned as
heretical, but these eschatological contemplations that focused upon the nature of death,
the different categories of souls and punishments, and purification through penance
allowed for the logical inventionofpurgatory.4J
However, Augustine (354-430), the most authoritative voice in the western
Christiantradition,shouldbeconsideredthetruefatherofpurgatory. Although he fought
against the idea that hell was a temporal place of restoration and stressed its eternal
nature,44 he did not deny an intermediate piace or purgatorial conditionafterdeath. He
believed that damned souls upon death would enter hell immediately, but that saved souls
had to wait until they were reunited with their bodies during the general resurrection
before the beatific vision of the divine could be fully experienced. Based upon the
reading of Luke 16.23, Augustine believed that the righteous dead first went to a temporal
place of happiness called the bosom ojAbraham. Further evidence concerning his idea
about an intermediary place for the righteous dead is shown through the prayers he made
for his dead mother, Monica. Following Matthew 12.31-32, Augustine acknowledged
that the efficacy of prayer for the dead was only worthwhile for the virtuousandpious
souls waiting in the o/herworld.45
The geographical and physical nature of the intermediate a/her world would also
come from the creative mind of Augustine. In The City ofGod, Augustine discussed and
classified ideas about the remission of sin that some souls could 0 btain in the after-life.
He affirmed that there was a real purgatorial fire, which brought unspeakable punishment
and pain for a small number of saved sinners between death and the LastJudgment,and
found scriptural reference for his notion of purgatorial fire in I Corinthians3.11-IS 46
Augustine then further applied the principle to thedeadwhenhepronouncedthe
punishment of fire in the ajierworld in The City ofGod (21.13). According to Alan E.
In Enchiridion69, Augustine extends the testing fireoflCorinthians3.13intothe
next world. If that purgatorial fire exists in the next world, 'in proportionasthey
have loved with more or less devotion of goods that perish, [the faithfulwill] be
moreorlessquicklydeliverfromit'(18.69.76-78). Thus this purgatorial fire
might exist after death to burn away any remaining loyalty to human works which
once distracted one from the foundation of Christ. Here isa fire in the after life
which is at once punitive and purifying, enduring only to theextentthatthe
individual's misplaced loyalty kindles it. ltwouldseemthatthisfiremightbethe
punishment described in Enchiridion IIOthroughwhichthenotverybadcanbe
aided by the prayers and almsgiving of the living. If so, this purification, which
punishesinproportiontothedegreeofwaveringbutfundamentallyrootedloyalty,
would parallel the punishment in hell, which punishes (as clear in Augustine
Epistolal02)inproportiontothedegreeofdeviationformthedivinewil1.47
Hence, the infernal elements of penance and purification found in purgatory, which are
distinct features in the geography of the after-life, are found in the teachings of
Augustine.
Having firm foundations in the philosophical teachings of the earlychurch
Fathers, logical ideas about purgatory made their way into the Middle Ages and gained
momentum with additional extrapolations by theologians, spiritualpassionsexpressedby
the general public, and dogmatic proclamations made by the medieval Church. Gregory
the Great(r. 590-604),often labelled the founder of the medieval papacy and the chief
communicator of Augustinian thought into the Middle Ages, propagated and further
developed theological ideas about the purgatorial after-life: he provided extra
geographical references with the development of lower-hell (an eternal place for
condemned souls) and upper-hell (a temporary place forsoulsawai tingentranceinto
heaven); gave credence to the idea that purgatory could take placein the material world;
and provided important testimonial stories that eventually helped the church popularize
the doctrine of purgatory in the early Middle Ages.48
Along with the popular notions ofan individual's salvation and the pious practice
concerningthetreatmentofthedead,interest in the ideaofpurgatory grew rapidly among
the masses in medieval society. Death was an enormous problem for the people who
lived in a society that was focused on obtaining eternal security forthesoul. Peoplehad
deepanxietiesabouttheprocessofsalvation,whichincludedfears about being absolved
from the most minuscule sins before the moment of death. Attempting to alleviate those
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fears and save departed souls, the laity focused uponacceptedeschatologicalteachings
and religious practices from the church Fathers, making popular the pious use of the
Eucharist, masses, prayers, and alms-givings forthedead. 49
These commemorative practices and purgatorial considerations are exemplified in
a popular piece of literature from the late twelfth century, St. Patrick's PurgatOly
(1184)50 Written presumably by the English Cistercian, H of Sal trey, innumerable
manuscripts circulated about the tale of the knightOwein'sjourneythroughtheother
world. What is interesting is that the journey into the other world is both real and
visionary in nature. The other world's entrance is on earth, located on the Station lsiand in
Lough Derg in Donegal, where legend tells ofa forsaken place (some sort of round dark
holeorcave)showntoSt.PatrickbyJesusthatwouldshowthedelights of heaven and
the horrors of hell, while purging the penitent pilgrim. A person begins the journey
through gaining perrnission from the bishop of the diocese. Then, much prayer is used in
preparationandthecontritepersonmustovercomealldissuasion before entering the
otherworld. Only through faith and grace may the penitent behold and survive the
visionary and purgatorial experience, which lasts for a twenty-four hour period. The
Knight Owein took such a purgatorial journey where the boundaries between this world
and the other world became blurred, making his purgatorial tale a tangible reality through
a dual geography that no longer considered each plane of existence a completely separate
reality. The realness of purgatory coupled with anew form of narration that told of the
dead asking for help from the living through suffrages are popularfeaturesthatmadethe
knight's purgatorial tale famous 51
With mounting pressure from the people, the church's acceptance 0 fthosepopular
practices conceming the dead became inevitable. The success of suffrages for the dead is
"perhapstiedtothenotionthatthedeadexistedonlythroughandfor the living (for the
livingwilljointheminthefuture)andthefutureinsocietywas ... notonly
chronological, buteschatological,,,S2 a doctrine that was proclaimed by Innocent 1Il
(1198-1216). Moreover, InnocentllI provided credence to the neweschatologicaI
schemewithhisquickresponsetotheconcernsofthelaity:inalettertothearchbishopof
Lyons (1202) and a sermon on All Saint's Day (1202) that included discussion about the
two seraphim (symbolizing the Old Testament and New Testament), the three armies (the
Church triumphant in heaven [praise], the Church militant on earth [combat], and the
Church abiding in purgatory [through fire]), and the five places the individual spirit can
occupy53 Additional pressure from the masses that had an eventual effectuponrealizing
anofticial theological doctrine of purgatory was the ever-beckoningcallforrenewal
within the medieval system. The dissatisfaction expressed had nothing to do with
ecclesiasticaldogma,butwiththeworldlinessandcorruptionfoundwithinthechurch.
Innocent 1Il would again listen to the voice of the people, and gatherseveralhundred
clerical leaders from across Europe to Rome. In a theme that would be played out time-
and-timeagainintheMiddleAges-thatofdeclineandrenewal-the church searched for
answers in the perceived golden age of the tradition and restated the old truths in the
Fourth Lateran Council (12J5)54
What the Fourth Lateran Council achieved was the creation of aweII-defined
church for the Middle Ages through the detailed establishment of religiousduti~sand
practices for both clergy and laity. Of particular importance was Canon 21, which made
mandatory the acts of confession and the Eucharistanannualobligation. Through that
decree, everyone was now encouraged to practice the introspective examination of the
conscience that had previously been limited to clerics and monks55 As a result, public
discussion focused upon concepts of mortal and venial sins and what happened to people
who couJd not complete the required penance for those sins before the moment of death. 56
While clamorous debate was taking place among the masses, the emerging scholastic
theologians tackled the discussion of sins and purgatorial actions as well. Extraordinary
scholars such as Peter Lombard (c.1 100-1 160), William of Auvergne (c.l 180/90-1249),
Alexander of Hales (c.1170-1245), Bonaventure (1221-1274), Albertus Magnus (c.1206-
1280), and undoubtedly the most influential and prominent theologianofthetime,
Thomas Aquinas (c.J225-1274), further discussed the natureofsin and the space and
time of purgatory because they understood how important those matters were in the
overall functioning of the medieval system. Many details about purgatory were already
accepted and believed before the scholastic period, but those Iearned theologians helped
move the symbolism of purgatorial expressions into something more concrete, and
systematized the concept of purgatory into a form that was eventuallyrecognizedin
official church doctrine. S7
Another factor that might have contributed to the development 0 fthe doctrine of
purgatory was the eschatological fervour of the period. People in the Middle Ages were
"far from thinking they were in the middle of anything, medieval peopie-if they thought
aboutitatall-eitherimaginedtheywerelivingneartheendofeverything, or that the
Roman Empire was still going on and nothing had changed,,,58 and apocalypticthought
answered those perceptions. Joachim of Fiore (c.1135-1202), the Cistercian abbot who
refused to categorize himself as a prophet, popularized notions about the end times, just
when purgatorial ideas started gaining a formal reputation. 59 As both apocalyptic and
purgatorial spirituality focused upon the end,60 it would be natural for them to share
certain qualities: time was thought as both chronological and eschatological;the
Moreover,duringt';;s
'Thedifferencebetween
individual soul wanted to find purpose and place inthe time process;thereisanelement
ofwaiting;acknowledgingtheendandfinalplaceofthesoulcontributes to moral
actions; and there isa focus on fear and hope as the soul moves from itsfallennature
towards its transcendent end. However, apocalyptic spirituality contained problematic
expressions, as represented in millennial visions61 lustasAugustinefoughtmillennial
visions in his purgatorial discussions centuries earlier, the suppressionofsuchapocalyptic
spirituality would coincide with the elevated discussionofpurgatorial matters in the
works of Bonaventure.62
It is probable that the medieval church realized that theeschatologicalfervorof
the masses found a more orthodox expression in purgatory, thatneeded less monitoring
than apocalyptic spirituality. Nevertheless, the church could still take advantage of end-
time mentality through the concept of purgatory and the useofindulgences. Withthe
lubileeofl300on the horizon, the concept ofa "treasury ofmerits,,63 gained credence,
where people could pay the church fora partial remittance of time spent in the painful
purgatorial fires for themselves or loved ones. This would provide huge socioeconomic
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benefitsfortheecclesiasticalorder.64 LeGoffalso mentions socioeconomic phenomena
influencing the development of purgatory during the twelfth and thirteenthcentury.
Although he believes that purgatory was an element in the transformationoffeudal
Christendom and not a product of the transitional movement, the switch from a binary
system (rich and poor) to a ternary system (rich, middle-class, and poor) helped with the
popularization of the idea of the intermediate state, and, therefore,purgatory.65
Amidstthesesignificantchangeswithinmedievalsociety,popularnotionsabout
the intermediate place of purgatory found supreme authenticity through a pontifical
definition promulgated by Alexander IV in 1254:
Since the Truth asserts in the Gospel that, if anyone blasphemes againstthel-loly
Spirit, this sin will not be forgiven either in this world or in the next by which we
are given to understand that certain faults are pardoned in the present time, and
others in the other life; since the Apostle also declares that the workofeachman,
whatever it may be, shall be tried by fire and that ifit bums the workerwillsuffer
the loss, but he himself will be saved yet as by fire; since the Greeksthemselves,it
is said, believe and profess truly and without hesitation that the souls of those who
die after receiving penance but without having had the time to completeit,orwho
die without mortal sin but guilty of venial (sins) or minor faults , are purged after
death and maybe helped by the suffrages of the Church; we, considering that the
Greeks assert that they cannot find in the works of their doctors anycertainand
propernametodesignatetheplaceofthispurgation,andthat,moreover,
according to the traditions and authority of the I-Ioly Fathers, this name is
Purgatory, we wish that in the future this expression bealsoaccepted by them.
For, in this temporary fire, sins, not of course crimes and capitaI errors, which
could not previously have been forgiven through penance, butslightandminor
sins, are purged; if they have not been forgiven during existence, they weigh down
the soul afterdeath66
With this papal leller, purgatory had gained unequivocal support and legitimacy. It would
eventually become church dogma after Thomas Aquinas further formalized and
substantiated the doctrine in his work Contra errores Graecorum (Against the Errors of
the Greeks), which was used in the polemical discussions of the Second Council of Lyons
(1274)67
Not many years after this council recognized an official purgatoriaI doctrine, an
unforgellableandexceptionalpieceofliteraturewaswrittenabout purgatory by Dante
Alighieri (1265-1321). Such a complex and marvellous masterpiece is Dante's The
Divine Comedy 68 that an enormous amount of discussion and multifaceted scholarship
indeed, has been undertaken to understand and decipher all the intricatemessagesinhis
work, which provides much information "about medieval literature, society, language,
history, philosophy, and theology.,,69 However, there are some distinctive characteristics
pertaining to the purpose, presentation, and predominate themes found within the
individual section Purgatorio and overall in The Divine Comedy that contribute to the
development purgatory in a significant and unique way.
The Divine Comedy's addition to the development of purgatory must be
understood within the context of the entire text and the lifecircumstancesoftheauthor.
Dante, from an early age, developed an interest in the contemporary scene of medieval
Understanding Dante (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre DamePress,2004),
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society and from thirty years of age onwards became highly involved politicalaffairs.70
His political involvement led tohisbeingexiled,butgavehimthe opportunity to
amalgamate his philosophical ideas with the historical events of his time. Therefore,
Dante's The Divine Comedy takes the form of a political protest and acts as a prophetic
message. ltincludeshispositivenationalisticdesiresforaunifiedltalythat he believed
could only be achieved through the supranational aims of the Roman Catholic Church,
which wished for an allied and peaceful Christendom. 71 Although these political and
social concerns serve as his dominant purpose, the poem contains a strong focus leaning
towards an individualistic spirituality as well. Higgins'explains:
Dante's aim in writing The Divine Comedy, to 'lead men from a state of
wretchedness into one of happiness' (Leiters X, to Can Grande della Scala), was
not merely evangelical. Happiness in this life, he believed,wasoneofmankind's
two fundamental aims, and was contingent upon the maintenance ofjustice and
order in a society ruled by one supreme monarch, the emperor of the Holy Roman
Empiren
Once again, however, the spiritual nature of the work is broughtback to the ideal of
creating a new world that has overcome the moral and social chaos of his time and
ultimately vindicates the high-minded and uncompromising moral priorities of Dante.
Acting as a poem of personal and political protest, The Divine Comedy takes on
the formsofapilgrimage narrative and spiritual autobiography. It isan exceptional epic
that "stands at the pinnacleofalongtraditionofvisionary literature.,,7JDanteisresolute
in his textual efforts to have his poem and life based on the foundations of philosophical
truthandachievessuchavariedapproachandprogressivepurpose through the use of
literalandallegoricalmeanings. 74 On the literal level, the poem tells of Dante's journey
through hell, purgatory, and paradise in search of his beloved lady who died ten years
earlier, and, therefore, discusses the condition of the departed souls. Its allegorical
meaning, derived from his own dedicatory letter to his patron Can Grande della Scala
(Lel/ersX), concerns "man as deserving the reward or punishment 0 fjustice,accordingto
his merits or demerits in the exercise of free will." The sense ofvision and allegory is
didactic in nature and characteristic of the medieval aesthetic andhurnanistreform
movement of his era. His journey through the after-life is a call fora return to the golden
age, where civic and religious unity can be obtained, along with universal happiness for
What becomes evident is that "The Divine Comedy is a poem, above all, of love.
If religion and politics, civic life, literature and philosophy are important themes in the
work, they are constantly developed and measured against the parametersoflove.,,75
However, that spiritual message of love is tempered by the theologicalinfluencesof
Thomas Aquinas. 76 Consequently, the spiritual nature of his poem that has been
undertaken with historical and ethical concerns, is rooted in the supremacy of the
intellect, which is enabled through the virtue of divine grace;77 thenobleintellectisthe
pinnacle of the beatific vision and is the initial requirement for all desires and for
distinguishing anything that appears to be good, which includes allidealsoflove. 78
Dante Alighieri's uniqueness concerning purgatorial concepts isnotdemonstrated
in his poetic style or social purpose; rather it is observed inhisgeographyofpurgatory.
His purgatory is above ground, yet under the starry firmament in the southern hemisphere
and located upon a steep mountain. The purgatorial mountain contains seven circles
representing the seven deadly sins, and is the first purgatorial accountto be situated next
to the Earthly Paradise. It therefore links two essential episodes in the chronological and
eschatological history of the Christian universe: humankind's fall from grace in the
Garden ;f Eden and the redemption in Christ's crucifixion. Moreover, Dante shows
ingenuity when he replaces the demons with angels in his purgatory,makingthe
intermediate region of purgatory directed towards joy of paradise. 79 Where he shows the
most innovation, however, is in his invention of an ante-purgatory:
Dante's originality in fact lies in his having imaged that, before entering the area
in which the actual progress of purgation takes place, many sinners wait for a time
in an ante-Purgatory at the base of the mountain. It maybe that, as Purgatory was
increasingly promised to those who merely made an act of contrition in extremis
(a trend apparent even earlier, in the work of Caesarius of Heisterbach), Dante,
inclined though he was to believe that God's mercy is bountiful, fe It it necessary to
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These concepts of purgatory are rooted in the traditional penitentiaI actions of the twelfth
century. Nevertheless, the multitude of unique expressions conceming purgatoryfound
in The Divine Comedy would affect purgatorial perceptions for centuries to come.
According to Le Goff,purgatoryasaconceptreached its pinnacle in The Divine
Comedy. Accordingly, Dante's after-life masterpiece was such a monumental work that it
quickly attained considerable circulation, and the doctrine ofpurgatorynaturally
flourished amongst the public. During the later Middle Ages, constant trials and
tribulations represented in societal transition, suffering, and death helped reinforce the
belief in the purgatorial other world. However, as the eschatological passion grew, the
end of an era was being reached and new period of reform would influencetheconceptof
purgatory once again. As a result, the medieval doctrine of purgatory would merge with
the burgeoning spirituality of the Renaissance. Such a unique circumstance provided a
great opportunity for the development and refinement of new idealsinthedoctrineof
purgatory. Evenlyn Underhill acknowledged the significance of those new purgatorial
conceptions when she labeled Catherine of Genoa as being the onlyfirst-ratespiritual
geniusofthatparticularperiod81
81 Evelyn Underhill, Mysticism: A Study in the Nature and Development ofMan's Spiritual Consciousness
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CHAPTER TWO: CATHERINE OF GENOA'S FORMATlVE YEARS
Having established the historical setting and theological construction of purgatory,
we can now focus on the specific nature and development of the mystical purgatory
presented in the Life, The Spiritual Dialogue, and Purgation and Purgatory. An
overview of Catherine's childhood is given so that we may understand some of the direct
events and influences in her life that helped develop herpurgatorial propensity.
Accordingly, hagiographic concerns must also be discussed as herbiographers-intheir
efforts to edify her life and portray her life as being both a symbol of the purgatorial
afterlifeandanactualtheologicallivingexample-hadreverentialtendenciesto
exaggerate moments in her life.
Catherine's Childhood: Early Years
The life of Catarinetta Fiesca, who would later be known as Saint Catherine of
Genoa, began at the latter end of the year 1447. 1 She was the youngest of five children;
her parents were Giacomo dei Fieschi and Francesca di Negro. 2 Catherine's birthplace
was a palace that stood in the Vico Filo, which was located close to the Cathedral of San
Lorenzo in Genoa, Italy] The palace was one of many owned by the great Guelph family
of Fieschi, who were nobles with avery distinguished lineage. Most notable of their
ancestry was Sinibaldo de' Fieschi, who became Pope Innocent IV (1234-1254), the first
of two popes in the family's lineage - the second being the nephew of Innocent IV, who
ruled only for a few months under the title of Pope Adrian V (1276). With such religious
and political influence, the family would gather much power, reaching the pinnacle of
their success in the middle of the fifteenth century.4 The family possessed numerous fiefs
in Liguria, Piedmont, and Lombardy; Catherine's cousin, Nicolo Fieschi, was a high
ranking member of the College of Cardinals; and the family enjoyed much political sway
in the Kingdom of Naples, as her father was a descendant of Roberto Fieschi, who was
the brother of Pope Innocent IV and Viceroy of Naples5 Catherine entered this world at
the height of the family's worldly splendor, exactly a hundred years before their
downward spiral, which began with the famous and disastrous conspiracy involving her
family and the Dorias in 15476
Although Catherine's life began with much material wealth and social privilege,
she would not be raised with just the concerns of nobility. The spiritual aspect of life was
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of considerable importance to her family. While there are few details concerning these
early years, the details that we can examine provide excellent examplesthat help us
understand the development of her spiritual nature. However, these details about her
early life and religious upbringing almost certainly contain embellishmentsmade by her
biographers inan attempt to fill in the blanks about her early years, while furthering
notions about her extraordinary spirituality and conforming hertorecognizedreligious
models, which would eventually help her attain the titleofsaint.7 Nevertheless, even
thoughthesespecificdetailsofherlifemaybeexaggeratedthroughhagiographiczeal,
they do not take away from the fact that she did come from a very privilegedand
religious background, which had an undoubted influence upon the rest of her life.
The most immediate and significant influence upon Catherine's life and spiritual
development were the religious ideals instilled by her parents. She was taught that the
richness of the spiritual life was worth more than the wealth of the world. As well, her
upbringingconsistedofspiritualsimplicityandfiercedevotion: she was raised to believe
that having an ardent love for the divine and being able to demonstrate that love through
service and self-sacrifice is more of an honour then the accolades 0 fherlineage. Hers
was a household that upheld the highest religious ideals for theirchildren,having
expectationsofobedience,exclusiveaspirationsforthedivine, and unchangeable hearts
that were centred upon the loveofGod 8
Catherine's spiritual temperament was developed andencouraged through the
teachings of her parents, but another important impact on her early Iife that helped
develop her spiritual understanding was a paintingofa Pietit,an image of the Crucified
Christ being held in the arms of His Virgin Mother. We are told by her biographers that
every time she walked into her room and raised her eyes to view the picture she would
have a deep emotional experience. Her soul would fill with unbearable grief every time
she saw the picture because it reminded her how much suffering the divine had
experienced because of our sinful nature. Ademonstrationofsuchpioussentimentisan
acceptedandwidelyusedcomponentintraditionallatemedievaI hagiography, but having
suchadelicateandaffectionatepersonality,shewouldbeunabletoshakefromhermind
the image of Christ's unselfish and sacrificial love. Moreover, the Pietithad an undoubted
influence because the austere image was the centrepiece of her room and was
characteristic of her ascetic actions and spiritual nature: all the religious experiences that
occurred later on in her life are founded upon the ardent love forthe divine and the
influence of that dramatic image of sacrificial suffering observed inthePietit. In fact, the
combination of love and suffering would be a concept that she wouIdeventuallymakeher
own,inthought,word,anddeed.9
These religious ideals and spiritual mindfulness would have a more fundamental
effect upon her being than anything she would acquire from the socialandeconomic
benefits of being a noble. What the privileges of coming from an aristocratic background
provided was an example of what she believed was wrong with the world, and she
quickly developed great disdain towards nobles who had taken pride in living their
luxuriouslives. 1o Evenduringherearlychildhood,shedesiredtowithdraw from a
9 VonHOgel,vol.I,99
10 Marchese,35
society of external excess and begin a life a spiritual simplicity. Hence, when she was
eight years old,she began to demonstrate her ardent religious idealsintheeamest
exercise of bodily penance. One of the more notable forms of her many austerities during
this time were her attempts to sleep upon a straw bed with a hard block of wood as her
pillow. I I The reason given for her initial penance was that she desired nothing more than
to suffer greatly for the love of Christ. 12
After years of demonstrating such a pious disposition, Catherine'sreligious
temperament continued to develop with devout fervour and intense holiness as she
learned to balance her ascetic practices with quiet prayer. Her biographers mention that
she would practice sitting in silence, focusing her mind on the Iove of the divine, and
contemplatingtheinseparablenatureofloveandsuffering. 13 Then, during her twelfth
yearoflife,thedivinegiftofprayerwascommunicatedtoherduringapowerful
experience, which enabled her to become absorbed indivinecontemplation. This
experience,thoughmomentary,conveyedaspiritualmessagethat was understood
experientiallyratherthanrationally,forthedivinenatureofthe revelation was something
beyond her age and intellect. Catherine was absorbed in prayer when the core of her
being was infused wilh ardent love from the divine, and she obtainedexperiential
knowledge of the divine nature of suffering love found within the crucifixion of Jesus
Christ. 14 Carol Lee Flinders likens this experience to a form of contemplation known as
"recollection," which is the typical teachingofanumberofSpanish mystics such as
TeresaofAvila. 15 lfwe understand "recollection" as "the act of perfect concentration,the
passionate focusing of the self upon one point, when it isapplied'withanakedintent'to
real and transcendental things,,,16 and that such contemplation as "the necessary prelude
of pure contemplation, that state in which the mystic enters into communion with
Reality,,,IJ such parallels can readily be observed.
What we see after this moment of divine contemplation is Catherine's unrelenting
acceptance and unabashed service of God. She decided,with the encouragement of her
parents, to follow her elder sister into the religious life, sineebecominganunwasthe
only significant and specialized role for devout women during herera. 18 She waited until
the age of thirteen to apply to the house of the Augustinian CanonessesoftheLateran.
Due mainly to her youth, however, the Genoese convent of Santa Maria delle Grazie
refused her application. Her family made a petition and it was supported by her
confessor, but the Mother Superior still believed thirteen was too young fora person to
entertheOrder. Another reason for her exciusion might be that there were already a
number of family members who were a part of the convent, and having too many family
members within the same cloister could cause distressing problems in the tight-knit
community.19 Her sister, Limbania Fieschi, and probable cousin, Simonetta di Negro,
were already members of the Order, and therefore, even thoughsherepeatedlyaskedto
enter the conventual life over the next three years, she would neverbeaccepted 20
Catherine's Childhood: Adolescence
The Life, then, contains a standard biographical andhagiographicalaccount
common in the late Middle Ages. Hagiographers, wanting to elevate popular sentiments
and meet certain religious criteria of holiness for a saint, often depicted the female saint
as going through a gradual process towards sainthood and thuscreated the perfect child of
religious practice and devotion?1 Such a convention has been observed in Catherine of
Genoa's childhood. Another common convention is the conversion narrative, which is
often linked with a significantdeath-usuallythe death ofaparentalfigure. According to
Weinstein and Bell,
The death ofa parent abruptly ended this time of growth and telescopedthe
nonmal period of adolescence into the confines ofa "sudden" conversion. Our
information is only about those who became saints, butthecrisisofyouthcut
short was a very common one in this age of early and sudden death. Nodoubt
many adolescents took the death ofa parent as a call to religion, evenifonlyafew
becamesaints22
However, when Catherine's father, Giacomo dei Fieschi, died at the end of 1461, when
she was fourteen years old,herlifedid not follow traditional form. Her initial period of
spiritual growth did not end with her father's death because, itseemed,additional
hardships were needed before the "sudden" change could be reali zed and she could
express her unique spiritual disposition. Instead,the biographical account remains
focused on her virtuous actions, expressing common late medievaIhagiographicthemes
like penitent, charitable and miraculous practices. Any "sudden" conversion observed
during her adolescent years came from herabruptacceptanceofmarriageandher
participation in the affairs of the world.
On January 13, 1463,the FieschiandAdorni farnilies made a political alliance
through the marriage of their children, Catherine Fieschi and Giuliano Adorni. Giacomo
Fieschi,Catherine's eldest brother, signed the nuptial contract. Marriagecelebrations
took place the next day in the Chapel ofSt. John the Baptist in the CathedralofSan
Lorenzo in the presence of her uncle, Bishop Napoleone Fieschi.23 Her marriage was an
abominationtoherfromtheverybeginning,forinsteadofbeingcreated out of pure love,
it was founded on worldly affairs. Motivation for the marriage was based upon the
financial and societal advancements gained through the reconciliation between the
Guelph and Ghibelline factions. Numerous conflicts between these factional adherents
had been on-going for centuries, but the feud became more acute during this period of
political upheaval in the city of Genoa.
Appearing as a microcosm of Christendom, they city of Genoa found itself
engulfed in constant civil strife. As a place that had massive cultural and political
diversity, the city was ripe for conflict, which became more prevalent because of the
23 Von HUgel, vol. 1,101
differences between "noble and non-noble, between papa/ani and artisans and between
contending families" that occurred "from the time oftheexclusionofthenobilityfrom
government and the creation of the populardogeship (1339).,,24 Such civil issues had a
direct impact in the life of Catherine. In 1436, eleven years before Catherine was born,
the dogeship of Filippo Maria Visconti (also known as the Prospero Adorno) was
nullified when he was overthrown by Tornmaso Fregoso (also known as Paolo
Campofregoso) who became both Duke and Archbishop of Genoa25 Although both were
of the Ghibelline house, the Adorni family needed to make a strong alliance to help take
back their ducal throne from the Fregosis. Catherine's marriage was meant to help
resolve the civil issue: "by an alliance with the Fieschi, the mostpowerful of the Guelph
families, the Adorni could hope, in their turn, to oust the Fregosi, and to reinstate
themselves at the head of the great Republic.,,26 Hence, the marriage was created with no
regard for the religious and spiritual principles in which she was raised: she had been
taughtthatseparationfromtheworldandhavingconcernsforthedivinealone were of
primary importance, and yet the purpose of her marriage representedtheoppositeideal?7
While Catherine's marriage was a commendable match in social terms because
both bride and groom were from noble lineage, it was a disaster to herspirituality. In
terms of personality, as well, the match could not have been worse. Giuliano was the
very opposite in nature to his wife: "his life was as unlike hers aspossible;indolent,ill-
natured and spendthrift by nature, he was all that is comprehended intheword
profligate.,,28 Catherine's character, on the other hand, has been described as"quicklyand
intensely impressionable, nervous and extremely tense andactive"physicallyand
psychically "very affectionate, ardent, aspiring, impatient andabsolute" in the "qualities
and habits of her mind and will.,,29 Indeed, "Catherine was not only temperamentally
unsuited to Giuliano but to marriage itself."JO
Questioning Catherine's temperament and decision to enter into the covenant of
marriage, Benedict J. Groeschel has asked "why did Catherine submit to this
arrangement, since at the age of thirteen she already had a 'giftofprayer'anddeported
herself with 'prudence and zeal'?"JI Although Groeschel did not provide an answer to his
question, the dramatic events surrounding her father's death provide clues about her
seemingly inexplicable acceptance of marriage.
I-Ier father's death had a profound impact in that her deep lossdestroyedherinnate
sense of security formed through parental providence and enjoyed in childhood. Without
her father's leadership, and having to live in a medieval worldthatworriedaboutattaining
securityinboththislifeandthenext,itwasonlynaturalthatshe would suffer from
insecure feelings about her power to control the outcome ofherci rcumstances.
Moreover, rejection from the cloister compounded such insecurefeelingsthatwould
influencethatsenseofcontroloverthegrowthofherspirituallife. I-Ience, with her
father's death and the death of her religious aspirations, any positive sense of'selr
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established in childhood was disappearing. When she was a child,shecomprehended
death in the image of the crucifted Christ, which she seemed to understoodinapositive
manner, and that helped develop notions ofsacriftceand love. Duringheradolescence,
death was seen as negative because she further contemplated the defects of her human
nature and position within the world.
AsCatherinecomprehendeddeath,sheexperiencedinsecurefeelings,butalso
reaffirmed the virtuous ideals of her childhood. Nevertheless, she also realized she had
little choice in herdecisionconcerningmarriage,and,therefore,shouldacceptthe
arrangement with a demonstration of love, sacriftce, and obedience. Hagiographerscould
maintain the tradition of virtue recorded in numerous saints' lives with such an acceptance
of marriage. Moreover, hagiographers also understood that virtue wasestabl ishedby
participating in the church sacraments and (thankfully for them) thecovenantofmarriage
hadbeenelevatedtoafull-fledgedsacramentduringtheCouncilofFlorence(1438). All
the same, virtue and religious expression were often limited in the hagiography of
medieval women. C. W. Bynum explains:
Indeed,hagiographersoperatedwithasomewhatinconsistentdoublemodelofthe
female adolescent. The virtuous girl might demonstrate her virtue either by
insisting heroically on chastity (and thereby rebelling against family) or by
obediently marrying at her parents' command (and thereby retreating from what
the church argued to be a higher good); frequently, in saints' Vitae,shedidboth
with no explanation of what the change from one behavior to the other meant to
herorcosther. It is because women lacked control over their wealth and marital
status that their life stories show fewer heroic gestures of castingmoney,property,
and family away. But women's lives also seem less characterized by radical
renunciations and reversals because women tended to use their 0 rdinary
experiences(ofpowerlessness,ofserviceandnurturing,ofdisease, etc.) as
symbols into which they poured ever deeper and more paradoxical meanings,and
because both men and women tended to see female saints as models of suffering,
male saints as models ofaction.32
However, Catherine did not follow such stringent dichotomous conclusions. For this
woman who both contemplated and represented an intermediate state, her hagiographers
also demonstrated an intermediate or third approach by using elements from both models
of action. Hagiographers attempted to conform her to traditional medieval models of
female sainthood, but did not deny the complexities and unconventional aspects in her life
that started when she became married. What the hagiographers implemented was a more
masculine model of sainthood, and,therefore, relied upon the ciassicconversion
narrative.33
Catherine's Early Adulthood: An Internal Biography
Eventhoughthehagiographersconvertedtotheconversionnarrative, they still
maintained the conventional characteristics of the weak and suffering mode of female
saintliness. As von Hiigel has noted, Catherine "possessed a congenitally melancholy
temperament,,34 throughout all her life, but in the beginning of hermarriage the domestic
circumstanceshadaprofoundnegativeandmorbidimpact. She realized she still had no
control over her situation and became withdrawn and isolated,sufferingfroman
inconsolable sadness that was "in part caused by her husband's behaviour;notonlywas
he wasting his fortune, but he was dissolute and unfaithful to the point of having a
mistressandchild.,,35 Although these particular instances of depravity caused much
distress, being unable to affirm her religious modeoflifebecause she was given a
husband who was "entirely the opposite of herself in his mode oflife,,,36 is what, we are
told, caused her the most suffering. For these reasons she "spent the first five of these
dreary years in sad and mournful loneliness, at first in her mother's house, and afterwards,
at least in the winter-time, in Giuliano's own palace,,,37 as her religious lifestyle,
developed from childhood, was being annihilated.
The depth of these psychological struggles for the affirmation ofthe values and
virtues instilled during childhood are described in Catherine's "internal biography," The
Spiritual Dialogue. This "internal biography" acts as supplemental material as it fills the
gaps left from the historical account in her "external biography"- the Life-but it also
provides a more unique and compelling account that reaffirms the psychologicalapproach
of her doctrine. In the first section, the Dialogue recounts the depression and pain caused
by the contlict between the supposed divine nature of her childhoodandthewayward
nature of her husband's worldly life, forced upon her in marriage. The argument involves
different characters or "realities," but in order to have a fullcomprehensionofthe
discussion presented within the account, we need to say somethingabout what these
characters represent. Groeschel,usingpsychoanalyticalterminology,providesan
interpretation:
The Body seems to resemble Freud's concept of the infantile Id, the unformed and
unrepressed complex of biological drives, needs, and energies. Human Frailty
would appear to be this Id but already formed and controlled by disciplineandUle
experiences of life. The complaints of Human Frailty, almost comic in their
pathetic insistence on some quarter, suggest that, unlike the Body,HumanFrailty
is capable of cooperating with the spiritual endeavors of the Sou I. The Soul
resemblestheSelfofcontemporarypsychology,includingelementsoftheEgo
and Superego. The Spirit, on the otherhand,corresponds roughly to Jung's
conceptofthenuminousortranscendentaspectofmanandsinceitisnottempted
or prone to sin, is also seen as in the state of grace. The Spirit here also seems to
correspond with the being described as the "Soul" in Purgation and Purgatory.38
We will say more about Human Frailty and Spirit later, but another character, strong in
the mind of Catherine, demands our immediate attention: Self-Love. This appears to
resemble the same psychological Self known as the Ego,and,consequently,aspectsofits
character are comparable with the Soul. Itisacomponentofourownuniqueessencethat
finds its purpose in selfishly acquiring the elements and attributesofthe finite realm; itis
the soul that in selfish pride has been infected with original sin and only loves itself and
not the divine. Therefore, when Self-Love is compared with the Soul, it should be with
the Soul as described in the later sections of The Spiritual Dialogue. In other words, it
should not be equated with the apex of the soul (Spirit),which is both pure and divine,
but with the Soul that has been corrupted in sin and now only containstracesofitsfonner
While the Body and Soul reference psychological characteristics,ona
fundamental level,the Body also appears to be equated with finitematerialdesires,and
infinite transcendent desires are equated with the Soul. If we accept these conclusions,
wecangainfurtherinsightintoCatherine'sstateofmindthroughout different events in
her life. Yet, the events and discussions mentioned in the Dialogue do not follow the
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exact outline of the LiJe. In addition, the Dialogue has been broken into broad periods:
the first section discusses the events surrounding Catherine's "second conversion;" the
second section discusses that extended interrnediate period inherlife;andthethird
sectiondiscussestheeventssurroundingherdeath.lnreferencetothefirstsection,her
negative perceptions of the world that include the degenerate behaviour of her husband
and weakness in character are understood through the BodyandSelf-Love, whereas pious
inclinations and righteous perceptions can be linked with the divi nedesiresrepresented
by the Soul.
The Spiritual Dialogue's narrative begins with the innate disagreement in purpose
and nature between Body and Soul. At the beginning of the discussion,BodyandSoul
argue about who has precedence in life'sjoumey, and they decide to take a week each to
discovertheirinnatetendenciesandwhatbringsthemhappiness. The Body, agreeing
that the Soul is more worthy, allows the Soul togo first,butconvincesthe Soul to find
Self-Love to arbitrate so that they can both partake in theirdueshareofjoysJ9
What the characters come to realize is that they are inherentlydifferentandthat
there can be no real harrnonious interaction between them because they are indirect
opposition, which is comparable to the problems in Catherine's marriage. The Body
desires things that are tangible in the created universe, buttheSoulenjoysthingsthat"are
not visible nor do they have any taste.,,40
Duringthefirstweek,theSouldoeswhatitthinksitwascreatedfor, and spends
itstime"incontemplationandlookingdownonthingsbelow,,,4'but in doing so causes
much discomfort for the Body and Self-Love. The first week is reminiscent of
Catherine's childhood,those days when she was still presented as free from venial sin and
believed that her own being or soul "was almost divine by nature for, drawn to
contemplation of things divine, it wanted to eat its bread with that of the angels.,,42
When the first week is finished,duringthe Body's week the BodyandSelf-Love
hoped to avenge themselves for the pain that was caused by the Sou1.43 During the
second week the Body and Self-Love do what they believelhey were created for, but do
so in a selfish manner, and show the Soul "all the joys the Bodycouldexperience.,,44
Understandingthesediscussionsonanallegoricallevel,wecanunderstand
somethingaboutCatherine'spersonaljoumeyandpsychologicaI development through
marriage and "second conversion." Arguments between the Soul and the Body reveal
hesitationaboutmarriage,thesenseofhavinglittlecontroloverher situation, and loss of
holiness from childhood. The Body, arguing about its innate desires declares, "these
goods would not be lacking as long as they were in this world,and sincelheywere
created for the Body they could be enjoyed without offending God .,,45 Such an argument
could be used for the acceptance of marriage and for Catherine's acceptanceofher
husband'sbehaviour. Moreover, other discussions between the Body,Soul,and Self-
Love represent arguments both for and against the acceptanceofmarriageand
participation in the world. For example, if Catherine married and decided to take part in
societal affairs, how could she keep true to the pious devotion of her childhood? The
Soul makes a similar argument about meeting the needs of the Body:
To attend to the body's needs to such an extent
gives me pause.
I am afraid that I,too, will begin to find delight in them
and, unaware of the danger, will settle for them.
Watching you and the Body
so hungry and so intent on what gives you joy,
Isensethatltoowillbecomeearthbound46
Catherine, against her better j udgment, was convinced to accept marriage out of
obedience and attempted to meet the natural needsofmarriage,whichincluded
participation in the world. In a similar discussion, the Soul tells the Body and Self-Love:
Since I cannot do otherwise, I will provide for
your needs.
I am afraid, though, that you are both plotting
against me.
Your words are so utterly sensible on the
surface
that they force me to be understanding;
yet, I wonder what you have in mind
:~~7~o~ insist that without me you can do
ltseemsthatasCatherinestruggledtoconforrntotheidealsoftheworld and
move away from the religious aspirations of her childhood, she realized that she had an
innate tendency to manifest theaflerlife while still in this life. We see support for this
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idea in the discussion between the Soul and Self-LoveabouttheSoul'sdivine
convictions:
It is because you were aiming so unreasonably
high
that you feel as if you are debasing yourself
to comedown to our level.
With time, though, you will learn to moderate
yourself,
to be more sensible.
Our company is not so bad as you seem to think
at this point.
Fear not, God will provide.
You are to love God fully, not in this world but
in the next.48
Nevertheless, Catherine, like the Soul, started "adapting itself [herself] to the needs of the
others,,49 because she believed that she could not regain that religious experience of
childhood in marriage, just as the Soul is "incapable ofachievingthefreedomofitsfirst
week."SO This would explain why those initial years in marriage became mired in
depression for Catherine; the Soul intheDialoguedescribesasimilarposition:
Nonetheless, intent on not yielding to melancholy and nostalgia for the goods for
which it was created, the Soul sought peace and joy where it could . And listing
with the wind, it said:
The beauty and goodness and joy of created
things
are means for knowing and enjoying things divine51
Inthisstatementwearegivenapiousreasonastowhy,duringthefirstfewyearsof
marriage, Catherine became "devoted to external affairs, and feminine amusements,
seeking solace for her hard life, as women are prone to do, in the di versions and vanities
of the world, yet not to a sinful extent.,,52 But, just as Catherine was still unhappy with
her marriage and social involvement, the Soul isunhappywithitscircumstances:
I have never found the peace I sought,
though possessing all that I asked for on earth;
and all your appetites and joys heightened my
restlessness.
Still,lpersistedinmyconfusion,
hoping in a worldly future that would satisfy
my craving.
In acceding to the desires of the Body, under
the guise of necessity
-a notion that led straightaway to that of the
necessity of the superfluous-
in a very short time I became enmeshed in sin. 53
Even before her conversion, Catherine understood that her marriage was an unhappy one
in arrangement and practice because her ardent love and pious actions for the divine in
childhood were becoming annihilated by sin. She became so distressed about her life
situation that she fell into an even deeper depression, and becamesofilledwithdisgust
towards anything of the world that she decided to avoid society altogetherandbecame
intolerantevenofher"sinful"self. 54 Such is the condition of the Soul during the same
period in the Dialogue: the Soul is being suffocated by theappetitesofthe Body and Self-
Love, moving further away from the divine and growing proportionately more unhappy
withitssituationandgaininglittlesolacethroughfeelingremorse.55 Any slight happiness
the Soul does feel "occurred usually with thoughts of death. Once that fear of death was
gone, however, so was that occasional prompting.,,56 What the Soul needs is "not
knowing what it was I sought - and that was the prompting, the instinct for God, that was
minebynature.,,57 In other words, the Soul needs to "lose all confidence in itself and turn
to Him,,58 before it can be transformed through a supreme death, which the Dialogue
confirms: "fully conscious at this point of the spiritual andbodilydeathconfrontingit,of
having become like an animal willingly led to slaughter, the Soul was overcome with
fright.,,59
As we mentioned above, in traditional hagiography the conversion narrative is
often linked with a significant death. The sudden change in the hagiographcial approach
and the sudden conversion within Catherine's narrative are also bothlinkedwithakindof
death-thedeathofthese/f. In addition, the acknowledgement of Catherine's
participation in the affairs of the world,even though perhaps included with pious
intentions, was a significant deviation from the female norm of sanctity,fortraditionally
hagiographers only recorded such worldly indiscretions in male biographies. Carol Lee
Flinders provides a possible reason for the divergence:
Catherine's departure from that norm reflects in part the far-reachi ng changes that
all of Europe was undergoing: the Middle Ages, with its monolithically normative
view of existence, was over. With the rise of humanism, an increasingly
diversified picture of human existence had begun to emerge. As we will see, the
hagiographers'viewsofCatherinewerestiliheavilyshapedbytraditional
assumptions: the old idealizing grid is still inplaceintheiraccounts. Nonetheless,
a great many untidy, intractable, and delicious bits of personal data have slipped
through,andtheyraiseallkindsofintriguingquestions.60
Hagiographerscontinuedwiththeconversionnarrative,butalso presented her as
suffering and dependent like other female saints. However, Catherine's dependence was
on the divine: she needed to have her desires centred upon an ardentloveforthedivine
that she developed in childhood,orshe had no reason to function both in physical and
spiritual terms. As Friedrich von HOgelpointsout:
Itcanbesaid,insimpletruth,thatshebecameasaintbecauseshehad to, that she
became itto prevent herself from going to pieces. She literally had to save and
actually did save, the fruitful life of reason and love, byceaselesslyfightingher
immenselysensitive,absolute,andclaimfulself61
In essence, the ardent love for the divine she had possessed fromc hildhood demanded a
life of sainthood because an individual needs to actualize that love within themselves and
demonstrate the nature of that divine love through theirextemalI ife in order to achieve
the inner harmony of that essence. The question remains, then, how did Catherine
overcome her situation and alter the rest of her life to become asaintofpurelove? As
she came to appreciate, such divine love and divine transfonnation happened in death; she
needed to bring the after-life into this life, and that happened throughamystical
experience-a mystical experience that would be understood through a doctrinal
revelation in Purgatory.
60 Flinders, 131
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CHAPTER THREE: THE PURE LOVE OF CATHERINE OF GENOA'S MYSTICAL
CONVERSION AND PURGATORY
In order to understand Catherine of Genoa's unique notionsaboutthenatureofthe
divine and purgatory-which she understood as Pure Love-one must examine her
conversion experience. However, as Groeschel has noted,"forsome obscure reason, von
HGgel overlooks the frequent and conspicuous similarity betweentheteachingof
Augustine on the nature of God and the spiritual life and that of Catherine Adorna," and
"thissimilarityshouldbestressed.,,1 Thus, we will also present a brief account of
"Augustinian mysticism" and discuss some of those similarities observed in Catherine's
mystical teaching-though that discussion will span two chapters. In this chapter, the
purpose of comparison is fora better understanding of her mystical conversion in Pure
Catherine's "Second Conversion"; Pure Love-Centred Mysticism
On March 22, 1473,CatherineattendedLentenconfessionattheinsistenceofher
sister Limbania. Knowing Catherine had suffered for about ten years from a miserable
marriage and neurotic melancholy that was leaving her with the sole desire to die, her
sister believed that the Lenten confession might alleviate her negativepsychological
condition. Although Catherine had no desire for Lenten confession or any blessingthat
1 Benedict J. Groeschel,"lntroduction," inCalherineo[Genoa: PurgationandPurgalO1y. TheSpiriluol
Dialog/le. translated by Serge Hughes (New York:PaulistPress, 1979),24
she might receive, she nevertheless went, and at the time of her confession,she
experienced something that transcended all expectations:
The moment she knelt before him, she was wounded so forcibly with the
10veofGod,and received so clear a revelation of her misery and faults, and of the
goodnessofGod,thatshehadwell nigh fallen to the ground. Overpowered by
these emotions, and by her sense of the offences she hadcommitled against her
dear Lord, she was so drawn away by her purified affections from the miseries of
the world,thatshe became almost beside herself; and withoutceasing,internally
repented to herself, in the ardor of love: "No more world, no more sin." And at
that moment ifshe had possessed a thousand worlds, she would have thrown them
all away.
Through the ardent flame of burning love with which she was enkindled,
hergoodGod,byhisgrace, impressed instantly upon thatsoul,and infused into it,
all perfection, purging it of all earthly affections, illuminating it with a divine light
by which she was enabled to perceive with her interior eye, his goodness;andina
word,unitedherwith himself,and changed and transformed her entirely by the
true union of a good will, inflaming her wholly with his burning love.2
Itseemsapparentthatthissceneofhersecondconversionwasamysticalexperienceand
the beginning of her "mysticism."
As McGinn has mentioned, however:
No mystics (at least before the present century) believed inorpracticed
'mysticism'. They believed in and practiced Christianity (or Judaism, or Islam, or
Hinduism), that is, religions that contained mystical elements as parts of a wider
historicalwhole.J
How then do we describe Catherine of Genoa's "mysticism?" Well, "whether or not
because the subject ultimately addresses something ineffable, the student of mysticism is
apt to have to acknowledge, eventually, that mysticism is bestdefinedbyamystic.,,4
Catherine De Hueck Doherty, when discussing Catherine of Genoa in the preface to Serge
Hughe's translation of Purgation and Purgatory and The Spiritual Dialogue, provides a
definition ofa mystic from the saint herself: "a mystic is simply a man or woman in love
with God"s who has taken the commandment of Christ to "love one another as I have
loved you" (John 15.12)and made God's law of love a part of their being.6 If we accept
this definition, we can appreciate why Donald Christopher Nugent has called Catherine
the"modelmystic.,,7
An almost unending discussion, however, concerning "mysticism," what it means
to be a mystic, and the nature of love could be undertaken. Therefore, when discussing
Catherine's understanding of love we should realize that hers isnot"a spirituality of love,
but of pure love."g The Spiritual Dialogue reaffirms the spirituality of pure love:
A ray of God's love wounded her heart, making her soul experience a flaming love
arising from the divine fount. At that instant, she was outside of herself, beyond
~~t~~~e~~a~~~gt~ed:ef~~I~ni7.'9Fixed in that pure and divine love, henceforth she
The essential principle in her understanding of pure love isthatitisnotonlythe
fundamental characteristic of the divine, but that the divine andpureloveare
interchangeable terms since God is Pure Love. As recorded by Ettore Vernereza in the
Life, Catherine herself said: "'I seem to see how that immovable mind ofSt. Paul
extended much further than he was able to express in words; since PureLoveisGod
Himself; who then shall be able to separate Him from Himselfl"; "the Divine love is the
very God, infused by His own immense Goodness into our hearts"; "Love is God
Himself'; and, "Pure Love is no other than God."'O
Furthermore, the Life tells us that Catherine understood divine 10ve through the
teachings presented in the Letters and Gospel ofSt. John. I I Thus, she would have
appreciated and understood the following Johannine description concerning divine love:
"Beloved, let us love one another, because love is from God; everyone who loves is born
of God and knows God. Whoever does not love does not know God, for God is love" (1
John 4.7-8). Bruno BorchertelaboratesontheinterpretationofsuchJohanninetexts
during the Middle Ages:
Seen from our human standpoint, God is the sarne as "love." God longs for our
love in response to His. This response is love that is from God, human love that is
directed toward the innermost part of the soul, the ground existence from which
love flows. The Lover lives in the deepest innermost part, awakens love there,
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Catherine, inflamed with the divine, focuses on pure love moretenaciously than she did
on the divine when she received the gift of prayer during childhood. Eventually, all her
subsequent theological teachings and charitable actionsoriginate from lhetranscendental
and experiential knowledge she received in Pure Love,13 and,therefore, Pure Love
becomes the most important theme and theological doctrine within her life and
teachings. 14 Itweavesitself,likeagoldenthread,lhroughallherlifeandthought,and
"like a golden thread,thedoctrineofPure Love runs through the historyofspirituality.,,15
Von HOgelgoesevenso far as to say that in theological matters,"she is completely
penetrated by the great doctrine more explicit in St. JohneventhaninSt.Paul,that'God
is Love,.,,16
Benedict Groeschel unintentionally reaffirmed the prominence of the doctrine of
Pure Love when he said,"the profound Augustinian-Platonic vision of God is the bedrock
ofCatherine'sexperience.,,17 Catherine was said to describe God as Light, Fire, Love,
Peace, and an Ocean of Reality: for example, "Love, 1want Thee, the whole of Thee";
"Peace; that peace which no man finds, who departs from Him"; "I am so placed and
submerged in His immense love, that 1seem as though immersed in the sea, and nowhere
able to touch, see or feel aught but water.,,18 She also described God as the Living
Fountain of Goodness, which is indistinguishable from the Augustinian image mentioned
in the Conjessionsl9 Following the teachings of Augustine, she understood that God
could be equated with the Platonic and Neo-Platonic notion thatthe highest of all the
forms in the universe is the idea of the Good 20
It has also been said that much of Catherine's teaching on the divine is derived
non-specifically from the writingsofPseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite21 andspecifically
from Jacopone da Todi,22 who himself was similarly influenced by Platonic, Augustinian,
and Dionysianwritings.23 It is probable that she developed such knowledge through her
intimate connections with members of the Augustinian Order and Franciscan Tertiaries24
Although Catherine does not always make specific reference to thesesources,herclear
knowledge of Platonic and Neo-Platonic terms and ideas is often and easily observed. Her
use of abstract language, rather than personal language, confirms that her understanding
of God as Pure Love-which she understands as the highest of all formsandexpressions
of things eternal, transcendent, anddivine-is the fundamental expressionofher
Augustinian-Platonic vision of God.
So prominent is Augustinian-Platonic and Pseudo-Dionysianthoughtin
Catherine's teachings, that Evelyn Underhill remarked, "St. Catherine of Genoa stands
almost alone among the great Catholic women mystics, on account of the naturally
Platonic bent of her mind.,,25 Moreover, like Augustine, Catherine's "mysticism" should
be viewed as more theistic than specifically Christian because her "mysticism" does not
demonstrate notions of "Bridal mysticism,,26 nor "Christ-centered mysticism,"27 but is
rather "God-centred mysticism" because the divine is the centre of her devotion and is
essential to humanity.28 However, since Ray C. Petry argues that "Catherine's mystical
doctrine finds its center in love,'·29 and Donald Nugent labels her as a "mystic of pure
10ve,'·JO we may rightly understand and label her "mysticism" as "Pure Love-centred
mysticism."
If we understand Catherine's concept of the divine and transcendent as "Pure
Love-centred mysticism," we can see how she encouraged a balanced approach between
the metaphysical understanding of the divine as an objective Realityand the highly
individualized spiritual presence of the divine that is known inthe Judeo-Christian
tradition. An example of her balanced approach with "Pure Love-centred mysticism" is
in her dual understanding of creation as an overflow of Goodness andCreativeLove.
Although von HUgel demonstrates that in the Life creation was understood as an overflow
of Goodness,J I creation was also understood to emanate from Pure Love, As indicated in
The Spirilual Dialogue: "God shows the creature that Pure Love in which He created it,
the same love that brought into being the angels and Adam, a pure and intense love with
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which He wished to be loved.,,32 Hence, creation can also be considered an overtlowing
of Pure Love, which demonstrates the Pseudo-Dionysian ideathatcreationiscausedby
anovertlowingoflovethatisatonceanactofloveandanactofcreative love because
the divine is the source and origin of love. In other words, God Himselfis the generator
of love within God,whichcauses creation out of love, and,consequently, constitutes love
in other beings as an image and likeness of Himself.JJ
Understanding the universe's origins to be both an act of love (emanation) and an
actofcreativelove(creation),wehaveunwittinglyrevealedcertain and distinct
characteristics of the nature of Pure Love, which is that PureLove must be disinterested
and reciprocal love. AsNugentnoted,"pure love is love for love's sake (i.e. God's)sake.
Pure love is purified of self-interest, including the dread of heI1.,,34 Therefore, Pure Love
does not love for any reason other than to fulfill it own nature; Pure Love does not love
for selfish reasons, Pure Love loves because itis Pure Love. AsCatherine
straightforwardly says, "Pure Love loves God without any for."35 Hence,PureLovenot
wanting to be selfish,overflows with pure love and instills that purelove into others; and,
when others are filled with Pure Love, their pure love will not want tobeselfisheither
and once again, being disinterested,will overtlow, which means PureLove'snatureis
also reciprocal love and will spontaneously bedirecled backtowardsPure Love. The Life
expands this thought:
He [God] did not put Himself in motion for any other reason than His pure love
alone,andhence,inthesamewayasLoveitself,forthewelfareofthe loved soul,
does not fail in the accomplishment of anything, so also must the love of the loved
soul return to her Lover, with those same forms and modes with which it comes
from Him.36
Like Augustine, Catherine's use of Platonic and Neo-Platonic expressions have been
tempered with what Groeschel described as "a highly personalized development of a
central New Testament theme in the Johannine and Pauline writings,,,37 which
encouraged a filial imitation of God's Pure Love; God's wish that we should love Him
with the love that created us goes beyond the initial impersonal actionsofatranscendent
deity. As Catherine understood,"He loves us and will not ever leave offdoing us good.
He does so in so many ways that the creature may well ask: Who am I that God has no
concern but me?,,38 Hence, the emphasis upon this divine motive of creation provides
further indication of an individualized and intimaterelationship with the divine in our
intended participation with Pure Love, God Himself39
Moreover, this divine motive of creation is a demonstration ofhumankind's
original and unconditioned self-love, that is, humankind's true nature or true self. As the
LiJeexclaims: " ... the love of God is our true self-love, the lovecharacteristicof,and
directed to our true selves, since these selves of ours were created by and for Love
Itself.,,40 In other words, when we pursue human love and happiness, we find that true
self-loveandmanifestationsofthattrueself-lovearefoundinthedivine,for"thecauseof
our love of God is God, for in creating us He created our love.,,41 As Catherine affirmed,
"the proper center of everyone is God Himself'; "My Being is God, not by some simple
participation but by a true transformation of my Being.,,42 GroescheI noted that
Catherine's identification with this inner image as true self being equated with God was
anequivalentpsychologicalnotion43 Once again, Catherine's introverted and
individualistic "mysticism" demonstrates the marked influence of Augustinian thought,
especially teachings derived from the Conjessions44 and De TrinilGle45 A general
discussion of "Augustinian mysticism," therefore, will not only provide comparison and
reference, butamoredetailed understanding of Catherine's ownmysticaltheology.46
Catherine's "Mystical Conversion": The Influence of Augustine
What we must first understand about "Augustinian mysticism" is that Augustine
teaches that humankind participates in God. However, he does not hold onto the Neo-
Platonicdoctrineofemanation,butratherheacceptsthebiblical notions of creation.
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Understanding that humankind has been created by the divine, humankindwill
demonstrate characteristics of the divine nature, butthatnatureisonlyinimageand
likeness. This notion of humanity, termed imago Dei, was first described in Augustine's
Confessions and said to be realized at the moment of his mystical conversion, when he
discovered that the imago Dei existed all along in the human mens (mind).47 Based on
scripture,48 Augustine's concept of imago Dei was a common theme in the theological
anthropological studies of the patristic period and continued to hold prominence in the
Middle Ages49 Catherine follows the Augustinian teaching that we are made in image
and likeness, but with one significant exception. She interprets and expresses lhe
Augustinain concept of the imago Dei as pure love, a concept that she also acquired at the
While Catherine's imago Dei was a singular image and a product of her "Pure
Love-centred mysticism," Augusline would reinterpret his understandingandexpression
of the imago Dei by no longer describing it in such singular terms; Augustine's imago Dei
would become a trinitarian image and product of his "trinitarian mysticism,"so which was
developed along with his most important accomplishment in speculative theology, De
Ibid., 229
Trinilale - a monumental work that uses an innovative synthesis of philosophical and
theological principles that result in a truly unique study of the nature of the divine. sl
McGinn reaffirms, "while the early works tend to speak of human nature conceived of as
imago Dei in a general sense, Augustine's concern in The Trinity [De Trinilale] is to
investigate the way in which the human is the imago Irinilalis, the image that participates
intheinnerlifeofthethreePersons."s2 Hence, in the first seven books, Augustine
establishes trinitarian theological notions about the divine and in the succeeding eight
books he develops his most innovative contribution describing the soul's ascent to GOd.53
Accordingly, Augustine reinterprets the imago Dei and logically states that since the
divine nature is trinitarian,s4 humankind must exhibit a trinitarian nature in image and
likeness; more precisely, he finds God as Trinity and the imago Trinilalis55 in
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humankind'sspiritualmindorrationalsoul.56 It is in the soul's ascent towards the divine
andjoumey through various trinitarian images that he developed what has been described
as "trinitarian mysticism," and his journey began with a discussion of how humankind has
been made in the image and likeness of God 57
It should be noted that Catherine's mystical theologyisnotanexplicitformof
"trinitarian mysticism"; rather, any indication that she givesof"trinitarianmysticism"is
implicit in comparison. While she does not describe the divine in trinitarian tenns, she
does not, of course, deny God as Trinity. What we must appreciate is her understanding
of the divine in holistic terms: she sees the divine everywhere,58 and her mysticism
demonstrates a "rare thirst" and "imperious need for unification,,,59 which requires her to
commit her soul wholly to God 60 However, Catherine does acknowledge that the self or
soul can be understood in trinitarian tenns, commenting on the soulintennsofthe
Augustinian triad of intellect, memory, and will-shejustdesires togo beyond thejoyof
thisspiritualunderstanding6 'lnaddition,sheunderstandsthat the soul's intended journey
is founded in the triple progression through the material world, purgatory,andinto
heaven. Moreover, even though her theological discourses do notextrapolatetrinitarian
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images, her progressive journey in life towards the divine isdescribed,realized,and
manifested in tripartite ternlS. As will be seen in the next chapter, Catherine demonstrates
a triadic scheme in the mystical path and acknowledges humankind'sparticipationineach
of the three Persons of the Trinity.
As well, we will see later that Catherine's "Pure Love-centred mysticism" echoes
the same two-fold concern found in Augustine's "trintarian mysticism": both mystical
expressionsareconcerned,firstwithhumankind'ssearchforthetrue image of our true
selfandsecond,withthesubsequentreturnorascentofthatselfto GOd.62 What is more,
Augustine's concern was with understanding the true natureofhumankind through the
doctrine of Trinity, rather than illustrating the doctrine ofTrinitythroughhis
understandingofhumankind.63 Similarly, Catherine concerns herself with understanding
her true nature (which isthesameforall humankind)andthroughthisunderstanding
illustrated characteristics of God-which is a byproduct of the processofunderstanding
our nature since we are made in His image and likeness.
While Augustine finds the answer to his concerns in his participatory
understanding of the Trinity, Catherine, we will see later, finds the answer to her concerns
in her participatory understanding of Pure Love: the instinctive search for her true image
orselfisdone in pure love and from Pure Love; hertrueimageorseIfispureloveandof
Pure Love; the process of the return of that image orselfis done with pure love and in
Pure Love;and,consequently, understanding our image or selfas pure love will reveal
something about God as Love. Paraphrased,Catherine's universe and journey begins in
62 Louth,146
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Pure Love and ends in Pure Love. Augustine, on the other hand,teaches that
humankind's search begins in love and will find its end in thespiri tual mind or rational
soul with heartfelt contemplation on the divine image of the Trinity64 Nevertheless, both
agree that because the rational soul has a remote and corresponding relationship with the
divine, we inherently have a beginning point and ending point fo rthesoul'sjourney
This intrinsic and interconnected notion of deification isderivedfromAugustine's
laterteachingontherelationshipbetweenthesoulandthedivine,whenhediscoversthat
humankind's divine image is a trinitarian image, and, moreover an image understood as
"the memory, understanding, and will converted to God the Fatherinthelightofthe
Word and under the influence of the Holy Spirit.,,65 As mentioned, Catherine's life and
teachings acknowledge suchan image, but it is not the prevailing image. Instead of
focusing on the interconnected nature or wholeness of God asTri nity, she focuses on the
wholeness of God as Pure Love. In Catherine's opinion, her image goes beyond
Augustine's trinitarian image because her image suggests divine equality and encapsulates
the interconnectednatureorofthedivine;and,paradoxically, itisabove his image
because hers has been stripped down into a simpler image, and,there fore, a purer image-
asthereislesschanceofanyunintentionalbodilyorspiritualpleasure being taken and
impeding or misleading humankind's sinfully tarnished mind or soul from its own
perfeclion.66
All the same, we will eventually observe and understand that Catherine's life and
teachings were undoubtedly affected by the following Augustinian conclusion:
humankind's ability for deification requires the entire Trinity. As Mary T. Clark has
noted, for Augustine:
To free man for loving God there came one who humbled Himselfand became
obedient even unto death. Just as creation was a Trinitarian act, so was
conversion or salvation. "It is only from God the Father, through Jesus Christ,
with the Holy Spirit, that men have the love of God through which they come to
God." [Augustine, Against Julian, IV.3.33.] That is why mature freedom cannot
be gained without Christ, who as Mediator, reorients man to God. The Father
"draws" man to Him by showing Christ His Son, Wisdom Incarnate, the generous
healer of souls, the Truth that makes man free. The more conscious the person
becomes that Christ is Incarnate Love, the more spontaneously the will responds
to Hisattraction.67
Augustine'sconclusionrequiresanunderstandingoftheequality of the Trinity. His
conclusion eventually gets rid of any subordinationist views thatthe human soul is only
created ad imaginem Dei (the soul created according to the image of God), which was the
accepted teaching according to Greek theology, Ambrose, and early Augustine68 He
comes to understand that the Word of God is not the image of God, but rather the human
soul, which was created in Trinity. As Louth states:
That is why in Genesis God says, 'Let us make man after our image, in our
likeness.' The reason why Scripture speaks of man being created ajier the image
is not because man is not actually the image of God (as earliertheologyhad
argued)butbecausemanisnotaperfect,orequal,imageofGod69
Augustine's primary purpose, then, is to describe how the whole Trinity is needed in the
restorationofhumankind'strinitarianimage,which,heteaches,isrealizedwithin
humankind's divine capacity as capax Dei.7o He logically deduces, then, that
humankind's burgeoning potential for the divine is realized in a gradual process, which
occurs in a trinitarian movement towards the divine. Appropriately, we will find that all
these Augustinian ideas-the need for the whole of the divine, thehuman soul created in
image and likeness from the divine and the gradual trinitarian movementofthesoul
towards God in divine restoration-are to be found in Catherine'spurgatorialteachings.
In addition, Augustine and Catherine demonstrate furthercongruent notions as
both teach that humankind's deification or capax Dei will be realized in the imago Dei
that existed before the Fall. Augustine's desire isto restore the true image of humankind;
he wants to attain the undefiled version of our innate spiritual mindorrationalsoulin
memory, understanding, and will. 71 Here Augustine is making a distinction between the
modes of understanding the divine in the mens (mind or soul): there issapienlia (spiritual
wisdom/superiorreason),whichispurelypreoccupiedwiththetranscendent,eternal,
and divine reality and is in complete contemplation with thatreality;andthereisscienlia
(material knowledge I inferior reason), which is chiefly concerned with the material and
cOITuptibleworid that humankind perceives through the senses, and,therefore,knowledge
of its egotistical actions within the finite and external realityn What Augustine wants to
substantiate is our sapienlia knowledge and understanding of imago Dei, rather than our
scienlia knowledge, which was a corrupted knowledge produced from our sinful Fall.
Andrew Louth explains:
As a result of the Fall the soul has turned from eternal trust to involvementin
corporeal realities. But the Fall is manifested not simply in involvement in the
senses,butinwhatthesensesprovidemuchopportunityfor:selfish,orprivate,
involvement in the senses. The world we perceive through the senses is,
inevitably, a world perceived from our own point of view. That can be an
indifferent fact, but it can become a principle of action, so thateverything in the
world is referred back to ourselves: 'the soul loving its own power,slipsfrom
what is universal and common to what is private and partial.' This is, in fact, the
beginningofpride,superbia, the root of sin. Augustine therefore interprets the
account of the Fall in Genesis by saying that the serpent's achievement was to
persuadethewomantograspapersonalandprivategood,ratherthan the common
andpublicgoodwhichisunchangeable73
As a consequence, original sin creates a new distorted imageofour human nature or false
self that has a trinitarian nature as well; because of pride, there is the selfish-mind
(material mind orego),self-knowledge, and self-love74 A parallel of this teaching is seen
when Catherine laments the effects of humankind's selfish pride in the Life:
But let us consider more attentively this matter namely this human
blindness which takes white for black and holds pride forhumilityandhumility
for pride, and from which springs the perverse judgment which isthe cause of all
confusion. Let us see what pride may be. I say, according to what I see with the
interior eye,pride is nothing else but an elevatian ofthe mind to things which
surpass man and are above his dignity, and whenever man abandons that which
is, and which knows, and which is powerful, for that which in truth has neither
existence, knowledge, nor power, this is not pride.
This degrades him, and it generates that pride accompanied by
presumption, self-esteem, and arrogance which occasions so manysinsagainst
charity for the neighbor; forman believes himself to be such as he appears in his
disordered mind which is so full of miseries. Therefore God says to this proud
man: If thou seekest, according to the nature of the created soul, for such great
things as seem at present to be good and for that happiness which be1ongstoearth,
know that they are not, they cannot satisfy nor afford contentment seek rather in
heaven, where pride is lawful,and where it is not placed in things empty and vain,
but in those which are really great, which always remain and which cause a sinless
pride; but if thou seekestafter worthless things thou shalt never find them and
shalt lost those which thou shouldst have sought.
If man's eyes were pure, he would see clearly that things which pass away
so quickly as do those which in this world are esteemed beautiful ,good,and
useful,could not truly be said to be so, such words being suitableonlyforthings
which have no end. Hence, man, ifhe prides himself upon temporal things,
becomesunabletoaltainthosethatarecelestialandeternal,degeneratesintoa
vile and humble creature whose greatness is lost and who isdegradedtothe
conditionofthethingshehasalwayssought. 75
Original sin, then, has infected our nature; the spiritual mind has been given a
disingenuous understanding of the divine nature and its own nature,and,therefore,canno
longer conform to the will of God. Catherine reaffirms these teachings in Purgation and
PurgatOly:
The source of all suffering is sin, either original or actual. The soul in its creation
is pure and simple, free from all stain, and endowed with a certain instinctfor
God. Original sin weakens that instinct. Once actual sin weighs down the soul
still more, the distance between the soul and Godbecomesgreateryet;andit
increases still more as the soul, moving further away from Him, becomes evil.76
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The disharmony between God's will and human will, then, is what causes the soul much
suffering and is the sin of self-love and selfishness. Our selfish pride and individual acts
of selfishness have distorted our imago Dei and made us depart from our original and
intended purpose, which is to follow the divine will. As Catherine would understand,
humankind has fallen away from the pure love that was established in its innate and true
nature and Pure Love itself. Hence, the soul experiences deep anguish when it eventually
perceives its own selfish nature that is in opposition to its innateimageandlikenessand
the beloved divine, and even more so when the soul (blessed in purelove) realizes there
areothersoulswhodonotevenknowthattheyareinaconditionofsin, suffering, and
possibleeternaldamnation77
Catherine, like Augustine, believes in a divine grace, whichhasblessed
humankind through an innately implanted desire or instinct for God. As Catherine said,
"Joy in God, oneness with Him, is the end of these souls, an instinct implanted in them at
theircreation.,,78 rn other words, even though humankind has beentarnishedinoriginal
and actual sin, we still have the latent potential for deification and an innate divine
instinct because humankind was created capax Dei and in imago Dei. Mary Clark says
that "because man was made by God as a capacity for God there is in him an
unthematized basic knowledge, an unconscious force that activates the psychic longings
of man until he raises this knowledge to consciousness. Notbyitsownlightbutbya
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participationinthehighestlightisthesoulwise.,,79 This Augustinian teaching is
reaffirmed in Catherine's Purgation and Purgatory:
In its creation the soul was endowed with all the means necessary for coming to
itsperfection,forlivingasitoughtto,fornotcontaminatingitself by sin. Once
sulliedbysin,originaloractual,itlosesthosegiftsanddies.rtcan be brought
back to life only by God. 80
Humankind cannot realize this true knowledge fully since our vision has been distorted in
our sinful selfishness. Catherine said, "0 wretched state of man, and all the more so since
willful blindness will not recognize it!,,81 But even though this true knowledge may be
very mistaken, it will never disappear from our mind completely because in Augustinian
thought,themindisalwayspresenttoitself.82 Catherine understood that pure love is
always present to itselfaswell,and,therefore, pure love's own innate nature is what
activates our divine instinct:
God illumines us with that love which has no need of us and which sustains us
eventhoughmanyofus,consideringourinclinationtoevil,mayrightfullybe
considered his enemies. Our sins, as long as we are in this world,do not ever
make Him so wrathful what He ceases to do us good. Indeed, the more distance
our sins put between us and God, the more insistent His call to us not to tum our
backsonHim ... lnthislife,butnotinitsaftermath,thatflaminglovenever
ceases, no matter what the sins of man ... In this world, the rays of God's love,
unbeknownst to man, encircle man all about, hungrily seeking to penetratehim. 83
No matter how far humankind has fallen away from the divine, humankind will still be
able to feel this pull from the divine because the divine wants us to seek Him. As
Catherine understood it, God has thrown a "rope of His pure love" of which "an end was
lhrownto her from heaven" and has lassoed humankind in pure love in an effort to tug
humankind towards the divine in pure love.84 Hence, in using these examples, she is also
indicating her belief in "the Augustiniansemphasis on the activityofGod.,,85
Although Christian spirituality teaches that the spiritual Ii feisabalancebetween
free-will and divine grace, the greater dependence is upon the grace of God. Anthony
Kenny explains the need for this grace in his study of the God of Augustine:
Human freedom operated unhindered before the Fall: that is one reason for the
gravity of Adanl's sin. But when Adam fell, his sin brought with it not only
liability to death, disease, and pain, but in addition massive moraI debilitation.
We children of Adam inherit not only mortality but also sinfulness. Corrupt
humans tainted with original sin have no freedom to live well without help: each
temptation, as it comes, we may be free to resist, but our resistance cannot be
prolonged from day to day. We need God's grace not only to gain heaven but to
avoid a life of continual sin (DCG 7)86
Furthermore, Augustinian thought stresses the necessity ofdivinegracebecause
humankind - as we discussed - has been gravely weakened in its ability to undersland and
will because of the Fal1. 87 Catherine concurs: "whenever God cando so, he attracts the
free-will of man by sweet allurements, and afterwards disposes it in such a manner that all
things may conduce to the annihilation of man's properbeing,"SSwhich than enables
humankind to realize that the true end and being is in GOd 89
Notwithstanding, God has created us with free-will and must preserve that free-
will, and humankind must respond to Pure Love and use the divine gift of free-will before
The passage from life determines the soul, in good or in evil, aceording to the
nature of its will, for it is written, "Ubi te invenero"; that is, at the moment of
death, with a sin-asserting will or a remorseful one. There is no remission of this
judgment, for the freedom of the will isnolongerreversibleafter death. It is fixed
atthatpoint.90
How do we change our will before death? Catherine's answer is most probably derived
from traditional Augustinian thought. As mentioned, Pure Love (God) instills and stirs
that divine instinct within humankind, and, thereafter, humankindinpureloveandwith
free-will must choose God, who then activates in pure love our true knowledge and
allows us to co-operate or enslave our selfish-will and exclusively contemplate Him.91
Augustine teaches the possibility of exclusive contemplation, but he argues that
such a formidable and transcendent undertaking can only be accompl ishedinaspecific
mental faculty: the memory or memoria. As Andrew Louth says:
Memory - memoria - is that into which Augustine enters. It means for him more
than just a faculty of recollection: it really means the whole mind, both conscious
and unconscious, in contrast to mind-mens-which refers only to the conscious
mind ... The whole universe is embraced by his memory ... Memory, for
Augustine, is the whole mind [mens, notitia, and amor; mind, knowledge, and
It is in the memoria we discover God, which is actually the rediscovery of God93
Accordingly, when we have rediscovered and retrieved the image of the divine, we have
rediscovered our true self in memoria.94 At this juncture, humankind has reached the
finalstepinthefirststageofitsascenttowardsGod:humankindhas rediscovered the
imago Dei, which was revealed in a mystical conversion as described in the Confessions.
Augustine eventually reinterpreted his imago Dei in De Trinilate because, like the
Confessions, this latter work is considered a retrospective hermeneuticdiscourse.95 His
reinterpretation, he claimed, was accomplished with additional divine illumination, which
allowed him to find the true image of the divine in humankind within the rational soul as
memory, understanding, and will: imago Trinitatis.
Catherine, in the first section of The Spiritual Dialogue, demonstrates a
comparable individualistic and introspective account that leads to a mystical conversion
and revelation of the imago Dei. As discussed, Catherine's theological discourses may be
compared with Augustine's because she takes a similar psycho logical approach in her
description of the divine and mystical experiences. Also, her mystical theology matches
his mystical theology in hermeneutic principle: like Augustine, Catherine teaches about
the divine's love for creation; about the soul's journey, which is retumingto the divine;
about how the trueselfcan be found and remade in the divine; about howthefalseselfis
abolished and in a passive union a new person is called into being; and,similarly,how
neitherAugustine'snorCatherine'stheologicaldiscoursesare in any shape or fashion
systematicanaJyse.%
In summary, these mystical theologians diverge in feature, rather than kind. For
example, ugent has concluded that Catherine's conversion scene suggests hermystical
theology isafJecllisandinlel/ecllIs: "Love, is it possiblethatyouhavecalledmewith
such love and made me know in an instant that which language cannot express?,,97
Catherine's mystical theology appears, then, to stress that 10ve holds prominence over
illumination; Augustine, on theotherhand,demonstrates the reverse notion in his
mystical theology. As McGinn observed, "Given the importance of The Trinity in his
mature thought, however, it is clear that is exploration of the imago Trinilalis in the
human soul lays bare the ontological basis for that knowing and 10vingwhichleadsto
vision.,,98 With an impressive understanding and utilization of trinitarian images,
Augustine's approach should be acknowledged first as inlel/ecllis and then afJecllIs, even
though within his theological discourses the concept of love piaysanimportantand
Interestingly, while Augustine's inlel/ecllisapproach in mystical theology reveals
numerous trinitarian images, Catherine'safJecllis approach in mysticaltheologyrevealsa
wholly singular image:
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lhavealwaysseen,andlameverseeingmoreandmoreclearly,thatthereisno
good except in God, and that all lesser goods which can be found are suchonlyby
participation; but pure and simple love cannot desire to receive from God
anything, however good it may be, which is merely a good of participation,
because God wishes itto be as pure, great, and simple as he ishimself, and if the
least thing were wanting to this perfection, love could not be contented, but would
sufferasifinhell. And therefore I say that I cannot desire any created love, that
is, love which can be felt, enjoyed, or understood. ldo not wish Iove that can pass
through the intellect, memory, or will; because pure love passes all these things
and transcends them.99
In mystical conversion, Catherine was illuminated to the imago Dei, but in her infused
theological understanding she was not illuminated to the Augustininan imago Trinitatis;
rathersherealizedwhatwasaboveandbeyondthetrinitarianimage and saw the holistic
and singular nature of the Trinity as Pure Love. Therefore, we may conclude that God is
Pure Love, our true selfis pure love, and the succeeding process for humankind's restored
image or deification is found in Pure Love. In other words, Purgatory, as we shall see, is
"'Lije,23-24
CHAPTER FOUR: THE BEGINNING OF CATHERINE OF GENOA'S MYSTICAL
PURGATORY
In the last chapter, we discussed how Catherine of Genoa's "secondconversion"
was a mystical conversion in Pure Love - with theological comparisons made to
Augustine. In this chapter, we will again discuss some of those similarities observed in
Catherine's and Augustine's mystical teaching, but this time to understand how her
"second conversion" was the beginning of her succeedingmysticaI ascent in pure love,
through purgatory. In addition, we will need to attempt some clarification about the
conversion experience being "sudden," "perfect," and a moment 0 f"death" in order to
understand how the beginning of her "mystical purgatory" on earth commenced at the
The Sudden Beginning of Catherine's "Mystical Purgatory"
As recorded by Catherine of Genoa's biographers, in a "sudden moment" of
mystical meditation, Catherine went above and beyond the mind and entered into God.
Here,indivinecontemplationandrevelation,shewasilluminated about the nature of
Pure Love-adivinelove that she believed had the power to transform her sinful selfor
soul into her divinely intended selfor soul of absolute perfection. In other words, the
account given in Purgation and Purgatory about the soul's journey towards complete
restorationanddeificationbeganinheractuallifewithhermystical "second
conversion."1
We will understand more clearly that the manifestation of Purgation and
PurgatOly in Catherine's life began with this conversion moment when we clarify and
discuss a few notions concerning the nature of the conversion: first, when we discuss how
the conversion experience was an unexpected and "sudden" moment,even though there
was no desire for it; second,when we discuss how in herconversion experience she
obtained a divine unification that imparted a "perfection," but still underwent a lifelong
and arduous process of purification for union and perfection; and third,whenwediscuss
howtheconversionexperiencewasanexperienceindeathand,forCatherine,the
beginningofamysticalpurgatory.
Catherine's conversion scene has been described as an "all ofasudden" event, as
if there were no expectations for the culmination of this event inamysticalunion.
However, when we keep in mind that the account was constructed by her hagiographers
who presented herasachildofperfectdevotion, we realize that the event was not "all of
a sudden." To beginwith,herchildhoodwasfilled with definite religiousactsand
dispositions that followed the traditional mystical pathofpurgation, illumination, and
union. Hughes confirms these details when he elaborates about the remarkablereligious
and personal nature of the conversion narrative found in The Spiritual Dialogue:
Of the two dialogues, the first is the pearl. Again, though,the term "dialogue" is
misleading. This is not a Renaissance humanist dialogue among Body, Soul, and
Self-Love in which reason and dialeclic lead 10 impersonal conclusions. llisnola
discussion of general philosophic import. Anaccounlofacrilicallurningpoinlin
lhelifeofCalherine,lhedialogueexpresseslheresolulionofa long confusion
thal,beginningwithaslateofsinandindifferenceandprogressingthrougha
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Her penitential practices can be equated with purgation; her gift of prayerandascetical
actions would fall into the period of iliuminalion; and the climax ofpureloverequired
lhalhertranscendentandunitiveexperiencebeconsideredarevelalion in Pure Love.
Even more, before her conversion, she went through a period ofsevere depression thai
could be equated with the mystical period known as the "dark nighloflhesoul.")
Von Hiigel,arguing thai her conversion was neither sudden nor visionary,4 puls
forlh a sensible consideralion that the nature of the "suddenness"inherconversionis
primarily a matter oftemperament5 Another, more probable explanation is the
"suddenness" refers to the nature of the conversion itself.
According to Shelia Kaye-Smilh,lheordeal of conversion is much likelheordeal
of initialion experienced by the adherents of the old mystery religions;Catherine, like
Ud" ....!>... U'uoc,UU'
these ancient adherents, was a good-living person whoattendedchapel and was "for want
ofapersonal experience in which they obtain an individual assuranceofsalvation.,,6 As
has been noted, the sense ofmystikos is linked with the mystical experience, and with this
extra link, in conversion, we have the logical and consequential developmentofmystical
conversion. Accordingly, with this sense of mystery in conversion, we have the tension
between something hidden and revealed; there is a moment of insight, where in one
moment we did not know and in the next moment we did know, which denotes a moment
of sudden or dramatic change. Moreover, "suddenness" could indicate that transcendent
and timeless moment of intersection between the infinite and finite time that is present
within the mystical experience. 7 In any case, Catherine's journey towards her "second
conversion" or "mystical conversion" was a long and arduous progressionthatwas
neither sudden nor visionary-as noted in the trials and tribulations of childhood before
Purgatory's Paradoxical Perfection
We now reach the well-documented conundrum concerning the mystical
conversion itself: Catherine had obtained union and perfection,buthavingobtainedthat
state or condition, still underwent a harsh cleansing process that was meant for the
attainment of union and perfection. As Garvin noted, "Catherine's biographers are at
pains to create the impression that she became perfect from the moment of her
conversion, while ifeverthere was a saint who achieved sainthood by unceasing effort
and conquest of self, that saint was surely Catherine."s Numerous scholars have tried to
explain the paradox with various results. Flinders' explanation is that the mystical
conundrum isjust another one of the saint's "formidable paradoxes"; she just accepts the
paradoxasapartoflhepurgatorialprocess,explainingthatpurgatory isaparadox itself
with "the co-existence in her experience of the most intense joy conceivable with the
worst pain imaginable.,,9 As well, Frances R. Howe notes from a confessional standpoint
that "she was all in one moment, yet she herself says that she was Iedonstepbystep,,,IO
and explains that the confusion is based upon both the natureofbeingasaintandthe
conversion: saints are examples for humankind and, when divinelyinspiredwithgrace
and love, like Catherine, are kind enough then to go through these strenuous steps of
purification-even when they are not personally required-forthe benefitofhumankind,
in the hope that we might understand how to properly seek and followthe divine as
wel!.ll
Inadual explanation, the erudite von HUgel tackles the views andtruths
concerning this conversion experience as weI!. Like Howe, von HUgel argues that the
paradox is related to the nature of the conversion. Discussing the transcendent nature of
the experience with reference to lime and being, he says "such a moment is thus incapable
of adequate analysis, in exact proportion as it is fully expressive of the depths of the
personalityandofitsexperience,,,12 and,therefore,weshould accept that "such an
experience is throughout as truly a work of pure grace, a gift, as it is a work of pure
energy, an act."I] He believes that in an infinitesimal moment, Catherine did achieve
perfection and union, which purified her and changed her from that point on, but that
coming back down and living in the corruptible world, "she is not raised above the
limitations and imperfections, the obscurities and conflicts, the failings and sins of
humanity.,,14 Von Hiigel's other argument is that the conversion scene has been
excessively moralized by the zeal one of the various writers who wrote the Life (either
Ettore Vernezza or Cattaneo Marabotto), which left another writer (Battista Vernezza,
whom he considered "the penultimate Redactor of the Life,,)15 to portray the rest of the
saint'syearsas"onecontinuouswideninganddeepeningandmoving onwards of efforts,
trailsandpains,ofachievementsandideals.,,16 Consequently, von Hiigel proclaims, "it is
clearthatwemustbecarefultoconceivethisperfectionasrelativeto her previous state or
even to the final goodness of many saintly sOUIS.,,17
Not rejecting these arguments, the paradoxical nature of the conversion scene may
be better understood when we view the incident as a part of Catherine's overall mystical
theology. As has been argued, the conversion scene is representative ofthemystical
theology presented in Augustine's Confessions and De Trinilale. Catherine, we have
observed, followed the tripartite mystical path and arrived at her imago Dei (Pure Love)
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in her mystical conversion, which isaphenomenal occurrencebecauseeventhemost
outstanding mystics take most of their lives to reach this mysticalapex. Moreover,after
her "second conversion," she struggles her entire life in the pureloveofpurgatoryto
reformorrestorehersoultoitsdivineandoriginalcondition.Likewise,Augustine
continued to emphasize the need to reform the illumined image that had been discovered
Thisrenewal,ofcourse, is not brought about in the one moment ofthe conversion
itself, as in Baptism that renewal is brought about in one moment by the remission
of all sins, for there does not remain even one sin, however small it maybe, that is
not forgiven. But just as it is one thing to be free from fevers, and another thing to
recover from the weakness which has resulted from the fevers; and, similarly, just
asitisonethingtoremoveaspearthathasbeendrivenintothebody,andanother
thing to heal the wound that has been made by it through the treatmentthat
follows, so the first step in a cure isto remove the cause of the disease, which is
done through the remission of all sins; the second istoheal the disease itself,
which is done gradually by making progress in the renewal of this image. IS
Although Augustine believed humankind will never be able to completely reform the
divine image in this life, he still actively stressed that while inthis life we should begin to
deepen our awareness and participation in the Triune God. As Louth concluded, "it is not
only reformation by God, but reformation according to God: the reformation into the
image ofGod.,,19 Subsequently, as McGinn observed, "what we are striving to do here
below, as several texts from the Homilies on the Psalms remind us, is to give back to God
the coin he originally gave to us, that is, to restore the image given us at our creation.,,20
And humankind, having fallen so far away from our original creation, will have to go
lhrough another long process 10 restore the illumined image. Augustine teaches that this
happens in the exploration and reformation of our imago Dei, which, as we have
discussed, was reinterpreted and understood as the imago Trinitalis - or in Catherine's
purgatorial teachings, what can be considered the imago DeiofPureLove.
ForAugustine,thisgradual,progressive,andrestorativejourneybeginsinthe
memory; more precisely, this journey beings in what Augustine has referred to as the
spirituality of the memoria: a memory of the "spirituality ofajourney which retraces the
stepsbacktowardsaselflostsightof,butstillpresentandactivewithintheveryactsof
return,,,21 Ieadingtheselfbacktoitsoriginalpurposeindeificationandhappiness?2
However, because humankind hasonlyscienlia, we have a distorted vision of the selfand
the divine and we can only gain further knowledge and illumination through divine grace
as we progress towards the divine. A progressive illumination corresponds with the
second stage in the soul's ascent, where humankind must return and remake this image of
the divine, which we understand is a process and not merely an act: "the soul must learn
what it means to be the image of God in its memory, understanding, and will, and
learning that, learn how to pass beyond the image to God Himself in contemplation of
Him.,,23 In other words, the spiritual mind's progressive journey towards the perfection of
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the image of God as Trinity is found only in our memory of the divine wisdom (sapientia)
and begins with the same method ofintroversion. 24
Memoria, then, is an important image and has an intrinsic and integral role within
"trinitarian mysticism." But how do we recall and contemplate God in His totality when
our mens has been corrupted with sin? Augustine's answer is: through God Incarnate
where Christ bridges the gap between humankind and the divine with His ability to give
the eternal to the temporal; in Christ, the second Adam who is both divine and human, we
can achieve bothscientia andsapientia25
In the next chapter, we will see how Christ as Mediator is an important concept in
Catherine's life and teachings. At this juncture, we should emphasize that Christ as
Mediator in Augustinian thought is best represented and understoodinthecontextofthe
entireTrinity-thatis,withaholisticappreciationforthetrinitarian divine with an
undoubted sense of equality to be acknowledged within the Trinity. Hence, Augustine in
De Trinilate teaches that the Son of God's image can be remade in the human person only
by the Trinity who at creation made humankind to the image of the divine in holiness and
justice.26 Overall, Augustine's conversion becomes more than the rediscovery of the soul,
itisthemakingofthesoul. His is a divine revelation that began in the Confessions and
re-envisioned in De Trinitate, which promotes the restoration or making of the soul,
involving each Person of the Trinity. ltis in these Augustinian theological discourses
about the soul's restorative and transformational ascent towards the divine image and God
as Trinity (as understood as an equal and holistic image) that we have the firm
foundations and progressive model for Catherine's mystical purgatoryofpurelove.
All these theological discourses-Augustine's and Catherine's -are
epistemological inferences that describe a personal journey and ascent towards the divine,
whichleadstothediscoveryofthetrueself,and,subsequently,aspectacularspirituality
ofself-makinginrestoration.27 Augustine teaches that humankind's renewal begins in
baptismal conversion, whereas Catherine teaches that humankind's true renewal begins in
asecondconversion,whichisaconversioninbaptismalfire-thatis,thebeginningof
purgatory. Along with Augustine, Catherine teaches that in the moment of renewal there
is the remission of all sins: "As for blameworthiness, those souls are as pure as when God
created them, since in leaving this world they grieved for their sins and were determined
to sin no more.,,28 However, when it comes to the process for the cleansing or healing of
the soul,Catherine does not teach that purification and restorationare found in an
introspective journey through the mind. She teaches that the soul'sascentisthegradual,
progressive, and introspective ascent that happens above and beyond the mind because
the soul is fixed not in the loveofthisworld,butinthepure love of the purgatorial after-
I see my soul alienated from all spiritual things that could give it solace and joy.
lthas no taste for the things of the intellect, will,ormemory, and in no manner
tends more to one thing than to another. Quite still and in a state of siege, the me
withinfindsitselfgraduallystrippedofallthosethingsthatinspiritual or bodily
form gave it some comfort; and once the last of them has been removed the soul,
understanding that they were at best supportive, turns its back on them
completely.29
The above passage from Catherine's writings indicates that mystical purgatory is a form
of nulla ("nothing") mysticism: she reduces everything to nothi ngbecausethereisan
insatiable desire for nothing but God alone. Catherine goes beyond or, rather, abandons
the trinitarian image of memory, understanding, and will, because she is afraid of
anything-especially the self-that might prevent her from obtaining her unification with
the divine. In the Life, her biographers quote her reaffirming:
I will have nothing to do with a love that would befar God or in God; this is a
love which pure love cannot bear: since pure love is (simply) God Himself ... I
cannot abide to see that word far, and that word in, since they denote to my mind
a something that can stand between God and myself ... JO
Von HUgel concludes that these expressions in nulla mysticism can be summarized in
Catherine's favourite expressions that deal with "self-adequation,"that is, nellezza, which
means,literally,"c1eanliness"ortheabsenceofallimpurities3 I As observed in the Life,
Catherine exclaimed, "Sweetness of God, Fulness of God, Goodness of God, Purity of
God"; and, near the end of her life it was said that "she hadcontinuallyonherlipsthe
term '(clear) Fulness.",)2 Therefore, this "nothing" in nulla mysticism becomes
"everything," which Donald Nugent believes is best described in her most dramatic and
compelling statement: "My Me is God."))
Purgatory as nulla mysticism is a gradual and progressive movement in the selfs
making"nothing"ofitselfand"everything"ofthedivine,buthow can the self
accomplish this within the current and material world? A solution is found in Augustine's
"triadic schema of freedom:" a similar gradual and progressive movement in humankind's
present life towards freedom, which is understood in trinitarianterrns. Highlyinfluenced
by St. Paul's teachings in Romans 5.12-13,)4 Augustine learned that there is a triadic
progression for human freedom and he commented on this movement in his letter To
Simplicianus35 The first stage, Augustine teaches, begins in birth and with original sin.
While in this stage, men and women are ignorant of sinful actions and abandon
themselves to carnal and sensual pleasures. The second stage happens when humankind
is illumined to the Law, and, therefore, know what they are doing is evil. Nonetheless,
humankind is incapable of pure and proper action because there isnoassistancefrom
faith to overcome our innate sinful condition; humankind may try to avoid evil and make
heroic efforts fordoing what is right but, because we use our own free-will that has been
infected with original sin, humankind cannot without grace do what is right. The third
stage is then a stage of divine grace, where humankind does what is right happily and
perfectly because we are doing it with God's help36
Withdivinegracehumankindbeginsre-makingtheselfbecausefree-willhas
been corrected and is rightly directed towards the divine, andonlythroughfollowingthe
divine will can humankind make "nothing" of the selfand "everything" of the divine,
which is the nature of self Divine grace compensates fororiginaland actual sin and
mercifully corrects humankind's free-will, but that does not mean humankind will escape
the temptation of sin while still alive in the material world37 As Augustine teaches
though, humankind is unable to sin while fixed in divine grace: "Surrendering ourselves
affectionately to His mercy we do not let ourselves be overcome by the delights of bad
habits drawing us into sin. Still tempted by their allure, we do not, however, yield to
them.,,38
Catherine's purgatorial teachings draw comparison bothwiththe third stage of
The inciination to evil still remains in the soul revivified by Baptism, and unless it
is strenuously fought leads back to death. Afterwards, God revivifies the soul
with a special grace of His. In no other way could the soul renounce its self-
centeredness or return to the pristine state of its creation; and as the soul makes its
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way to its first state, its ardor in translorming itself into God is its purgatory, the
passionate instinct to overcome its impediments39
However, understanding that the selfis above the mind and the soul is beyond the world
in the purgatorial after-life, she teaches a similar, butmoredramatic concept about how
humankind can be fixed in divine grace:
These souls cannot think,"l am here, and justly so because of my sins,"or "I wish
I had never committed such sins for now I would be in paradise," or "That person
there is leaving before me," or "I will leave before that other one." They cannot
remember the good and evil in their past or that of others. Such is their joy in
God's will, in His pleasure, that they have no concern for themselves but dwell
only on their joy in God's ordinance, in having Him do what He will. They see
only the goodness of God, His mercy toward men. Should they be aware of other
goodorevil,theirswouldnotbeperfectcharity. They do not see that their
sulferingisduetotheirsins,forthatawarenesswouldbeawantof perfection, and
in purgatory sou!scannotsin.40
While humankind can be fixed in divine grace and have its free-willcorrected in this life,
in the purgatorial after-life humankind can enjoy the benefits ofthe annihilation of the
temptation of sin. Such ajoy is available in the next world as there is "nothing" left 0 f
the sinful selfto be tempted with: we have absolutely rejected ourselves; our sin has been
forgiven; and our former sinful self-now with nothing left of the seIfinit-hasre-
centred and redirected itself towards itsproperself,which isGod41
Accordingly, nulla mysticism is an intrinsic and integral characteristicof
purgatory because humankind is required to be "nothing" in order to follow the divine
ordinance: when there is"nothing"oftheself,humankindcanbewholly and perfectly
fixed in divine grace and follow the divine will, which is the only way we can achieve the
purification needed in the restoration of the soul that enables 0 ur true end in beatitude or
God Himself. Hence, Catherine has achieved what is known as a stability in faith;42 she
has obtained a divine grace in her second conversion that has bestowed upon her the
ability to overcome all the impediments of her sinful condition in a constant growth of
spiritualfreedomandillumination.43
Augustine teaches that in this stabilityoffaith,humankindachieves"perfection"
because "perfection" is understood as a harmony ofwills44 Consequently, Catherine,
having"nothing"ofselfinherself,hasachieved"perfection"because in her second
conversion, she has obtained a mystical union and union in wills. All the same, following
the teachings of Augustine, Catherine understands that love is the key to humankind's
freedom; she realizes that "the first necessity of love is forunion, and union in its closet
sense is in the harmony ofwills,,,45 and,subsequently, humankind "requires an education
in that love which unifies the heart, making itwhole.,,46 In addition, she understands that
since humankind is "borne on the current of divine love which flowsth rough us and
returns thence to its source, we can say with St. Augustine that to IoveGodistopossess
God.,,47 However, humankind can only achieve a unification in love and possessthe
divine fully when we completely forget the self; that is, when humankind can "detach
himself(herself] completely from selfin order to attach himself wholly to God.,,48 As we
haveemphasized,indivinegrace,Catherinehasmade"nolhing"oftheselfinherself,has
re-centred and re-directed her love towards the divine, and has obtained in mystical
rapture God's love, which she understood is Pure Love. Hence, when she said "My Me is
God" we can understand that she possess the pure love of the divine,which is
humankind's true self-love and a love that as Pseudo-Dionysius teaches "transcends the
knowledge of faith according to the common code.,,49 Thus, we should realize that
Catherine's "perfection" is not only realized in a harmony of wills, but in a harmony of
A Mystical Moment of Death into a Mystical Purgatory
The Life clearly describes the second conversion as a "sudden" momentof
"perfection," but accepling that the conversion momentisa form of mysticism, it should
be acknowledged and described as a kind of "death" as well. Donald Christopher Nugent
in his book Mysticism, Death, and Dying, argues lhat the mystical experience can be
described as a form of death. He argues that while there are different forms of mystical
union, he believesjiilJ union can only be realized in death because "the constitution of
humankind is such that it cannot endure full unionandsurvive."so It is for this reason that
Doctors of the Church like Bonaventure, Thomas Aquinas, and Augustine "discuss the
goal of the spiritual ascenl under the rubric of rapt liS in this life and beatitlldo in the
next"Sl and"describethisgoalinthelanguageofunion."s2 Hence,mysticalunionisan
anticipation of glorification in beatitude, a foretasteofheaven, and a foreshadowing of
death because when we allude to such mystical rapture "it would seem that there cannot
bea foretaste of heaven without a foretasteofdeath."S3 Catherine's conversion then, was
not just a mystical moment of "suddenness" and "perfection," but of "death" as she
crossed over into the after-life and was illumined to purgatory. Inmysticaiunion,
Catherine was able in lifetoexperiencedeath,and,therefore,transport the purgatorial
after-life into the material world. However, even though it was a mystical purgatory, it
was ajull purgatory because purgatory itself is a foretaste of heavenas it purifies and
restores humankind in Pure Love to meet its end in Pure Love (God).
It is in mysticism that the second conversion becomes the beginningofamystical
purgatory. Mysticism brings the purgatorial after-life into the present Ii fe as one can pass
over in a mystical death. As well, the "suddenness" in the mystical moment is
representative of passing over into purgatory. As Catherine said in Purgation and
Purgatory:
Were the sinful soul not there where the justice of God wills it, the soul would be
in a still greater hell. Then it would be out of that divine order which is a part of
God's mercy; the soul would not be suffering as much as it ought to. This is why,
findingnootherplacemorefitting,thesoulofitsownvolitionflingsitselfintoits
proper place. So it is with purgatory. Once separated from the body, the soul no
~~~:~~; ~~~n~r~~:; ::;\~~fsui~~t~lf~~~r~~~~::~l~yiirpediment it faces cannot be
ThesoulsuddenJyflingsorhurlsitselfintopurgatorybecauseofthe soul's innate need
and implanted desire to follow the divine will absolutely in purgatory. As mentioned, for
the soul in purgatory to follow the divine will it must achieve a harmony of wills, which
happens when the soul in divine grace re-directs or re-centres its free-will towards the
divine alone. Evelyn Underhill points out that the second conversion is similar in nature:
It is certain that forSt. Catherine, as forSt. Francis, an utterly new Ii fedidliterally
begin at this point. The center of interest was shifted and the field of
consciousness was remade. She "knew in an instant that which words cannot
express." Some veil about her heart was tom away; so abruptly, that itlefta
wound behind. For the first time she saw and knew the Love in which life is
bathed; and all the energy and passion ofa strong nature responded toitscal1.55
Because she had given herself freely and wholeheartedly over to God, God in return
established His divine will in her through divine grace thatenabledthe"perfection"
needed for the soul's ascent towards God. However, in "Pure Love-centred mysticism"
this "perfection" is also understood as a harmony of loves. According to Catherine, such
a "perfection" of love is in Pure Love: the soul becomesawareofthedivine, realizes the
futilityoftheself-hood,and the soul with free choice makes "nothing" of the selfin order
that it might be filled with Pure Love alone. In The Spiritual Dialogue, Catherine
describes such a process in Pure Love:
On seeing the creature lose all confidence in itself and turn to Him, God comes to
his aid. Heis ready to knock at the door of the Soul,and when it is opened to
Him He enters within and casts out all his enemies and restores to His creature its
original innocence. He does this in diverse ways, as He sees fit. In this instance
we will speak of how He does so with Pure Love. 56
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In baptismal conversion, Catherine received in divine grace and union the divine image of
Pure Love, which is the theme of Purgation and PurgatolY: like the souls in purgatory,
from the moment of her second conversion a new life in pure love began, which was a
gradual process in purification and restoration of the soul that lasted until the end of her
life when she made the final ascent to God. Therefore, Catherine's "second conversion"
is the beginning of her "mystical purgatory."
CHAPTER FIVE: THE MYSTICAL MANIFESTATION OF THE DOCTRINE OF
PURGATORY IN THE LIFE OF CATHERINE OF GENOA
Over the previous chapters, we have traced the life of Catherine of Genoa, seeing
her move all the way from abhorring her sinful self,becauseofher sense of impurity in
the acceptance of her "false self," to a point where she received,in what she believed was
a divine and transcendental moment of Pure Love, an imageofher"true self," which is,
as she understood it, pure love. But,forher,itbecomesmorethanjustamystical
moment of Pure Love; it becomes the catalyst for her to manifest herpurgatoriaJdoctrine
in a theological or mystical life-even though she was unaware that she was doing so
until,nearthe end of her days, she received her divinely infusedrevelationofpurgatory,
which helped her reflect and understand that she had brought the purgatorial afterlife into
this world. In this chapter, then, we will examine how the doctrine of purgatory
manifested itselfin concrete ways, as she followed the traditional threefold path of
mysticism (purgation, illumination, and union),to rid herself of the "rust of sin" and,
eventually, to restore her divine image and likeness in Pure Love. In so doing, we will
discuss many traditional themes of medieval devotion or piety common to her era.
Purgatory's Purgation: Mortification
After much pain of the spirit and suffering of the body, Catherine, in a moment of
sudden conversion and transcendental union, entered what may bebestdescribedasa
mystical purgatory. However, all this pain and suffering was not an end in itself,because,
for Catherine, the birth of mystical purgatory is just the beginningofhersoul's
progressive and painful journey in purification, which ultimately leads to its restoration in
the divine. According to Catherine, mystical purgatory is a gradual,arduoLlsand long
journey that occurs over a lifetime, and the first purifying stage in that journey happens
along the mystical way of purgation, which is realized inthethreefold path of repentance:
contrition, confession, and satisfaction. Mystical purgatory is intrinsically linked to this
threefold path of repenlance because it was born in conversion, and both these terms have
concordant meanings: "Conversion or Repentance, for the two ternlS are nearly
interchangeable, is simply the turning away from sin to God.'" Therefore, mystical
purgatory is also linked with the notionofcompllnclion, which is experienced at that
moment when the divine decides to awaken the soul with a prick or arrow of divine love
that wounds the heart2 As recorded in the Life, Catherine was struck with such
compunction: "she was so on fire and wounded with the love which God had interiorly
manifested to her, together with the view of her miseries, that, as if beside herself,she
went into a privatechanlber, and gave vent to her burning tears and sighs,,,J and declared,
"ohLove!canitbethatyouhavecaliedmewithsomuchlove,andrevealedtomeatone
view,whatnotonguecandescribe?'''' Essentially, the birth of mystical purgatory, then, is
Ihe ultimate expression, and presence, of that prick of divine Iove:Catherine'sheartwas
not only pricked, but was wounded so forcefully that it was engulfedwith Pure Love,
giving her the immediate incentive to repent from all her sins.
Compunction inevitably leads to contrition: the visibledisplay of remorse and
sorrow for sin. The teaching and practice of contrition has a long and varied history in
medieval tradition. Significant developments occurred, once"withpapalinvolvement
dating particularly from the seminal pronouncement Omnis ulriusque sexus of the Fourth
Lateran Council of1215, requiring all persons to attend confessionatleastonceayear;"S
and then with the struggles of the religious leaders in the fourtee nth century, dealing
"with what they called 'scruples,' that is, the ever-present dangerofa failure to balance
acute awareness of sin with the acceptance offorgiveness.,,6 All the sanle, contrition
begins after compunction: the soul, having fallen faraway fromthed ivine through selfish
pride, has realized that there is a massive disconnect between itselfandthedivine,leaving
it, the soul, to the futility of self-reliance. What is more, the soul with significant sorrow
recognizes that the divine is the foundation of all being and that sin has caused the divine
untold anguish and suffering because it, the soul, can no longer participate in its intended
relationship with thedivine.7 The Dialogue provides confirrnation:
Unable to call out to the mercy of God, with no confidence in itself, the Soul
nevertheless fought to ward off despair. Still, it suffered greatly, for it knew the
weight it was carrying, the evil it had done; and in this distress the Soul
[Catherine] was sick with heartache, unshed tears and sighs, sickuntodeath. She
could not eat, sleep, or talk, nor had she any taste forthings,either spiritual or
earthly. She had no sense of where she was, in heaven oron earth, and would
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gladly have hidden from everyone. So alienated was she by the offense give to
God that she looked more likea frightened animal than a human being.8
As Catherine realized,"meditation on sinfulness alone can leadtodespair,thegreatestof
all medieval sins, unless contrition opens one's eyes to the merciful God who forgets sin
from the time that one repents.,,9 Thus, contrition is at once an act of divine charity and
independent repentance. But,asF. P. Harton has noted,"theonlyreally adequate sorrow
of Repentance is caused by the pain of having offended God and caused,inourmeasure,
the Passion of our Lord.,,10
Accordingly, God in His divine mercy appeared to Catherine in spirit with a
vision of Christ Crucified because she was interiorly inflamed with divine love and had
sorrow for her sins. According to the Dialogue:
OnedaythereappearedtoherinnervisionJesusChristincarnatecrucified,all
bloody from head to foot. It seemed that the body rained blood. From within she
heard a voice say, "Do you see this blood? It has been shed for your love, to atone
for your sins." With that she received a wound of love that drew her to Jesus with
such trust that it washed away all that previous fright, and she tookjoy in the
Lord. 11
Such an extreme vision of pain and suffering was a common theme in medieval devotion
because "in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, al1entiontothe humanity of Christ was
increasingly directed to the sufferingsofChrist.'''2 As Kieckheferemphasizes, "devotion
to the passion heightened the conviction of guilt for one's sins: it was the sins of
humankind, including those of the devotee, that caused Christ to undergohistorments."IJ
Interestingly, during this period of the Middle Ages, when theredevelopedthisemphasis
on the agony (the passion) of Christ on the cross, rather than Hisdeath and victory over
sin on the cross, a papal decree was promulgated, requiring annual contrition with
confession. 14
[t is necessary, then, for contrition to lead to confession, which is what the Life
for confession to have meaning. lfac,ontritesoul didnotconfe5;swithsinl~ere5;orro'N,it
that without divine grace it does not have the ability to achieve immunity from sin. 16
Once confession is complete, the soul's intention must be for satisfaction, and that is
accomplished in the accepted penance.
With the vision of Christ Crucified ever present in her mind, Catherine's
satisfaction "expressed many of the basic themes found in women's religiosity in its
orthodox forms: a concern for affective religious response, an extremeformofpenitential
asceticism, an emphasis both on Christ's humanity and on the inspi rationoftheSpirit.,,17
itshouldnotbesurprising,then,thatherreparationandpenitentactions would take the
form of severe mortification. Von HUgel summarizes:
And throughout this first period of four years, her penances were great. Shewore
a hair-shirt; she never touched either tlesh-meator fruit,whetherfreshordried;
she lay at night on thorns. And by nature courteous and affable, she would do
great violence to herself by conversing as little as possible with her relations when
they visited her, and,as to anything further, paying heed neither to herself nor to
them; and she acted thus for the purpose of self-conquest; and if anyone was
surprised at it, she took no notice. 18
These simple acts of penance show that she had a pure intention to forsake sin and accept
her part in the perfect and atoning offering, as she was crucified withChrist. As the Life
affirms, "she was wounded at the feet of her confessor, she seemed to be drawn to the feet
of our Lord Jesus Christ, and in spirit beheld all the graces, means,and ways, by which
the Lord, in his pure !ove, had brought her to conversion.",9 Havingoffendedthedivine
and being the cause for Christ suffering upon the cross, sheaccepted these penances
willingly because she wanted to accept her part of sin and be justly punished and
crucified along with Christ: "yet, to satisfy justice he led herthroughthewayof
satisfaction, permitting that this contrition and self-knowledge should continue for nearly
fourteen months.,,20 Her penitential sacrifices and punishments, however, were not
required, because her sins were already paid for upon the cross by the divine. Yet,she
still performed penance, and in doing so, she imitated Christ in his sacrifice: like Christ,
Catherine was now without sin, but still was crucified with Him out of pure love and
divine justice.
It is the ideal of divine justice that led to an ever-deepening awarenessofPure
Love alone: Catherine did not yearn for personal salvation, nordid she have to complete
penance as punishment for her sins, but through her penances she demonstratedthe
disinterested and reciprocal nature of pure love. ltis recorded in the Life that with this
demonstration of pure love, "she felt herself drawn with St. John,torestonthebosomof
her!ovingLord,,,2Iwhereshefoundnumeroussecretsaboutthepurelovethatwas
consuming her. The Spiritual Dialogue elaborates:
Shewasalsograntedanothervision,morestrikingyet,beyondtellingor
imagination. God showed her the love with which He had suffered out of love of
her ... In that vision, Catherine saw the evil in the soul and thepurity of God's love
... The vision made her dwell constantly on the evil of man, which could not have
been greater, considering the great love of God, a love that neverceaseddoingthe
soul as much good as it could; and turning her gaze upon herself, Catherinesaw
how much evil there was in her. That experience made her think of man in terms
of the very opposite of the goodness of God, and this thought made her almost
despair ... Had God not tempered this vision, body and soul would bothhave
perished 22
With this vision, the motivation of penance switches from "punishment" to a severe
mentalanguishwhichis"guilt":thesoulhasanacuteandhorrible realization that itdid
not accept pure love and that it has committed the ultimatecrimein escaping the divine
ordinance and loving union with God; the soul realizes that it is not only corrupt and
justly despised, but that sin has blinded its perception and knowledge of its weakened and
calamitous condition. Essentially, the soul realizes it has caused the divine much
suffering in its discord and the soul experiences more anguish asitrealizesthatitisbeing
held back from the divine, which is a product of the aftermath of sin.23
Acceptingthisjust"punishment"and"guilt"foroursinsbecomesanimportant
factor in the soul's ability to journey through purgatory. As Purgation and Purgatory
I see that the sufferings of the souls in purgatory are endurable because of two
considerations. The first is the willingness to suffer, the certainty that God has
been most merciful to them and of what God offers them. If God's mercy did not
temper Hisjustice-thatjusticewhich has been satisfied withthe blood of Jesus
Christ-one sin alone would deserve a thousand hells. Knowing, therefore, that
they sufferjustly, those souls accept the ordinance of God and wouldnotthinkof
doingotherwise.24
Moreover, accepting "punishment" and "guilt" isan important factor for our repentance.
As the Lije records, "in this light she remained for more than a year,relievingher
conscience by means of contrition, confession, and satisfaction;,,25 and the Dialoglle says
that "the two never left her,,,26 in reference to the two visions associated with these
repentant elements. [naddition, these elements of repentance are even more important
and directly related in terms of confession and satisfaction, which were significant aspects
in the development of purgatory. R.N. Swanson explains:
Acknowledgment had also to be made through punishment, both earthly and
other-worldly. Sin carried two penalties: guilt (clIlpa),which thepriestcould
alleviatebygrantingabsolution,andpunishment(pena),whichwasless
straightforwardlyexpunged,butwouldbeworkedoffthroughthepenance
imposed by the priest here, and hereafter in Purgatory. The rise of the notion of
Purgatory, and the assurance of the effectiveness of absolution,eased some of the
pressures of penance: whereas until the late twelfth century the penances imposed
by the priests had often been extremely arduous, these newdoctrinal
developments were less demanding. Priest-imposed punishments could now be
lighterandmoretolerable-inparttoensurethattheywereperformed (for it was
pointless to impose harsh penances which would simply be ignored, and were a
disincentive to further confession). Earthlypenancehadtobesufferableonearth,
but was recognized as only a partial satisfaction of the punishment due. The
penances to follow death would be ofa totally different order, and totally
unavoidable27
However, Catherine's "punishment" and "guilt" were not of a lesser quality, nor did she
demand a less arduous route of satisfaction. As she advanced in holiness, so much deeper
became her repentance as well. As Harton has noted, "even were we to attain to perfect
sanctity, that attainment would bring with it such a realization 0 fthehorrorofpastsin
that we should feel that we had only begun to be penitent.,,28 Hence, as she became more
illumined through the light of the divine Spirit, herrepentanceshouldbeever-
intensifying?9
Concerning Catherine's adamant repentance, Groeschel comments that "she is
engaged in a journey, a continued struggle for perfection, or, to use her favorite analogy,
an endless battle between the false self and the true self."JO These struggles were
common in medieval piety: in the medieval mind there was a steadfast fear of the body,
the senses, and the sin attached to the material world; but the thinking was that if you
discipline the body, youcoulddisciplinetheself,and,therefore,repentancein
mortification denotes that it isa response to egoism.J1 As Underhill confirms, "the object
of mortification istokill that old self,breakup his egotistic attachmentsandcravings, in
order that the higher centre, the 'new man' may live and breathe,,,32 which means that "the
object of mortification isnotdeath,but life."JJ Harton notes that this new life is found
upon the cross: "Jesus Christ is our example in mortification, as inaII else; in the sacred
Humanity we find perfect detachment, perfect mortification, perfect devotion to the will
of God, perfect love of the Father; but He is more than our example - He is our life.,,34
Therefore, mortification isa form of detachment, the denial ofthe "false self," the daily
bearing of the cross which results in "the crucifixion of the old man that we may be filled
with the life and loveofJesus.,,35
Understanding mortification as a battle against the ego, Leubaconcludesthat
Catherine's purgative period should be considered a period ofmortification: "the first four
years afierconversion (1473-77), [were] yearsofextravagantasceticismandpenances,of
relentless struggle against the egoistic self.,,36 Petry comes to the same conclusion: "in
the first [of three purifying stages], the soul participates withGodthroughitsprogressive
detachment from all obstacles, inner and outer, by which it nourishes self-love and feeds
rebellion against the divine.,,37 Groeschel's conclusion was bolder: he entitled a category
of Catherine's principal teachings as "The Soul, and the Lifelong Conflict between Self-
Love and Pure Love.,,38
Even though, at first glance, these conclusions may seem 10 be true, they are, in
fact, inaccurate. [nthefirstsectionoftheDialogue, there is the description of the soul's
conflict with the body and the overwhelming victory of Pure Love. As the soul fights the
body so thaI the body would not conquer the soul, we have a struggle that is
representative of the doctrine of the two selves. As Groeschel noted, "the doctrine of the
twoselvesisonethatisdeartomostspiritualteachersandisexpressed in the words of
Christ 'Whoever wants to save his own life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for My
sake will find it' (Matt. 16:25).,,39 Humankind's vocation is to overcome these selves
through detachment in mortification(Luke9:23),whichwill allow us to love the divine
with all our heart, soul,andmind (Matt. 22:37-38),andobtainourperfection in the divine
(Matt. 5:48).40 As described in the Life and Dialogue, Catherine accomplished her
detachment in childhood and adolescence: she performed mortification,becarneillumined
in prayer, and went through a depressive period known as the "dark night,"whichisthe
"last and drastic purgation of the spirit; the doing away ofseparateness, the annihilation
ofselfhood,eventhoughallthatselfnowclaimsforitsownbetheLoveofGod.,,41
Then,inherconversionmoment,shewasunitedtothedivineandhad her "false self'
conquered as she was transformed in "good will," inflamed wholly with "burning love,"
and reached "all perfection" in Pure Love:2 Hence, after the Dialogue'sfirstsection
reaches its climax in this union of Pure Love, there isno morestruggle between the soul
and body, nor with self-love; through the pure love of the divine, the soul has now
defeated its dubious enemies and has made them its slaves. As The Spiritual Dialogue
In the beginning, when I [Soul] wanted to attend to the needs of the spirit,lwasin
charge. Through your deceit, you [Body] then bound yourself to me and we
agreed to do good together, to have neither lord it over the other. Gradually,
however, you turned me into your slave. Now I will once more be in charge. If
you wish to serve me, I will take care of all your needs; ifnot, lwillstill be
mistress and be served. lfneedsbe, I will compel you to be myservant-and that
will put an end to all arguments. 43
Consequently, the selforself-Iove does not speak inlheolhersectionsoftheDia/ogue
because there isno further need, for the egotistic selfand self-love have been subdued or
conquered by the Pure Love of God.
While God has been made the centre of Catherine's life, it does not mean that the
immediate consequence or her union and subsequent mortification is about the
annihilation of the selfor self-love. Instead, we should understand that her divine
selfhood or Me was accomplished in a similar fashion to that of St. Francis of Assisi, who
through an expression of nulla mysticism - which was explained in the last chapter-
became "nothing" or "empty." Like Francis, Catherine wanted "nothing" of everything;
she wanted to be "empty" so that she could be filled with God alone: she battled between
the "false self' and "true self' and learned to "make oneself zero" through "gradually
withdrawing all desires from short-term personal satisfactions and unifying them-
focusing them all into a single driving need, the need, quite simply,toseeGod;,,44she
lost all trust in herself during the "dark night," made "nothing" 0 fherself,andlikehima
"new life" began at the momentofconversion.45
In addilion, there are examples of Franciscan spirituality beingmanifestedin
concrete terms in her life: she became celibate in marriage and she went through that
sense of "emptiness" and "nothingness" in "poverty" and "humil ity"asherhusband,
Giuliano, became bankrupt. As well, the Franciscan need for naked love-a love that has
no self or want in it - was expressed in the Dia/ogue when she said, "love must be
naked.,,46 However, becoming "nothing" is not annihilation: the selfand seIf-love are
still present, but now, with "nothing" in them, they can be bent towards God and be filled
with Him. As Hellmann said of Francis: "he bent his own will to the will of his Father,
the Father of his Lord Jesus Christ. In this he emptied himselfofself-will and of the
ways of the world in order to receive the inspiration and the gifts 0 fthe Lord through
liberating Spirit.,,47 In the Dialogue, Catherine makes a similar declaration:
With God's help I will no longer be deceived by you. Still,lhopetoactinsucha
way that each will have what is due him. As you made me do what I should not
have done, so I will have you do what you would rather not do. Inthisway,You
may satisfy the spirit. I hope to subject you completely to me-that is, have you
go against your natural bent.
Based upon these words, therefore, we should understand that there was a bending of the
selfin terms of the will and love because the soul had been "emptied"andmadeinto
"nothing" so that it could be filled wholly with the divine in pure 10ve; that is, rather than
the annihilation of the self and self-love in divine union and mysticaIpurgatory,theself
and self-love have been subdued,enslaved,and redirected towards the divine.
Although the will and lovehavenotbeenannihilated,itdoesnotmean there will
be an ensuing lifelong struggle between self-will anddivinewill,self-love and pure love,
the "false self'and "true self." As Catherine made "nothing"ofherself,she was
demonstrating divine humility and receptivity, which is a common theme found among
women mystics whose attitude is one of openness to the divine and who expect positive
results as they are made into vessels or extensions of the divine48 Such divine attitudes
of humility and receptivity often lead to an encompassing quality in mystical union. As
Wawrytkonotes:
Another common theme among the feminine mystics is that of the transformation
of the soul through the agency of divine love, by which God 'makes 0 fher[the
soul] another himself.' Hence, Catherine of Genoa declares, 'My Being is God,'
not by some simple participation but by a true transformation of my being.49
Therefore, Catherine's will is God's will because she had a mystical union in pure love
and "mystic love is a total dedication of the will."sO Moreover, Catherine's love is God's
love, which is what her soul in deep sorrow came to understandduringthefourteen
months of mortification in pure love, which is described in The Spiri/ual Dialogue
God sent hera ray of his love so burning and deep that it was an agony to sustain.
Issuing from the fountainofChristthatlove,woundingthesoul,stripped it of all
other loves, appetites, delights, and selfishness. The soul cried out, sighed deeply,
and in its transformation was taken outofitselrs'
The divine sent his pure love with such power that it seemed as if everything was being
annihilated. AsCatherinesaid,"Andlseeraysoflightningdartingfromthatdivinelove
to the creature, so intense and fiery as to annihilate not the body alone but, were it
possible,thesoul."S2 However, because she has been transformed in union with pure
love, there can be no battles against the "false self," self-love,orself-will:ifherselfis
God, then annihilation of the self would be annihilation of God, which we are told does
not happen, as she understands her"My Me is God" and preferred to understandherselfin
tennsofWeH Ifherown self-love is now pure love, then the annihilation ofsel f-love
would be annihilation of pure love, which does not happen again, since we are told "all
that was not Pure Love meant nothing to her;,,54 and, ifherself-wi II is the will of the
divine, then the annihilation of self-will would be annihilation of the divine will, which
doesnothappenbecauseanydeviationfromthedivineordinancewould be hell for her
aIthough, if need be, she would even go to hell to follow the divine ordinance.55
Yet, Catherine experienced much pain and sorrow as "she waged resolute war on
the self-love that survived in her," which was not alleviated until the divine accepted the
extinctionofallotherlovesinheraftershewentthroughfourteenthmonthsof
mortification. Why would she have to go lhrough such pain and suffering ifshe was
already in a union of Pure Love? Moreover, why did it take over a year before she
realized-as we have argued-that her soul was now of pure love and in pure love since
distinction within thesouJ, which is described in the second sectionoftheDialogue. In
the first section of the Dialogue, Catherine's soul was just called the Soul; after her
conversion in Pure Love, however, Catherine's soul is called bothSoul and Spirit in the
second section of the Dialogue. The Soul is the lower part of the soul which is still
covered in the "rust of sin" and is linked with Human Frailty, which is the lower self
which has been "splattered with mud," that is, the subtle and sinfulremnantsofself-love.
TheSpirit,ontheotherhand,istheapexmentisofthesoul. As discussed in the last
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chapter, the Spirit or apex men/is is the highest and purest part 0 fthe human soul and the
part of the self that can communicate with and participate in God. Thus, it is the Spirit
that was infused,illumined,andtransformed indivineunion.56 It was "the first to sin and
to do so freely"S7 and the first to be cleansed. Unlike Human Frailty and the Soul,the
Spirit has nothing of the self-that is, sin-left in it while Human Frailty wanted death,
the Spirit said "for me I hope neither for death nor for suffering;,,58 and,whiletheSoul
was striving after pure love, the Spirit does not strive because in Pure Love it knows that
"pure love does not attach itself to pleasure or feeling, bodily or spiritual,,,S9because
"[those feelings] get in the way of Pure Love-for under the guise of Pure Love it is those
emotionalfeelingstowhichthesoulbecomesattached.,,60 Having obtained perfection,
the Spirit is like the souls in purgatory who "have no sin in them, nor is there any
impediment between them and God,,,61 and "their only suffering lies in what holds them
back,that instinct which has not as yet fully manifested itself."62 Therefore,inSpiritthe
soul is completely perfect and cleansed; but in Soul - which is what the soul is mostly
comprised of when it begins its purgative process - the soul is not comple/ely cleansed
because there are residual effects of original and actual sin. One of those effects is that
the Soul is covered in the "rust" or "mud" of sin, and,therefore, cannotseeclearlyinto
the divine. However, as the Pure Love of purgatory progressively cleanses the entire
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soul, the lower soul sees more ever clearly and becomes more likethe Spirit "as the soul
grows in perfection.,,63
Ultimately, what the Soul realizes in that first year of mortification is what the
Spirit has realized from the moment of the second conversion: that Catherine was in
perlect harmony with the divine ordinance and in a mystical purgatory of pure love. As
PurgalionandPurgalorydescribes:
They [souls in purgatory] see only the goodness of God, His mercy toward men.
Shouldtheybeawareofothergoodorevil,theirswouldnotbeperfectcharity.
They do not see that their suffering is due to their sins, for that awarenesswould
be a want of perfection and in purgatory souls cannot sin. Only once do the souls
understand the reason for their purgatory: the moment in which theyleavethis
life. After that moment, that knowledge disappears. Immersed in charity,
incapable of deviating from it, they can only will or desire pure 10ve. 64
Yet she still continues on with mortification for another three years because, as Leuba
explains, "ascetic practices began with theconversion-crisis,inresponsetothethen
accepted view that in order to be able to perform God's Will the flesh must be subdued
and made subservient to the spirit by rigiddiscipline.,,65 Because our humanity has been
defiledbyoriginalandactualsin,thebodyandsoulhavebecomefrail and developed
"defects and bad instincts,,66_ this is the lower self, our Human Frailly.
All the same, Catherine, having obtained her divine image in Pure Love and now
illuminated in Pure Love, can, must, and will cleanse her body and souI from the "rust of
sin" and become restored in the divine likeness of Pure Love. The Dialogue reaffirms:
"armed with this love, she was sure of overcoming any obstacles or devils for she was in
her fortress, God. Trusting in His goodness she could endure the sight of her lower
self.,,67 Consequently, "there isanotabledecline in the guilt motive of her penitential
practices and a suggestion that she does these acts from some innercompulsionshethinks
is the Will of God.,,68 As the Dia/ogue indicates, "he [God] wants the Body to go where
the Soul goes,,,69 and,subsequently,"God,who now ruled over her,tookawaythe
instinct for the things of the world and the self'70 and "He gave her other and better
preferences.,,71
Mortification during these three years, then, is not preformedtoconqueror
punish,buttocleanseandmovethebodyandsoulclosertothedivine;forCatherine
mortification denotes a positive quality as it is done inpurification and restoration of the
permanent elements of the body and soul's character or nature. As Underhill observed:
Themysticlifehasgottoexpressitselfinaction:andforthisnewpaths must be
cutandnewhabitsformed-all,inspiteofthenewselfsenthusiasm,'against the
grain'-resultinginacompletesublimationofpersonality.72
In other words, the soul's mortification is intended to help the newselfin pure love to
adjust to the new transcendent world in which it moves, which is purgatory. And, in the
pure love of purgatory, the body and soul are being cleansed so thatthere will be no sin
left within them. This process retlectsthe idea of the resurrected body and soul. As
Mary T. Clark summarizes:
Then there isthestateofmanafterdeath,when"there is absoluteIynothingin
man which resists the Spirit but all is harmoniously unified and coordinatedina
stable peace." "That state will be realized when the mortal body will be vivified,
'when this corruptible flesh will put on incorruption, when this mortal flesh will
put on immortality.''' This is the condition of the risen person. "But if the Spirit ,
of him who raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you, then he who raised Jesus
Christ from the dead will also bring to life your mortal bodies because of his Spirit
who dwells in yoU.',,73
Consequently, only when all sin has been cleansed will all this mortification be at an end,
which means all mortification will be at an end only upon death. Leuba,therefore,rightly
concludes that, "the rest of her life maybe regarded asa moreorlessregularprogression
towardsaconsciousnessofsinlessnesswhichwefoundheraffirming two years before
herdeath.',74 Overall,the lifelong struggle in both life and purgatory is better qualified as
the battle between the lesser self (all that makes the body and soul Iess than they were in
theirorigins-thatistheresidueofsin)andthejililerself(allthat makes the body and
soul fuller, as they were in their origins-that is in the Pure Love of God).
Understanding the concept that the soul is in pure love, growing in perfection, and
being cleansed of all sins, we can have a fuller appreciation of why Catherine would not
accept plenary indulgences. Catherine's rejection of indulgences was not completely due
tothetraditionalviewthatissupportedbyvonHtigel:hereadstheLifeandconciudes
that because she saw God (the Offended One) to be supremely good and herself (the
offender)quitetheopposite,shehadsuchahatredofselfandadesire to be subjected to
the divine justice that she therefore would not receive plenary indulgences75 Not denying
these conclusions-as they relate to Catherine-quite the opposi te is true for most souls
because if the soul were to be granted a plenary indulgence, the soulwouldwantthat
sense of punishment and guilt to bealleviated,and if that were to happen,itwouldbea
demonstration of God's merciful grace and pure love. For this reason, we have a probable
cause as to why Catherine still holds plenary indulgences in high esteem. But,asshe
warns in Purgalion and Purgatory:
Donotrelyonyourselfandsay,"lwillconfessmyself,receiveaplenary
indulgence, and with that be cleansed of all my sins." The confession and
contrition that is required for the plenary indulgence is such,andsodemanding,
that were you to realize it you would tremble in terror, more fearfulofnothaving
thatgracethanconfidentofbeingabletoobtainit. 76
Theobviousdanger,then,ofindulgencesisthatofself-hood,which may occur in the
want of spiritual gifts and the belief that through our own efforts we can attain
purification without full reliance upon the divine. As Purgation and Purgalory relates
again:
Andifthelivingweretoofferalmsforthebenefitofthesoulsinpurgatory,to
shorten time of their purgation, still those souls could not tum withaffectionto
watch, but would leave all things to God, who is paid as He wishes. If these souls
could,ingratitude,turntheirattention, that would be a self-seeking act that would
distract them from thecontemplationofthedivinewill-andthat distraction
would be hell.
However, Catherine, in perfect harmony with Pure Love, had subdued her lower self, and
therefore could not have any need or desire for indulgences. She had no desire for these
"VonHugel,vol.l,124
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spiritual gifts, and no need to perfonn mortification becauseshewasno/payingoffthe
debt of sin. That debt has been forgiven in Christ, but "if contrition could purge it, the
soul would turn to it in an instant and forthwithpayitsdebt;anditwould do so
impetuously, since it has a clear appreciation of the meaning ofthat impediment in its
way.,,77 Instead, we should understand that with an implanted and divine instinct,
Catherine wan/edto go through all of purgatory because sheconsidereditatremendous
joy:
There is nojoy save that in paradise to be compared tothejoyofthe souls in
purgatory. Thisjoy increases day by day because of the way in which the love 0 f
God corresponds to that of the soul, since the impediment to that Iove is worn
away daily. This impediment is the rust of sin. As it is consumed the soul is more
and more open to God's love. Just as a covered object left out in the sun cannot be
penetrated by the sun's rays, in the same way, once the covering 0 fthesoulis
removed, the soul opens itself fully to the rays of the sun. The more rust of sin is
consumed by fire, the more the souls responds to that love, and its joy increases.
Not that all suffering disappears, but the duration of that sufferingdiminishes.
The souls in purgatory do not consider that punishrnent as suffering, for content in
God's will, they are one with Him in pure charity.
Thus, Catherine not only wan/ed, but needed to go through all of purgatory because she
was following the divine ordinance, which, in turn, was cleansing and restoring her
wholly to her divine end in God78
All this mortification seems necessary for Catherine as there needstobe
something to counteract the almost unbearable joy that was mounting inside the soul.
Nonetheless, the soul must be careful when it tries to rendersatisfaction,furtherits
purification, and obtain its restoration in the divine becausethe insistence for the soul to
suffer all the torments possible can easily fall into a selfish love of achievement rather
than the love that is to be appropriated to Godalone. 79 Therefore, once Catherine's body
had been sufficiently subdued,she was granted an experiencethatwould lead her beyond
exterior concerns. As we read in the Lije: "Finally, her sweet and loving Lord drew hert0
himself, and bestowed upon her a caress, by the power of which she was entirely
immersed in that sweet Divinity to which she abandoned herself exteriorly, so that she
exclaimed: 'I live no longer, but Christ lives in me.'''so Inaninstanthersevere
mortification ended with this vision and "even had she wished to carryoutsuch
mortification, she would have been unable."sl Instead of focusing on exterior acts of
mortification, the power of pure love now entered and subjected hermindand soul to
nothing other than God alone.82
Purgatory's Illumination: Asceticism
By God's most recent touch of Pure Love on her life, Catherine is awakened ever
more to the consciousness afGod. She responds to the moment marked with splendour
and intensity as ifit were another conversion experience, and it leads her to be possessed
even more with pure love, which profoundly deepens her mystical and passionate life. As
Underhill underscores, "the mystic has now a veritable foothold in that transcendental
world into which they penetrate now and again: enjoys a certain fellowship-notyet
union-with the great life of the All, and thence draws strength and peace.,,83 Yet
purification is still required, and the process is again related to the correction, the
cleansing,andthemortificationoftheasceticsand,inCatherine'scase,thereisan
element of mystical piety.
With exterior mortification having reached its apex, an interior mortification now
takes precedence with a focus upon the mind, heart, and soul. As Harton has noted, "this
mortification is nothing less than the continual application ofthe will of God to the
movements of the soul, and it depends on the enlightenment of the will by grace.,,84
Catherine will demonstrate her own pure intention to pure love andthedivineordinance
during what has been classified as her middle period, which can alsobedescribedasa
period of illumination (1477-1499).
After Catherine exclaimed that "I live no longer, but Christ lives in me,,,85 her
judgment was mortified through the infusion and presence of Christ's divine and human
sacrificial suffering. The Life expresses her mortification ofjudgment: "She knew no
longer whether her mere human acts were good or bad, but sawall things in God,,,86 and,
subsequently, she could focus interiorly upon the divine without any other considerations.
Next, in the mortification process, her thought was mortified. As the Dialogue relates,
"the Spirit by now was able to discern the smallest imperfection in it and act on that
knowledge,,87 and "it dealt with Human Frailty with dispatch and brooked no
opposition.,,88 With her thought mortified, she could be like the souls in Purgalion and
Purgaloryand follow the divine ordinance with all her heart:
These souls cannot think, "I am here, and justly so because of my sins," or "I wish
I had never committed such sins for now r would be in paradise," or "That person
thereisleavingbeforeme,"or"[willieavebeforethatotherone." They cannot
remember the good and evil in their past nor that of others. Such is their joy in
God's will, in His pleasure, that they have no concern for themselves but dwell
only on their joy in God's ordinance, in having Him do what He wil1. 89
And, finally, she expresses the mortification of desire in The Spirilual Dialogue:
Pure Love does not attach itself to pleasure or feeling, bodily or spiritual. [nthe
same way a spiritual attachment that seems good is dangerous: [t can mislead the
Soul into attaching itself not to God but to those pleasurable sentiments. Hewho
seeks the naked love of God must flee these sentiments. Bodily sentiments, by
contrast, are obviously opposed to the Spirit and the appearance of being good is
notaspersuasive-that is why they are less dangerous. Spiritual pleasures,
however, are something ofa poison against pure love of God. They are more
difficult to eradicate once we become attached to them. Not to understand this is
to be barred from the one perfect good-God pure and naked90
And, now with her desire mortified, Catherine is able to focus upon pure love and on God
alone, and with no false self-love, she can love the divine with aII her soul. Itisasher
biographersconfirrnedintheLijethatsheexclaimed,"Oh,Lord,[donotdesiretofollow
thee for these consolations, but only forpurelove.,,91 Essentially, all these efforts in
interiormortificationarepreforrnedbecausetheadvancingsoulmustgothrougha
spiritual desolation and demonstrate the true essence of pure Iove,and love God without
any thought of any reward. Amazingly, she was blessed with this realization and
consolation one day after communion.92
Although Catherine's life was an all-consuming experience of God alone - that
awesome realization of His pure love-she did notrejectthesacraments, and, therefore,
did not reject the Church. For her, the sacramental Church is what sustained her during
herpainfuljoumey through her mystical purgatory: she "took del ight in hearing masses,
bells, and offices, for the dead,'>93 and, above all else, she could notre frainfromdesiring
the Eucharist94 Such delights and desires were common for devout followers in the Iate
Middle Ages because, beginning in the twelfth century, sacraments were becoming ever
more important in the everyday life of Christians in medieval society95 Of special
importance were the sacraments of penance and the Eucharist: likethe rise of the teaching
of purgatory, these sacraments were gaining increased devotion and were being brought
into ever closer connection96 In fact, the rise of these devotions was so significant that
Richard Kieckhefer concluded that it is perhaps the most important development in late
medieval Christianity.97 Similarly, Swanson concluded that "the primacy of the mass and
Christ in late medieval religion is well shown by the increasing number of feasts and
devolionscentred precisely on Christ and the Eucharisl.,,98 Of these, the most important
was Corpus Christi, which was a feast commemorating and celebrating the unity of the
Church as Christ's body.99 However, as James F. McCue has noted, devotions and feasts
like the Corpus Christi are practices that"did not replace the Eucharist, but they area
kind of purified expression of what was valued most intensely in theeucharistic
celebration: the presence of God."II>o He realized that even though there were hardly any
significant changes externally to the eucharistic liturgy between the twelfth and sixteenth
centuries, the theological argumenls over the concrete orsymbolic presence of Christ in
theEucharistduringthisperiodwereofgreatimportance"becausefor many of the
exemplary holy people of the age, the presence of Christ-the presenceofGod-inthe
Eucharist was the center of their piety."IOI Eucharistic piety, then, of the late Middle
Ages was primarily a piety of divine presence, a sentimentrecordedintheLifeinthis
manner: "what she could not refrain from desiring, was holy communion; for the holy
communion is nothing but God himself."I02
Accordingly,onthe250fMarch,1474,duringtheFeastoftheAnnunciation,God
gave Catherine the desire for the sacrament of communion and this desire would grow
throughout her illumination period and would never fail herthroughout her life. I03 Here
we observe a common occurrence along the mystical path. It is a progressive journey
which is not however comprised of independent and sectioned stages;Catherine'sdivine
craving for the Eucharist developed during the beginning stages of pure love in purgation
and ascetic practices. That craving, that yearning-we will observe-continued
throughout her illumination period as she struggled to keep herhuman frailty subdued.
onetheless,itwasduringthemiddleperiod,theseyearsofillumination, that she
developed a regular panem of eucharistic craving. 104 Itisbecause,duringtheseyears,the
presence of God isat the centre of eucharistic piety that God becomes the presence at the
centre of Catherine's life, and,accordingly, the Eucharistbecomes the presence at the
Actually, it is better to say that the Eucharist is the centre of her Pure Love
because the Eucharist is not necessarily for the welfare ofhumankind,but rather for the
worship of God. 105 If a devout and pious person focuses upon Christ's sacrifice and
praises God for such grace, they are focusing on the loveofthedivine and directing their
acceptance of the sacrament towards the presence of God alone. Such expressions are
expressions of pure love, and it is in this way that Catherine receivestheEucharist-with
no need or desire, focusing and directing her love towards the divine. As von Hiigel
emphasized:
Again, her Communion practice bears upon it the stamp of a staunch virility; of a
constant emulation between her own generous turning-away from its sensible
The
consolations and the divine action, which seems to have maintained these
consolations throughout her life; and ofa detemlination toabstainevenfromsuch
deeply consoling Communions, if such abstention were the more perfect lor
her. 106
Yet, lor Catherine, it was important not to abstain from receiving the Eucharist because
her abstaining caused her much suffering. As the Lijeconfirms:
Catherine, for fear of doing wrong, abstained from communion, but with great
pain; and the religious, finding that she thought more of doing wrong,thanofthe
consolation and satisfaction of communion, directed her to make daily
communion, and she returned to her accustomed way. 107
Uncharacteristically, especially for women during the fifteenth century, Catherine would
be admitted to the rare and distinct privilege of receiving daily communion. 108 Daily
reception was a practice that was normally reserved for priests, butasherbiographers
record,herardentloveanddesire for the sacrament could notbedenied. Moreover,she
evensuppressedherbashfulinstinctsandcharacteristicsandreceivedthesacramentdaily
even though she knew she would be noticed for her actions. 109
ltis important to note that women's devotion to the Eucharist has been understood
as a reaction against being denied entrance into holy orders, which is what happened in
Catherine's case. As Kieckheferstates:
lfwomen could not consecrate the Host, they could at least have an
extraordinarily close relationship to it in their visions and throughmiraculous
contact. What is important here is that most of these mystics wanted not merely to
see but to receive the Eucharist, as frequently as they could. 'IO
The Life records that Catherine was indeed envious of the priests who could communicate
as many times as they wanted, but her envy was towards the fact that nobody would
wonder at them for it. Thus, her envy was not out of selfish desire.
It is also noteworthy that she received the Eucharist daily when it was uncommon
fora lay person to receive communion more than once a year. People in medieval society
were terrified of receiving the Eucharist while in a state of sin because that would be an
even graver sin. Therefore, it was safer just to look upon the Eucharist since all sins must
beforgivenbeforehand. 111 Consequently, devotional attention was concentrated upon
Christ's Passion with the elevation of the consecrated host. 112 In late medieval society,
the Eucharist became another ubiquitous demonstration ofdevotion to the Passion of
ChristasitbecarneasteadfastreminderofthephysicalbodyofChrist. '13 Hence, the
Eucharist was seen as an imitation of the Passion of Christ, making the Eucharist's
purpose not just about sharing in divine communion, but also about making one's own
unselfishandlovingsacrifice. 114
In addition, the Eucharist would be the heart's food within and wouldprovide
Catherine with the ability to interiorly focus and direct the soul 'sattentionuponthepure
loveofGod." 5 As the Life relates:
When she was at mass she was often so occupied interiorly with her Lord,thatshe
did not hear a word; but when the time came to receive communion she accused
herself, and would say: "Oh! my Lord, it seems to me that if I were dead, I should
come to life, in order to receive thee, and if an unconsecrated hostwere given to
me, that I should know it by the taste, as one knows wine from water." She said
this,because,whenconsecrated,itsentacertainrayofloveintothe very depths
of her heart.
As Giles Constablenoted,"this type of absorption in the life and bodyofJesuswas
characteristic of the spirituality of the late Middle Ages, and especially of Francis of
Assisi and the so-called Franciscan school." I 16 What this spirituality means is that Christ
is the way: "Christ the sacrament, atollce the source and terminus ofthediville
processions to us, and both the vehicle and the goal of our return." 117 Accepting the
Eucharist as spiritual food and a vehicle for return to the divine, humankind can increase
in divine grace, but it is even more than that: in receiving Christ's bodyandblood,we
receive nothing less than Christ Himself; as Harton says, "we posses the whole Christ,
His very soul and divinity,,118 - it is the centre of Christian life. 119 The aim in the
sacrament of the Eucharist, then, is to achieve the qualities of Christ; in the Eucharist,
humankind has an omnipresent and direct grace to attain salvation,thatis, freedom from
our original sin and liberty from the "rust of sin." The sacrament incorporates the real
andever-livingpresenceofGod,and,therefore,participation in the eucharistic meal was
understood "to be a sharing in the immortal life that the Lordalreadyenjoys.,,120
Thus, in Catherine's baptismal conversion, she died with Christ, but in the
reception of the Eucharist she has been given away of nourishing,purifying,and
restoring herselflhrough Christ Himself. As Peter Lombard teaches, the Eucharist is
instituted as a kind of medicine for our daily human frailty - communion fights against
the "rust of sin." And,as Bell has noted,"since we sin daily, we should receive our
medication daily; because we daily fail,daily is Christ mysticallysacrificedforus.,,121
Hence, participation in the sacrament of the Eucharist had toberenewed each day
throughout the rest of her life, because in that sacrament she had the means to eventually
win the battle against her human frailty and through its divine gracebumawaythe"rust
Medieval eucharistic piety, then, was considered a piety of salvation,purification,
and restoration. Aholyperson, like Catherine, understood that, partaken ofdai Iy,the
Eucharist could help annihilate-more and more-the "rust of sin." In her state of divine
grace, the eucharistic meal was not a poison to Catherine; rather,itwasthereceptionof
Christ's body and blood that would help againstlhe poisonoforiginalandactualsin.
Accordingly, "the connecting link between St. Catherine'sexterior life and her interior
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existence was, according to our notions of such matters, herdevotion to the Holy
Eucharist.",22 Consequently, Catherine's communions-as recorded in the Lije-
produced numerous effects, both direct and indirect, that changed herbodily,mental,and
spiritual condition. Nonetheless, we must conclude with von Hugel:
The spiritual effects no doubt grew, but of this growth we have no sufficient
materials for pursuing in detail. Yet they have throughout this peculiarity, that,
central and all-permeating as this Eucharistic influence no doubt was, yet it
nowhere takes the form of any specially Eucharistic devotion ordirectly
Eucharistic meditation or doctrine, outside the Holy Communion itself and of the
immediate occupation with iI. 123
As mentioned in the last chapter, Catherine's meditations and doctrine are centred upon
Pure Love: that Pure Love, for Catherine, is God alone - it is theistic. All this emphasis
upon the Eucharist demonstrates the often noted Christo-centric character of late
medieval devotion. 124 But for Catherine, the Eucharist allows fora sharing in the
Godhead; it has opened the door to God. Indeed,inthe Eucharist, "all the operations of
the intellect must be relinquished and all our desire turned to God," 125 and this
understanding denotes a pure love and theistic approach to lhedivine.
On March 25, 1467 (again on the Feast of the Annunciation),anotherspirituaI gift
had been bestowed by the divine which would increase Catherine's hunger for the
Eucharist. She was given in divine grace the gift of fasting and was commanded by Pure
Love to partake in great fasts during Lent and Advent. 126 These fasts were of no volition
of her own and she suggested that others not partake in such fasts; infact,shebrushedoff
her own fasts because she did not see any particular spiritual meritinthem. 127 All the
same, the gift of fasting would last for the next twenty-three yearsanditwasobserved
that during this time she would only hunger for the Eucharist. 128 At first, this great
inability to eat troubled Catherine: "she appears to haveworried about her inedia
[starvation],fearingitmightbeprideormorbidself-punishment, for one version of the
Li[ereports in passing that she asked herconfessor,whethersheshouldforceherselfto
eat.,,129 When she did try to eat during the time of her fasts she would purge any food she
had eaten. But the severity of her fasts was not absolute: she would still beable to drink
water, vinegar, and pounded rock-salt, and,overall,theLife records that she was in much
better health during the time of her fasts. 130 It is important to note that partaking in great
fasts during this period in history was not only part of the piousChristiantradition, it was
also a demonstration of considerable penance; Catherine, being from a privileged family,
didnothavetoexperiencethefaminethatwaspassingthroughEurope, but through pure
love she decided to accept her divine ordinance. 131
Nevertheless, as von HUgel notes, "these fasts, although beginningwithinherfirst
period, are not characteristic of it; and her biographers rightIyputthemintoachapter
distinct from her penances, properlyspeaking."IJ2 And, as Groeschel argues, "these fasts
were not seen as penances since she did not experience any hunger or discomfort from
them, and they continued long after she admits that she had lost any glimpse of her past
sinsorguilt.,,13J Consequently, during her times of fasting, she would separate herself
from material-minded friends, not wanting to be noticed for performing some kind of
marvelous penance. As Bynum argues, fasts attack the need for food and friends, and the
symbol of hunger "becomes an image for excruciating, never-satisfiedloveofGod."IJ4
Hence, even though not done as penance, these fasts mimic that "automatic"subduingof
humanity, which allows her to inwardly focus on and be filled with Pure Love alone, and,
subsequently, these fasts "continued through her life indirect proportion to the intensity
of her ecstatic experiences.,,135
During this illuminative period in her life, Catherine would develop a more
intimate relationship with God, and, therefore, passed into frequentecstatic states or love-
trances. 136 The different manifestations of these ecstasies were numerous: she would
decide to walk around quickly for no apparent reason; she would Iie down and appear as
though she was dead for six hours or more; and she would be found Iyingon the ground
with her face in her hands, overwhelmed with incredible joy. All these moments of
ecstasy were always private and she would be psychologically withdrawn from her
immediate surroundings. IJ7 When she recovered, she would immediately try to tell those
around her about her ecstasy, but would fail and this caused hermuch pain as she could
not tell of the overwhehningjoyand transcendent knowledge that wasofPureLove. 138 It
is interesting to realize that because ecstatic moments happen in Pure Love, claims of
Quietism have been raised against those who support the doctrine of Pure Love.
Catherine, however, was not wholly concerned with these experiences. As von HUgel
And she was full of the conviction, and cared much for the formai
acknowledgment on the part of others, that the possession and the increaseofthe
most perfect love is independent of any particuiar state or form oflife,andis
directly dependent upon two things only, the grace of God and the generosityof
the human will. 139
Hence, even though Quietism seems apparent, it is not as pure iove,andisnotdependent
on these experiences. Moreover, even though Catherine negiected the calls of the curious
onlookers, she always responded to calls of charity. 140
Although Catherine favoured God alone, God spoke to her inwardly and He
divinely inspired her to the service of humankind. The Dialogue indicates that God,
noticing that her humanity was sulfering while she was lost in ecstatic experiences of
Pure Love, showed it a great mercy by giving her something to do andsaid:
...you will work for a living. You [Catherine) will be asked to do works of charity
amongthepoorsick,andwhenaskedyouwillcieanfiithythings. Shouidyoube
conversing with God at the time you will leave all and not ask who sends for you
or needs you. Do not do your will but that of others. You will have the time you
need,forlintendtocrushalldisorderedpleasureanddisciplineyou-andlwant
to see results. 141
As Swanson hasstated,"herethedriving forcewascaritas-'charity'or'love',although
neither translation conveys the word's full meaning.",42 Whatcharityprovidesisa
penitential and restorative force within humankind: it is the coreofallvirtues;itcleanses
and unites the soul; it illumines humankind with the divine; and thi sdivineknowledge
increases the soul's vigour for good and GOd. '43 Nevertheless, devout, pious, and
charitable works had to be undertaken in the right spirit. Here Catherine follows the Rule
ofSt.Augustine,whichstressesthepracticeofthespiritualgiftofcaritas-love for
neighbour and God. Zumkellerexplains: "according to the teaching of sacred scripture,
Christian perfection consists basically in love (caritas)-Iove given to us, then given back
to Him and others,,,,44 but "without denying the merit of good works before God, the
Augustinians liked to refer to the teaching of Augustine, that'all our good merits (merita)
are only giftsofGod'(Enchiridion 107.28).,,'45 Hence, caritas is not founded upon a
self-centred love;rathercaritas is disinterested, purifying,andreciprocallovedonein
UnderstandingthatcaritasisofPureLove,Catherinecouldfulfill the two most
important commandments of Christ: "and you shall love the Lord your God with all your
heart, and with all yoursoul,and with all yourmind,and with all yourstrength" and "you
shall love your neighbor as yourself.",46 However, with an awareness of the dangers of
the lesserself(thesoul covered in the"rustofsin"),Catherinedependedevenmoreon
Pure Love and was given divine rules which would guide her while sheexercised
charitable actions and eliminated that sense of self that could developinthoseactions:
Her love once said to her interiorly: "My daughter, observe these three rules,
namely: never say I will or I will not. Never say mine, but always ours. Never
excuse yourself, but always accuse yourself." Moreover he said to her: "When you
repeat the 'Our Father' take always for your maxim, Fiat va/un/as tua, that is,
may his will be done in everything that may happen to you, whether goodorill;
from the' Hail Mary' take the word Jesus, and may it be implanted in your heart,
and it will be a sweet guide and shield to you in all the necessities 0 flife.And
from the rest of Scripture take always for your support this word, Lave, with
which you will go on your way, direct, pure, light, watchful, quick,enlightened,
without erring, yet without a guide or help from any creature; foriove needs no
support, being sufficient to do all things without fear. 147
With these instructions, Catherine was able to find the balance between the roles of
Quietism and active work. At any occasion, the mystic in the spiritual life must recognize
the necessity of both internal and external good works to help them strive towards their
divinepurposeinGod;and,ashas been mentioned, paradoxically, these actions are from
God alone. 148 Here we have another reason why Catherine had such a reliance upon the
Eucharist: as Peter Lombard teaches, Christ instituted thesacrarnent to increase virtue,
that is, charity. 149 Accordingly, in the pure loveofcaritas, she could volunteer"for
service in a Genovese hospital,heroicallyministeringtothesick and destitute, including
ministering duringatime of devastating plague,,150
In 1479, Catherine would move into the Pammatone hospital in Genoa and toil
without any monetary resources or payment. She performed innumerable pious and
charitable acts because Pure Love gave her the fortitude to leave her wealthy and
privileged place in Genoese society; and,asthe Spirit in pure Iovesaidto Human Frailty:
"I want you to experience obedience. In this way you wilileam to be humble and subject
toothers.,,151 Consistently, she would give herself-with an incredible fervour-tothe
work of the hospital and, through these works of mercy, she would demonstrate the
reciprocal nature of pure love. Moreover,shedemonstratedthedisinterestednatureof
pure love as she suffered through complete emotional andphysicaI exhaustion as she
helped others in need. In addition, she would perform actions that would go beyond the
duty of her position: she would take all the dirty clothes that were fi lied with loathsome
disease and foul ordure and washed them for the sick patient; and, when she felt the
nauseous from cleaning the most disgusting filth, she would take the dirt and put it in her
mouth. 152 Why would Catherine practice such harsh asceticism? Jerome Kroll and
Themedievalsourcestellusthatsuchbehaviorwasmotivatedbyidentification
with Christ's passion, service to God, renunciation of the flesh , subordination of
the physical to the spiritual, penance for the sins of other individualsorforall
humankind, penance for one's own sins, and combat with the devil. Underlying
these reasons were, to varying degrees, the desire to move closer to God and the
assumption that carnal thoughts and preoccupations interfered with the attainment
of this goal. 153
Hence, Catherine performed these actions because they were caused by pure love, and,
accordingly, pure love helped her keep her human frailty subdued so that she could
surpass natural tendencies that would obstruct any attempt to help the sick to the best of
her abilities. Thus, when the plague spread throughout the city of Genoa in 1493,shewas
able to demonstrate the ideal of "servanthood" within "sainthood"forwhichshebecame
well known. 154
Now, as Flinders notes, "charitable work is sweetened for most people by 'warm
feelings,'butitwasnotforCatherine.,,'55 This is because charity in Pure Love has no
senseofselfand,therefore,mustbedisinterested. Furthermore,ifcharity is meant to
cleanse the soul of the "rust of sin," it must do so in the third way which God can cleanse
humankind's body and soul,whichisdiscussed in the Li[e:
The third mode, which is still more excellent than either of these, is when God
gives hiscreatureamind so occupied in him, that neither interiorlynorexteriorly
is it able to think of anything butGod,and those things which are his.Eventhe
works which it performs it does not think of or hold in any esteem, except in so far
as they are necessary to the love of God; and hence it seems likeonedead to the
world,foritisunabletodelightitselfinanythingortounderstand anything, even
ifitwished to do so, either in heaven oron earth; there is given to italsosucha
poverty of spirit that it knows neither what it has nor what it does, nor does it
make any provision for what it should do, either with regard to God or to the
world, for itself or for its neighbor, because it is not shown how it may do so, but
is always held by God in union with him and in sweet confusion. '56
Thus, when she demonstrated the reciprocal nature of pure love,Catherinedid so by
loving everyone without love. And, to determine the purity of these charitable actions
after eleven years of service in the hospital, Catherine was givenafinaltestshewas
appointed as the relfora or director of the hospital. With her humanity "empty of any
support or refreshment within,,,157 she spent her days superintending, ordering and
stimulating the severely strained workers and consoling and visi ting the abundant
numbers of fear-filled sick people. 158 Her work as the director of the hospital was meant
to be the final stage in Catherine's spiritual asceticism or interiormortificationasshe
demonstrated that in pure love she had annihilated the remaining stainofpride. This is
because during her time as relfora, she would have to beg God to provide her with His
strength. Without this divine strength, she understood that her body and souI would have
been unable to complete the tasks set before them, and, therefore, she was given a certain
corresponding love that would help her in moments of weakness. With a dependence on
Pure Love, she was able to workataquickenedpaceandwasabletogive herself more to
the internal contemplation of pure love; and, the more she depended on pure love, the
more she realized how much she needed it both physically and spiritually.
But, how was all the charity in Pure Love instilled in Catherine's life? Swanson,
in a discussion about the nature of charity, gives us an answer: "essentially charity was
not an act, but an impulse to act",59 and "its greatest impact on human existence had
come with the Incarnation.",60 Of Christ Incarnate, Anthony Kelly notes:
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In him (Christ), we are confronted with the ultimate form of human existence. He
is met as the "truth" fundamental to each one's unique identity. We become aware
of ourselves as being made through him, for him, in him (Col. I: 15-18). In that
piercing encounter, the distortions of our existence are madeevident. Withthat
meeting comes the realization that we are not yet in every aspect 0 four being
whollyinChristandfullysubjecttohim. '61
In the late Middle Ages, the humanity of Christ was a prevalent doctrine that served as
the purest model fora perfect life on earth. 162 Attempts to live this perfect life may be
seen in the lives of monks and nuns. Although the ideal, to remain isolated within the
confinesofconventsormonasterieswasconsideredextremelyimportantforthespiritual
life, monks and nuns also participated in the material world. In accordance with the ideal
of detachment, a new ideal of sainthood developed that would demand works of charity.
Subsequently, monks and nuns in many convents and monasteries began caring for
disadvantaged people of medieval society-particularly the old andsick. Theseaclsof
charity were representative of the actions that were constantly performed by Christ
throughout his life. It is why FrancisofAssisi stressed following the humility and
poverty of Christ and, in a word, "compassion" became his life and love. 163 In a similar
fashion, Catherine's illumination period is like Francis of Assisi's"thelifeoftheGospel
of Christ": 164 she manifested and reflected the same sacrificial characteristicsinan
altempt to become more like Christ.
According to Constable, in the fifteenth century:
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The ideal of imitating Christ's Humanity is found in the works particularly of
writers associated with the movement known as the Devotio moderna, and also in
those by humanists, where it often mingled with the idea of man's creation in the
image of God, which tended to stress his potential divinity.165
As well, the traditional equation of the female with flesh tended to associate Christ's
humanity with the feminie. Consequently, the imitation of Christ for women meant that
they tended to manifest His actions through their physical being.166 The imitation of
Christ (imi/atio Chris/i), with emphasis on the need to suffer with Him, was an action-
even a lifestyle - taken so that the imitator might be glorified with Him. In addition, this
suffering "sacrifice to Christ was addressed to Him as an intercessor, as one Person of the
Trinity, to intercede with the Father,,,167 in order that we may procureourdivineend.
Partaking in the Passion of Christ would allow the soul to reflect the image of the infinite
divine in finite being; accordingly, the imitation of Christ was linked with the theological
doctrines of divine filiation and the image ofGod. 168
Because Catherine was Christ-like in her words and deeds, and received the
Eucharist frequently throughout her life, her life and teachings can be compared with the
aforementioned movements, especially that of humanism, which originally focused on
charitableworksandrevivingChristianitythroughliteraryclassics like those of the work
of Augustine. However, concerning imitatio Chris/i in the purgatorial life and teachings
of Catherine, Caroline Walker Bynum notes:
Catherine's purgatory is Christ's love, with which we can never fully join. It is
imilatio Chrisli,butanimilalio never fully achieved. rtexpiatesoursinsand
those of others, but itis not so much a place or a time as an experienceofpurging,
and we could not wish ita moment shorter, for ourselves or forothe rs. 169
The idea of the imitation of Christ was essentially a process of sa]vation,purification,and
deification; God decided to manifest the divine Essence in a human being in order that
human beings may become God. Therefore, with this emphasis, the imitation of Christ
was thought to involve a human being's essence as well as their actions. 170 However, it
would be through the experiential understanding of the pain and sufferingofthehuman
Christ that Catherine's soul would be led to an understandingofthe importance of the
divinity of Christ. '71
If we follow Christ, we can be made into what He is: God. Like the early
theologians, Catherine's concern is more with Christ's divinity rather than His humanity
when it comes to salvation, purification and restoration asa processofdeification. 172 In
other words, the imitation of Christ involves a continual assimi lation and participation in
our lost likeness to God and our original likeness must be regained before any soul can
return to the divine. This achievement can only be accomplished through wholly
expressing both natures of Christ. 173
According to the teachings of Aquinas, there is a difference betweenlikenessand
image: likeness refers to the relation between similar things, whereas the image refers to
the relation between differing things. Hence, imilalio, in its inherent meaning, referred to
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differing things, and a complete imitation of Christ goes beyond His humanity to His
divinity. Giles Constable expands and summarizes:
'The humanity of Christ is the way by which the divinity is reached (ad
divinitatem pervenitur)', Thomas wrote in the Compendium theologiae, and 'We
are joined and assimilated to God through Christ, in the £~position on the angelic
salutation 'Ave Maria'. [n the Summa he wrote that 'The true beatitude of man and
end of human life' is 'the full participationofdivinity ... and this is granted to us
through humanity of Christ'. He went on to support this conclusion with the
pseudo-Augustinian dictum that 'God was made man in order that man might
become God' which was also cited by Petrarch in his treatise On the remedies of
both fortunes, where he said that God and man were united in Christ 'in order that
[He Who was] made man might make man God. '74
Therefore, "imitating Christ was not so much a matter of copying His earthly life and
passion as of participating in His resurreclion and assimilating to Christ as the image of
God."17S Pseudo-Dionysius reaffirms in the Celestial Hierarchy that humankind obtains
access to God through Jesus Christ, "the light of the Father.,,176 Yet,Denisthepseudo-
Areopagite speaks of the imitation of God rather than of Christ. 177 Interestingly, as we
haveobserved,Catherinecombinesbothapproachestothedivinein her mystical
purgatory: she understands the pure love of God and the light of Godasinseparable.
Thus, to know and love God is to become God; and, yet, the movement towards
deificationistheprocessinwhichthesoulbecomessaved,purifiedand restored through
a corresponding participation with and in Christ, which enables it to partake in an
indefinite union with God. 178
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Purgatory's Union: Death
In 1496,CatherineofGenoa'shealthbegantodecline,andbothexteriorand
interior changes occur as she makes the transition to the third and final stage of her
mystical purgatory, which began in 1499. 179 During this time, "probably at Midsummer,
perhaps at Michaelmas, Catherine, forced to do so by increasing physical infirmities,
resigns her office of Matron.,,18o Hence, Catherine's incredible fasts cease because "the
driven force of her inner conflicts had been dissipated,and defensive behavior such as the
great fasts was no longer necessary to preserve balance.,,181 Assuch,Catherinehas
reached the final phase of purgation: it isa phase whichdemonstrates the continued
importance of the experience of pain and suffering in pure love; aphase when the soul
goes beyond itself to cleanse and annihilate all that obstructs itsabsolute union with God.
To explain how pure love has purified her to the point of absolute perfection, she uses an
analogy of gold being purified in fire:
These rays purify and then annihilate. The soul becomes like gold that becomes
purerasitisfired,alldrossbeingcastout. This is the effect of fire on material
things; but in this purification, what is obliterated and cast outisnotthesoul,one
with God, but the lesser self. Having come to the point of twenty-four carats, gold
cannot be purified any further; and this is what happens to the soul in the fire of
God's love. Once stripped all its imperfections, the soul rests in God, with no
~~I~~~~;i~i~cS of its own, since its purification is the stripping away of the lower
These divine rays of simple love manifest themselves through the essence of fire, making
fire ultimately an expression of the overwhelming essence of pure love, which is central
to her teaching. 183 Moreover, these divine rays of pure love contain such a penetrat ing
power that they can apparently destroy anything that would hinderthe progression of the
soul's union with the divine; they contain such an immense and measureless power that
they could consume the existence ofhell. 184 ConsequentlY,thesoulispurifiedisthrough
the constant bombardment of divine rays of pure love. The divine fire conforms the soul
to the divine, which is the business of purgatory, and lhesoul, because of pure love, longs
for the immense pains of the burning flames of pure love. 18S Accordingly, these burning
flames of pure love create an exceeding joy which makes the human soulfeelasifithas
already acquired its absolute divine end in lhe beatific essence or union with GOd. 186
Ofthisdivineend,Nugenthasnoted,"Catherinehadprayedthat'Your pure love
... will annihilate me,' and in her terms this prayer seemed to have been answered,,:187
"one of her foremost figures is fire (juoco), and Catherine burned"; "Catherine had
become, as it were, a holocausl.,,188 Yet, as Catherine burned up in this divine holocaust
she described the soul as gold. Gold is considered the most precious and purest of all
metals: in material terms it isan incorruptible substance that never tarnishes and can
endure all the tests of fire; in the spiritual terms, it has often represented the grandeur of
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the divine and the aureoles of the saints. 189 Understanding the soul in these terms,
Catherine realizes her soul to be an invaluable commodity that can withstand the divine
and purifying fire of pure love,and,oncepurified,is incorruptible,stainless,andwithan
effervescent glow, participates in the splendour of the divine. The analogy of refined
gold reminds us that it is not the soul-thatanimated selfthatdrives our being-that
findsitsabsoluteannihilationinthedivinefiresofpurelove,forthesoul remains purified
and refined. What is annihilated then? Catherine clearly states that it is"thelowerselt"
or "the lesserselt"; that is, as we have said,anythingthatmakes the soul lower or lesser
than itis meant to be as ordained by God,which is the "stain of sin" or the "rust of sin"
leftover from original and actual sin. Margaret Aston notes that in the purgation process,
"tire eliminated the contaminated elements, freeing Christian society from pollution and
sickness,,,190 and that the contarnination and illness was sin. Therefore, what is consumed
in the irreversible fires of pure love and reduced to dust and ashes isnotthesoul,but
rathersin,whichcanneverriseagainbecauseoncethesoulisperfectitwillalwaysbe
perfect-it will perpetually regenerate itself in the divine, being absolute both in image
and likeness in perfection. 191
If the soul does not go through this burning and purifying process of purelove,it
will never regain its original and divine essence, and,therefore,itwillneverattain
absolute union with God. Hence, the soul in purgatory is under the perception that it is an
incredible mercy to be delivered by the pure love of God; with immense pain and joy, the
fires of pure love destroy all natural faculties and the rust of sin isannihilatedinorder
that the soul can now pass into heaven and experience an absolute union with GOd. 192
Before, Catherine knew "My Me is God"; now her "Me" is actually becoming God in
image and likeness. Her attainment of this new stage of perfection and union is described
in the Dialoglle:
Catherine's soul, like the seraphim, had penetrated into essentialfire,becauseof
which she would cry out many times. She would often turn tenderly to animals
and say "Aren't you, too, creaturesofGod?"-and all this she did becauseofthe
fire in her heart. Though the Spirit now no longer considered her an ordinary
human creature, since she was now without Human Frailty, nonetheless he
subjectedhertoonelasttrail,topurifyherstilifurther.Shedied during this trial,
the hardest one ofall. 193
As von HUgel noted:
Five times the Vita [Life] compares her countenance, which, when she was deeply
moved, had a flushed, luminous and transparent appearance, to that of an Angel or
Cherub or Seraph; and it even gives a story, which purports to explain how she
came to be called the latter. 194
Although these descriptions, based on eye-witness accounts, aredefinitelyliterary
dramatizations and part of the hagiographic tradition, theyarealso theological
considerations used to demonstrate that Catherine has reached a new perfection and
union. Her soul - now pure in Pure Love - could now look up towards heaven and see
the sights of heaven like the angels, faces of the divine, and joysofeternallifebecause
she was as perfect as she needed to be to enter the divine realm. 195 Yet, Catherine, now
being able to see into the divine realm, could perceivepurgatoryaswell:
And in her purified union with God and the fire she felt within, it was apparent
that she had seen into the mirror of her spirit and humanity and had seenthereby
the state of the souls in purgatory. That was why she spoke sowell of the souls in
purgatory, having herself been purified in the fire of divine love.196
Here we understand that Catherine, now purged, illuminated, and purified to perfection in
pure love, could finally perceive what was actually happening to her body and soul
throughout her life. In addition, now perfected and full of pure love, Catherine's
compassion - with a Franciscan-like quality - had passed beyond the suffering within
humanity and encompassed all of God's universe: "she was most compassionate towards
all creatures; so that, ifananimal were killed ora tree cutdown, she could hardly bear to
see them lose that being which God had given them.,,197 Consequently, because the
universe was created out of pure love, she had a pure love forcreation and became
distraught by the destruction of nature, because the destruction of nature is the destruction
of the manifested attributes that were created by Pure Love.
Accordingly, as Underhill realized:
In the development which was crowned by such convictions as these, we have an
almost classical example of spiritual growth; moving out from the limitations of a
selfish and unsatisfied naturalism, through purifying self-discipline and service, to
the levels of full creative personality. 198
Here we come to the incredible realization that Catherine has fully conquered her human
frailty, which the Dialogue confirms yet again: "she was so absorbed within that her
humanity could not be concerned with any earthly thing.,,'99 And, von HUgel observes,
"there was now the new intensity and closeness of interaction between soul and body,
which must have made such lofty detachment from all but the spiritual realities a matter
of the rarest grace and of the most heroic self-conquest."zoo Numerous examples are
given to show how she conquered human frailty: she could grab rose bushes, bite her
hands, even burn her hands without experiencing any resistance from human frailty. She
also spoke very little during this period because she was "too habituallyabsorbedinthe
consideration and contemplation of certain great spiritual doctrinesand realities, to have
the leisure or inclination for any such questions."ZOI Nevertheless, because of the
overwhelming and overflowing nature of pure love, Catherine would sometimes make cry
out-withoutconsiderationforbodyorsoul-ofherexperience:
Completely in charge of her person, the Spirit left her only the instinctforthe
Sacrament, which was never taken away from her. Utterly alone, within and
without besieged and seeking to draw herself together, she seemednailedtothe
cross. Her suffering was beyond telling. And yet, she experienced such joy and
expressed it in such fiery words of love that all those who heard themwept.Z02
Here we observe an ever-deepening mystical contemplation, which could be considered a
"dark night of the spirit": in spite of an absence of material ternptations,passions,and
distractions, there is a darkness within her interior and mind, and, therefore, she cannot
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perceive any action or reaction from God. Yet, there is a greater understanding of sin and
aching desire for the divine because her whole being has been interpenetrated with the
divine-which causes even more sllfferingas she is absorbed in this purified union.20J
Goingthroughthis"darknightofspirit,"Catherinewouldneedguidance. The
person God appointed for her guidance was Don Marbotto, who took over for her as
refloraofthe hospital and could hear her confessions, say Mass, and give her the
Ellcharist at her convenience. As the Life mentions:
At the end ofthetwenty-tive years, during which she had persevered in the way of
God without the means of any creature, the Lord gave her a priest, to take care
both of her soul and of her body; a spiritual man and one of holy life,towhom
God gave light and grace to understand His operations within her.204
As von Hilgel hassaid,"nowthe rare and profound isolation and independenceofher
middleperiodrenderthisturningto,andfindingofhumanhelpspeciallysignificant.,,20s
It was significant, becallse Catherine could no long tolerate any more interior and exterior
contlicts within her purified union with the divine.206 Moreover, without any sense of
body and soul,Catherineneededhumanhelptodiscern her being and experience in the
material world; "his mere presence was enough to strengthen and reassure her, giving her
the comfort and support her human frailty needed in these latter yearS.,,207
Although Catherine did regularly confess to Marabotto till the end of her life, she
often found it difficult to discuss or produce maters forabsolution because she was
already in a purified union.208 Accordingly, von HOgel noted, "Marabotto's Direction
consists,then,ingivingherthehumansupportofhumanunderstanding and sympathy,
and, no doubt, in reminding her, intimesofdarkness,ofthelightsand trust received and
communicated by her in timesofconsolation.,,209 Hence, in a state of divine grace,
Marabotto would attempt to read the mind of Catherine; but he should be considered
more ofadisciple than a spiritual guide as the pure love of God alone was her spiritual
guide. MarabottowouldoftenhavetoguessthemindofCatherinebecauseher
understanding of her own transcendent or mystical experiences and the divine was
apophalic, that is, beyond words and ideas. As with her previous mystical ecstasies, she
was often unable to communicate her ideas; but when she was able she would use basic
analogies in an attempt to explain the simple truth and love she was experiencing.
Out of all her mystical comparisons or analogies, obviously the most famous is
her description of the souls in purgatory, but even within thisdescription she admits that
the "tongue cannot express nor heart understand the full meaning of purgatory.,,210
Nonetheless, she still desires and attempts to share her divine understanding with even
simpleranalogies-liketheaforementionedpurificationofgold. But even with these
mystically infused descriptions and convictions Catherineconcludes, "from what I have
understooduptothispointinlife, ... bycomparisonallwords,sentiments, images, the
very idea ofjustice or truth, seem completely false.,,211
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Because of Catherine's difficulty in explaining her mystical experienceand
divinely infused purgatorial siluation, Underhill observes that "some of her sayings of this
period are among the strangest which the Christian mystics have left to us, and seem
almost to imply the claim to an actual transmutation of her personality; that, which is
known in mystical theology as the 'transforming union' of the soul with GOd.'·212 But, in
fact, this is exactly what Catherine is claiming, according to Purgation and Purgatory:
I am more confused than satisfied with the words I have used to express myself,
but I have found nothing bener for what I have felt. All that I have said isas
nothing compared to what I feel within, the witnessedcorrespondenceoflove
between God and the Soul; for when God sees the Soul pure as it was in it origins,
He tugs at it with a glance, draws it and binds it to Himselfwilh a fiery love that
by itself could annihilate the immortal soul. In so acting, God so transforms the
soul in Him that it knows nothing other than God; and He continues to draw it up
into His fietylove until He restores it to that pure state from which it first
issued.213
Catherine, being completely purified in body and soul, can now enter into a "transfomling
union" with the divine, which will eventually lead her to be restoredinthedivine; that is,
she is still experiencing an ever-deepening union withthedivineas she travels along the
unitive path, and,therefore, has not yet reached the unitive Ii fe-that final and flawless
point or apex of all perfection, where her purified and perfected soulhasreachedtheend
of the unitive path, that is, where her soul has been restored to its divine end in God
alone.214
In this "transforming union," then, Catherine is still goingthroughthe"darknight
of the spirit" because she has not yet reached that final state ofwholly and holy perfection
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-that state which lies beyond death,that is, the soul's beatific end in heaven and God.2Il
And, because the soul is in the '·dark night of the spirit," it will still experience suffering,
as affirmed in Purgation and Purgalory:
When a soul is close to its first creation, pure and unstained,the instinct for
beatitude asserts itself with such impetus and fiery charity that anyimpediment
becomes unbearable. The more the soul is aware of that impediment, the greater
its suffering. The souls in purgatory have no sin in them, nor is there any
impediment between them and God. Their only suffering lies in what holds them
back, that instinct which has not as yet fully manifested itself. In considering how
an impediment blocks our way to God, and for what just reasons the instinct for
beatitude is impeded, the soul feels within ita fire likethatofhell, save that it has
no sense ofguilt.216
Although the soul can reach perfection in purgatory-beingwholly in spirit and purified
in God-it still suffers because the divine instinct has not as yet fully manifested itself:
that is, Catherine is still alive. To explain lhesuffering, Catherine uses a highly feminine
symbol which draws comparison with her passion for the Eucharist: the symbol of
bread.217 This illustration explains that Catherine suffers from a hunger to be gathered in
the divine, in the same way that God has been hungering for all to be returned to Him;
and, accordingly, she has responded to the divine's longing for her soul by longing to be
with Him. But, as we have mentioned, this desire can only be satisfied after we expire.2lS
Accordingly, Catherine feels stuck between two worlds: the material life and the
afterlife. As the DiaJogue describes, she feels as though she was being held intheair
with her soul reaching towards heaven and the body innately holding omotheearthwitha
nostalgic sentiment because, since it is cOITuptible it lackstheinstinctforthedivine?19
Nevertheless, as the soul is moved closer and closer to the divine in its "transforrning
union," it begins to win the struggle, as the body- also gaining a foretaste of the joys of
heaven-will eventually lose its evil inclination and resistance and begin to forgo its own
veryexistence.220 Now, Catherine longs even more to die, but it is "not with morbid
longingofbittemessandimpatience,norevenwiththepathological longing of
exhaustion, but with a deep spiritual longing to be with her Love.,,221 Accordingly, with
this divine longing, she develops a desire forunction. 222 But it was a divine desire that
could not be expatiated because first she has to go through this last stage of love:
The last stage of love is that which comes about and does its work without man's
doing. lfman were to be aware of the many hidden flaws in him he would
despair. These flaws are burned away in the last stage of love. God then shows
that weakness to man, so that the soul might see the workings of God, of that
flaming love. Things man considers perfect leave much to be desired in the eyes
of God, foraII the things of man that are perfect in appearance-what he seeks,
feels, knows - contaminate him. If we are to become perfect, the change must be
brought about in us and without us; that is, the change is to be the worknotof
man but of God. This, the last stage of love, is the pure and intense love of God
alone. lnthistransforrnation, the action of God in penetrating the soul is so fierce
~~~~~:~:isn~l~~et~~~~~g~~e~~~ :j~;Ob~~~~~t:~~~~2~Juntil death. The
Only passively can humankind reach its divine end; itisall in the hands and mercy of
God to restore us back into Him. All the same:
The more God draws the soul up to Him, the more He instills in it the desire to be
drawn up; once God has led the soul to the last step, when He wishes to realize the
soul and have it come home, the soul isso impatient to find itself in God that it
experiencesthebodyitselfaspurgatory.224
As the Dialogue relates again, "in the spirit of Catherine one saw paradise, and purgatory
in her suffering body."m Accordingly, in Catherine's mystical purgatory we not only
have a theological life, we also have a theological death: in the last years of her life, as
her health fails, we leamaboutall the crucifying details of her interiorandexterior
experienceasshesuffersfromnumerousphysical,mental,andeven,attimes,spiritual
disorders, which make the annihilation of her body and soul seem absolute.226
Like the soul in "mystical purgatory," the body is in divine grace,aflamewith
pure love and moving towards its divine end (which is death and eventualresurrection).
Therefore, it should not only be acknowledged as a "bodily purgatory," but a "real
purgatory" as well. 227 Accordingly, we can appreciate why Groeschel suggests that
"these experiences along with Catherine's conversion, were the most important in her
life.,,228 As von HUgel noted,"nothingismorecharacteristicofherpsychicstate,during
theseyears,thantheever-increasingintensity,shiftingness,and close interrelation
between the physical and mental,,,229and the Dialogue confirrns:"suffering broke that
body from head to toe, so that there was no part of it that was not tormented by inner
fire,"230 and, "fires of love encircled her and many times it seemed asifshewereaboutto
die of them; especially in her last year when she ate in one week what a normal person
would in a day.,,23 I From these descriptions, Leuba concludes that "she was ever
translating her physical disorders and discomforts into spirituaI terms, finding in them
moral significance and using them as incentives to the perfect life.',232
To list all the specific experiences and details of how Catherine suffered
intolerably throughout her last few years is, unnecessary. What is important is that during
these years she would describe, in various ways, how she perceived her body to be
bumingupinpurgatory. As we have observed, theologically fire is considered the
ultimate destroyer because it reduces the impurities of the body and soul to ashes, yet
there is reclamation by destruction, restoration by annihilation,lifebydeath,andsoon.
In addition, this all-consuming fire of pure love is "real,"and,therefore, has "real"
Catherine's inability to speak,see, move, sleep, or be touched. Moreover,"extremes
meet: increasing joy multiplies the suffering, and the greater suffering leads to greater
joy, so that it seems true to say that the pain of Purgatory is more intense the nearer the
soulistoitsdeliverance."m That is why, as Catherine approaches her physical death,
she will experience greater suffering, but she will also have muchjoy because she
understands that death is near, and that she will soon be fully restoredandwillfinally
obtain that most perfect and absolute union in God.
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Only when the soul has moved into that absolute union with thedivinedopain
andsufferingend.234 Yet,asCatherinenoted,"thoughthisfirecanbeexperiencedinthis
life, I do not believe that God allows such souls to remain long on earth,except to show
Hismightyworks."m Therefore, after sixty-three years of life and just over ten years of
extreme physical suffering during her final illness, when asked if she wished to receive
communion, she provided a passive answer:
She answered by asking whether it was the usual time, and then pointed her finger
toward heaven. The gesture implied that she was to receive Communion in
heaven, where she would be perpetually united to thatsweetSacramentandher
loving God.236
She understood that she was about to experience thatexcruciating moment ofdeath,a
transcendent or unitive mortification that would enable her to returnto her Pure Love,
God. Subsequently, in the last few moments of her life, she reflected the immense pain of
the crucifixion by spitting up blood and symbolically positioning herselfas though she
wason the cross. After going through these extreme experiences of pain and suffering,
she then expired in great peace without a word to say, because any final essence of the
lesserselfcoatedinthe"rustofsin"wasannihilatedandshewasfullytransformedinan
absolute union with God: "And this happy death occurred on the fourteenthofSeptember
in 1510, at the sixth hour, a short time before she usually received Communion.'·237
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From her childhood to her dying days, SaimCatherineofGenoa feltthe need for
something more profound-that is for God. From the beginning of her life, she
encountered and even longed for the pain of spiritual pleasure-the pleasure of oneness
with Pure Love or God alone. In her latter years, Catherine experienced the pleasure of
her pain-she attained, through joyful suffering, a spirituality that presented her sinless
and absolutely pure before and, eventllally, wholly in God. In addition, from her
childhoodandthroughouttherestofherlife,herdesireforavirtllOllS and charitable life
was an active and inherent aspect of her personality. In her adolescence, however, she
needed an immediate or slldden change to transform her life; sheneeded a transcendental
experience that would manifest itself into something concrete -she needed to find her
trllecentre or self, and, subseqllently, actualize wholly the idealsofPureLove.
In her arduous search, she eventually concluded that she needed what best may be
defined asa mystical doctrine of purgatory. Like many other descriptions ofpllrgatory,
her mystical doctrine of purgatory understood the afterlife as thesupremejoumeyofthe
soul traveling lOwards the divine. Moreover, it was a purgatorial doctrine that allowed
her to achieve the self-actllalization of her nature that she desired. onetheless,
constructing a spiritual discourse about the afterlife was not practicalorsignificant
enough to change her life in the here and now. Purgatory provided the necessary
conditionforthattransformationalexperience,butthatexperiencewas left to the afterlife.
The innate desire for profound and concrete change within her immediate life still needed
Catherine sensed a need fora divine purpose that extended beyond a mere
"doctrine" of purgatory. The "mysticism" of purgatory provided the experiential change
and spiritual mechanism required to fulfill this need. As we have observed, the mystical
experiencewasherinitialdefenceagainsthermelancholy,andre-interpreting the doctrine
ofpurgatorythroughthemysticalexperiencewashermechanismforunderstandingand
demonstrating the essence of her nature, which was found within that experience. Hence,
her teaching about the doctrine of purgatory goes beyond a theologicaldoctrine:inand
through the religious element of "mysticism,"hers is a doctrine that manifests itself as a
theological life. Her example ofa living purgatory comes from her belief that the
spiritualjoumey is an unbroken condition and experience thatoccurs in both this life and
the next; that is, not only is there life after death, but that purgatorialafterlifecanbeand
should be experienced in this life, on the material earth. Unlikeconceptsofpllrgatory
that were concerned with spatial conceptions and acknowledged purgatoryasa
completely separate life with its own story to tell, Catherine focused on the transcendent
or mystical ideal that allowed forpurgatorytobeapresentandlivingexperience.Onecan
experience the condition of purgatory while still alive because the distinction between life
and death does not have to be dualistic; life and death can bellnderstood as a dialectical
reality. Therefore, death is anticipated in life, which means that there is morethanjllst
survival after death, but purgatory can now take place on earth. This is what Bonzi da
Genova has described as Catherine of Genoa's "ultramundane catharsis" and Christopher
Donald ugent has considered as her"intramllndanecatharsis.'"
I Donald Christopher Nugent, "Mystic of Pure Love: Saint Catherine of Genoa" in Women Writers a/the
Renaissance and Reformation, edited by Katharina M. Wilson (London: The University of Georgia
For Catherine, her unique doctrine of purgatory would providethe ultimate
symbol of the requirements of pure love, and her mystical experience would provide the
ultimate form of pure love hereon earth. Purgatory'spurposewastocleansethesoultoa
stateofabsoluteperfection,thusenablingittoachieveitsdivine ordinance: to obtain its
pure and absolute union with the divine in heaven. Catherine achieved this by following
the mystical path of purgation, illumination, and union in pure Iove, and,as we have seen,
demonstrated many of the religious practices and ideals common to her era. Yet the
quality of her thoughts and actions go beyond these traditional practices because of the
demands of pure love: the degree to which she holds herselfaccountable is always held
up against the divine measurements of purity and love. ltisthistypeofextremeand
transcendent purpose that innately forced Catherine of Genoa to become a saint of pure
love: in order to go through purgatory on this earth and actualize her own divine nature,
she would have to demonstrate the most righteous life, like that ofasaint, and absolutely
and wholly embody pure love - that is, Catherine of Genoa would have no choice but to
become a saint of pure love.
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